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Abstract
Within the Web’s data ecosystem dwell applications that consume and produce information
with varying degrees of structuring, ranging from very structured business data to the semi-
structured or unstructured data found in documents which contain a significant amount of
text. Current database technology was not designed for the Web and, consequently, database
communication protocols, query models, and even data models are inadequate for the de-
mands of “data everywhere.” Thus, a technique to uniformly store, search, transport and up-
date all the variety of information within Web or intranet environments has yet to be designed.
The Web context require the data management community to address: (a) data modeling and
basic querying to support multiple data models to accommodate many types of data sources,
(b) powerful search mechanisms that accept keyword queries and select relevant structured
sources that may answer them, and (c) the ability to combine answers from structured and un-
structured data in a principled way. In consequence, this dissertation constructively designs
a technique to store, search, transport and update unstructured and structured information
for Web or intranet-based environments: the Relational-text (RELTEX) protocol. Central to
the design of the protocol is an integrated model for structured and unstructured data and its
associated declarative language interface, namely, the RELTEX model and calculus.

The RELTEX model is constructively defined departing from the relational and infor-
mation retrieval models and their associated retrieval strategies. The model’s data items are
tuples with structured “columns” and unstructured “fields” that further allow idiosyncratic
schema in the form of “extension fields”, which are tuple-specific name/value pairs. This
flexibility allows representation of totally unstructured information, totally structured infor-
mation, and mixtures of structured and unstructured data, such as tables where tuples have
a varying number of fields over time. RELTEX calculus extends tuple relational calculus to
consider text fields, similarity matches, match ranking, and sort order. Then, building on top
of the formally-defined RELTEX data model and calculus and departing from the architec-
ture of the Web, the RELTEX protocol is defined as a resource-centric protocol to describe
and manipulate data and schema of unstructured and structured data sources. An equivalence
mapping between RELTEX and the relational and information retrieval models is provided.
The mapping suggests a wide range of applicability for RELTEX, thus proving the model’s
value. On the other hand, the RELTEX protocol is distinguished from other techniques for
data access and storage in the Web since (a) it supports structured and unstructured data ma-
nipulation and retrieval, (b) it offers operations to describe and manipulate both common and
idiosyncratic schema of data items and (c) it directly federates data items to the Web over
a compound key; thus demonstrating novelty and value. The RELTEX protocol, model and
calculus are proven feasible by means of a proof-of-concept implementation. Departing from
a motivating scenario, the prototype is used to provide representative examples of data and
schema operations.

Having demonstrated that the RELTEX protocol and model contribute towards the data
modeling and basic querying challenge imposed by the Web, we expect that this dissertation
benefits researchers and practitioners alike with a novel, valuable, effective and feasible tech-
nique to store, search, transport and update unstructured and structured information in the
Web environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Almost ten years ago, a group of senior database researchers from academia, industry and
government met at Asilomar, California to assess the state of database research. This meeting
proposed a grand vision for database research to accomplish within a decade (Bernstein et al.,
1998):

“The Information Utility: Make it easy for everyone to store, organize, access
and analyze the majority of human information online.”

Yet, human information assumes many forms and shapes that we will simply call struc-
ture. For example, business applications usually store data in a structured way (typically,
within a database system) to ease its processing by business applications. Textual documents
are easier to author (and compile for presentation) when layout is separated from content.
And yet the highest portability of information (whether a novel, source code, or even graph-
ical data) is achieved by using simple text documents which contents have no structure but
that known by the document’s target audience (i.e. ASCII files). Most complex applications
require to store and retrieve information with some level of organization.

Software engineering has isolated this task into specialized systems such as databases and
information retrieval tools for structured and unstructured content, respectively. Databases
store data structured as collections of related records while information retrieval tools (IR
tools for short) store information primarily in the form of text.

The need for storage prevalent in software applications and the important benefits ob-
tained from decoupling applications and storage motivates the data management (a.k.a. da-
tabase) community to measure, control and continually improve the organization of informa-
tion. As illustrated in our previous examples, this information ranges from very structured
business data to the semistructured or unstructured data found in documents which corpora
contain a significant amount of text, such as web pages, word processor documents, e-books
and even spreadsheets.

We use arbitrarily structured data as an encompassing term for the spectrum of struc-
tured, unstructured or semistructured data. Semistructured data conforms partially to a
schema, or has a schema that can evolve rapidly (Abiteboul, 1997). Structured or strictly-
typed data conforms to a well-defined schema (Garcia-Molina et al., 1999; Ullman and
Widom, 1997). Unstructured data is characterized by significant amounts of text. The term
“unstructured” is misleading since all documents have some structure even if it is just the
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structure that is implicit (e.g. punctuation marks), which makes unstructured data prone to be
represented in several text “fields” (Melton and Buxton, 2006; Lesk, 2003). The advent of hy-
pertext and the World Wide Web widens the data management spectrum with the challenge of
managing hypermedia in addition to dealing with numbers and strings. Temporal and spatial
properties of data items further complicate the big picture of information organization (Gray,
2004).

For this purpose, this dissertation constructively defines the Relational-text (RELTEX)
model for describing arbitrarily structured data by integrating unstructured and structured
data. Briefly, the model’s data items are tuples with structured “columns” and unstructured
“fields” that further allow idiosyncratic schema in the form of “extension fields”, which are
tuple-specific name/value pairs. This flexibility allows representation of totally unstructured
information, such as a single table representing the whole Web with fields such as “URI”
and “CONTENTS”; totally structured information, such as relational database tables; and
mixtures of structured and unstructured data such as a human resources table with structured
columns and unstructured fields to hold, say, an employee’s resume; and even tables where
tuples have a varying number of fields over time.

Within the Web’s data ecosystem dwell applications that consume and produce informa-
tion with varying degrees of structuring. We have human resource systems that store, query
and update structured and unstructured data about employees; search engines crawling the
Web’s confines for unstructured data and multimedia in their intention to index and make
them readily available to everyone; digital library systems learning how to share structured
and unstructured data with one another, and many others. All these applications have dif-
ferent data structuring and communication needs. Consequently, the Web is becoming the
de facto standard for applications to query data, both within organizations and the world at
large (Abiteboul et al., 2005). Queries are questions required to be expressed in a formal way,
and can be either select queries or action queries. A select query is simply a data retrieval
query while an action query can ask for additional operations on the data, such as insertion,
updating, or deletion (Melton and Buxton, 2006; pp. 32).

Despite the widespread use of the Web, a 10-year lapse has almost passed since the issuing
of the Information Utility challenge, yet database research still has much to contribute to turn
the Web into a more useful information utility. Fortunately, remarkable advances on text
search and heuristics done by other fields (notably information retrieval, which studies of
techniques of retrieving textual documents relevant to the needs of a searcher) have increased
the information utility of the Web. Yet, those efforts have usually targeted end-users and
the grand challenge still needs to be addressed by database research on behalf of individual
(a.k.a. user-agent) and enterprise applications (Bosworth, 2005a).

It is important to reflect upon the apparent failure of database research with regard of
increasing the Web’s information utility. In our opinion, this is due, in part, to both extrinsic
and intrinsic factors that have led to an isolation of database research from other communities
that have played a mayor role in shaping the current Web (e.g. the information retrieval, world
wide web and the hypertext-hypermedia communities).

Chief among the extrinsic factors is the close interplay between database researchers and
practitioners that arises from the fact that databases are central to the information infrastruc-
ture of science and industry (Abiteboul et al., 2005; Gray, 2004; Atkins et al., 2003). This
has had two important consequences: (a) supporting this infrastructure has kept the database
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community quite focused in dealing with structured data (e.g. numbers, strings, dates) and
relational operators on top of it; and (b) the constant improvement of this widely-used in-
frastructure conveys a strong tendency to continuously refine conceptual breakthroughs that
have successfully transitioned to industry (e.g. query optimization, active databases, data
replication). This tendency was dubbed “delta-X” research, along with advice against it,
in Bernstein et al. (1998).

Perhaps even more important than, yet synergistic with, the isolationist extrinsic factor
that comes from the researcher/practitioner interplay, is the inherent nature of database re-
trieval which was designed primarily for business data models. For relational databases, this
consideration is explicitly defined in Codd’s First, Second and Third Rules (Codd, 1985a,b):

Rule 1: The information rule: All information in the database is to be represented in one
and only one way, namely by values in column positions within rows of tables.

Rule 2: The guaranteed access rule: All data must be accessible with no ambiguity.
Every individual scalar value in the database must be logically addressable by
specifying the name of the containing table, the name of the containing column
and the primary key value of the containing row.

Rule 3: Systematic treatment of null values: The DBMS must allow each field to remain
null (or empty). Specifically, it must support a representation of “missing infor-
mation and inapplicable information” that is systematic, distinct from all regular
values and independent of data type—as exemplified by Bruce Lindsay, “in the
case of a census database, with a table for sex and a table for pregnancies, then
a ‘no’ for male pregnancies is irrelevant,” cited by Orlowski (2003).

These rules have become general assumptions that define database retrieval as syntactical,
schematized and factual.

Notwithstanding the convenience of structured data retrieval for business applications, it
is simply unsuitable for search-based applications that need to query for semantic informa-
tion (Abiteboul et al., 2005; Bosworth, 2005b; Seltzer, 2005; Gray, 2004). Figure 1.1 shows
some examples of search-based applications and the underlying storage systems they are typ-
ically deployed upon. To provide an example on how structured search is not very successful

Figure 1.1: Search-based applications
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to support search-based applications, let us consider the case of Web search. Web search
typically operates in unstructured text projections of semistructured documents (i.e. raw text
extracted from HTML). The query model of search-based applications is rather simplistic
when compared to the structured queries of database applications. In essence, search-based
systems support “about” queries (Bosworth, 2005b), which basically take some keywords as
input and return a set of related items ranked by similarity to the entered keywords. An end-
user intention is implicit in this query model and thus, a partial result set—with those items
ranked topmost—is returned along with an option to request subsequent—lower in ranking—
sets. Unstructured search could then be described as being semantical, statistically ranked,
approximate and partial or incomplete.

Contrasting the query and retrieval models of unstructured data—imprecise queries and
approximate retrieval—against those of structured data—precise queries and exact answer
retrieval—it is clear that the integration of unstructured and structured data within a single
information management system is difficult and challenging (Abiteboul et al., 2005; Chaud-
huri et al., 2005; Raghavan and Garcia-Molina, 2001), yet such an integration is required for
database technology to increase the information utility of the Web for individual and enter-
prise applications (Abiteboul et al., 2005; Bosworth, 2005a; Gray, 2004).

In addition, the contribution of databases towards increasing the information utility of
the Web will only be achieved in the same measure that databases are integrated to the Web.
Consequently, the database community has deemed the Internet as the main driving force in
the area of applications since it enables “cross enterprise” communication (Abiteboul et al.,
2005). This consideration has caused database systems to start publishing information di-
rectly to the Internet. However, these early integration initiatives have raised concerns with
regards of their security implications—since databases were not designed to be directly ex-
posed to the Internet and thus could be vulnerable to remote attacks (Gray, 2004)—and the
suitability of their transport protocols, query models, update models and even their data mod-
els for their integration with the Web (Bosworth, 2005a; Shadgar and Holyer, 2004). Thus,
an approach to uniformly store, search, transport and update all this variety of information
within distributed applications, whether Web or intranet-based, has yet to be designed.

For this purpose, this dissertation departs from the architecture of the Web to present a
technique for querying structured and unstructured data within Web or intranet-based envi-
ronments in terms of a resource-centric protocol to describe and manipulate data and schema
information compliant with a model for arbitrarily structured data.

From the Web ecosystem’s perspective, many applications are entrenched in their own
data organization strategies. These disparate strategies are a crucial obstacle to application
interoperability, pretty much akin the communication problems among people speaking dif-
ferent languages. Also, this disparity is the precursor of a “digital divide” between Web-based
hypermedia applications and the deep Web, a collection of content residing behind hundreds
of thousands of Web forms (Halevy et al., 2006).

Concretely, this diversity is the motivator of the information integration challenge and
its companion, and so far largely intractable, problem of semantic heterogeneity, perhaps
comparable to the infeasibility of reducing the majority of human communication to solely
statements rather than dialogues. Semantic heterogeneity, counted among the challenges
listed in all the database community self-assessment reports (Abiteboul et al., 2005), has
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Figure 1.2: Dataspace Concept with Representative Sources

become the bogeyman of information integration efforts by forcing them into domain specific
solutions. And yet, in spite of heterogeneity, the Web data ecosystem continues to grow.

Halevy et al. (2006) characterized this problem space and issued a call for the data man-
agement community to address the demands of “data everywhere” under the notion of “datas-
paces”, which gathers the many goals and challenges identified by the database community
self-assessment meetings (Abiteboul et al., 2005) as an unified effort.

A dataspace is a data management abstraction that should contain all the information rele-
vant to a particular organization regardless of its format and location, and model a rich collec-
tion of relationships between data sources (see Figure 1.2). It could be argued that dataspaces
are part of the solution to the Information Utility grand challenge (Bernstein et al., 1998).
Dataspaces have been proposed as the next step in the evolution of data integration, differing
from previous architectures in that semantic integration is deferred to applications using the
dataspace. Instead, the notion of data co-existence is central, and it is pursued by supporting
some base functionality over all data sources, regardless of how they are integrated. Data
sources are the individual participants of a dataspace, which could be a relational database,
an XML repository, a text database or even Web services and software packages (Franklin
et al., 2005)1.

Top-down and bottom-up (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999) are the two major strategies for
designing dataspaces. In the top-down approach an overview of the dataspace is formulated,
without going into detail for any part of it. Each part is then refined by designing it in more
detail and may then be refined again, defining it in yet more detail until the entire system
reaches its intended form. By contrast, in bottom-up design, individual parts of the dataspace
are specified in detail. The parts are then linked together to form larger components, which

1Since data source is an encompassing term for a variety of possible information sources—whether the
source is an information management system, a software application or a semistructured document—the term
data store is used by this document to distinguish a concrete information source, with a given architecture and/or
implementation.
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are in turn linked until the complete system is formed. Top-down design is a suitable approach
when the dataspace is being designed from scratch. Commonly, however, a number of sources
already exist, and the design task involves integrating them into system. The bottom-up
approach is suitable for this type of environment.

The assumption of an underlying arbitrarily structured model gives the Web protocol
introduced in this dissertation, the flexibility required to integrate heterogeneous data sources
which could be structured (e.g. databases), unstructured (e.g. IR tools) or semistructured
(e.g. digital libraries), thus enabling bottom-up integration of data sources. Alternatively,
individual and enterprise applications could use the Web protocol to design dataspaces from
scratch using a top-down approach and could also consider the arbitrarily structured model
to store both structured and unstructured data within individual sources.

With dataspaces, the following challenges arise (Franklin et al., 2005):

I. Data modeling and basic querying to support multiple data models to accommodate
as many types of participant data sources in a natural way.

II. Dataspace discovery to find its participant data sources and the relationships be-
tween them.

III. Reusing human attention for other tasks (e.g. user annotations relating data items
from two different sources, could be used to register a relationship between the
sources).

IV. Dataspace storage and indexing to deal with the heterogeneity of the index which
should uniformly index all possible data items, whether they are words appearing in
text, values appearing in a database, or a schema element in one of the sources.

V. Correctness guarantees to access disparate data sources with some confidence in
the quality of the answers provided to queries and the effects and permanence of
updates.

VI. Theoretical foundations to have formal understanding of the different data models,
relationships and answering queries in a dataspace.

The magnitude of these challenges adds a new dimension to data integration that demands
the expertise of more than a single researcher (or even a research group) and might be the
subject of many dissertations. Towards contributing to the dataspace abstraction, this disser-
tation addresses the data modeling and basic querying challenge with an effective approach
for describing and manipulating structured and unstructured data within a Web or intranet-
based environment through a Web protocol (Chapter 4) . Due to the interrelated nature of the
challenges and the methodology to be followed, this dissertation also contributes to (a) the
data storage and indexing challenge with efficient query decomposition and merger of result
procedures between structured and unstructured data sources, and (b) theoretical foundations
for the data description model (Section 3.2) and data manipulation operations for structured
and unstructured data (Section 3.2.1).

Motivated by the idea of of achieving unstructured and structured data description and
manipulation on Web or intranet-based environments, the remainder of this section defines
the research problem in terms of research objectives, questions and hypotheses and presents
the organization of this document.
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1.1 Research Problem & Hypotheses
To provide the data management and information retrieval communities with a data access
and storage technique for Web and intranet environments, this dissertation pursues the fol-
lowing general objective:

Proposal of a technique to store, search, transport and update unstructured and
structured information for Web or intranet-based environments.

This objective has been recently presented as a valuable endeavor by both researchers and
practitioners in works such as (Halevy et al., 2006; Abiteboul et al., 2005; Bosworth, 2005a;
Gray, 2004). This is a hard problem since its solution implies considering: (a) data integration
challenges, such as conciliating retrieval of unstructured and structured data within a single
access mechanism or even deciding the level at which such a mechanism should exist i.e.
should the integration be done at the information management system level (e.g. within a
DBMS) or at the application level (e.g. using Web services); and (b) the federation of data
via Web services, which is an active research area for which no good answers are available
yet (thus mandating the proposal of a notion of “goodness” or “rightness” in works inscribed
in this area).

To make actionable this dissertation, we approach this problem by constructively defining
a “core” model for describing unstructured and structured data and a “minimal” protocol for
manipulating unstructured and structured data on Web or intranet-based environment. By
core and minimal we refer to the most basic and minimal set of components that make the
model and the protocol describe (model) unstructured and unstructured data, and manipulate
(protocol) such data in a Web environment. Consequently, this dissertation has the following
specific objectives:

I. To describe an integrated model for structured and unstructured data sources.
II. To present a protocol for manipulating structured and unstructured data on Web or

intranet-based environments.

To achieve the first objective this dissertation relies on the implicit assumption that an inte-
grated model for structured and unstructured data considers: (a) completely structured data
items, (b) completely unstructured data items, or (c) (by induction) data items that are par-
tially structured and partially unstructured (i.e. semistructured). Therefore, the following
questions are posed to help attain the integrated model:

1. What are the characteristics of unstructured data?
2. What are the characteristics of structured data?
3. Is it possible to accomplish an integrated model for unstructured and structured data?

How?

Since the characteristics of unstructured data and structured data are well know and have been
presented in reference books and research works (e.g. Melton and Buxton, 2006; Garcia-
Molina et al., 1999; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999), the characterization of unstruc-
tured and structured data is elicited directly from bibliographical references. The third ques-
tion is of particular interest to this dissertation and to the data management community in
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general (Franklin et al., 2005; Abiteboul et al., 2005; Gray, 2004). To answer this question,
this dissertation departs from the following cause-effect hypothesis (based on our previous
implicit assumption):

H1. If there exists a data model whose items are a partially structured and partially unstruc-
tured tuple 〈S, U〉, where S denotes a structured component and U an unstructured com-
ponent, then that model effectively constitutes an integrated model for structured and
unstructured data.

To achieve the second objective regarding a data manipulation protocol for Web-based envi-
ronments, this dissertation departs from the following questions:

4. What are the characteristics of the data model to consider by the protocol?
5. Which operations should be provided by the protocol?
6. What syntax should be used for protocol operations?
7. What are the semantics of protocol operations?
8. How should data and schema be exposed by the protocol?
9. Does the protocol support schema evolution? Can it be supported at all?

In agreement with its objectives, this dissertation is interested in a data model for unstructured
and structured data. Thus, the “right” data model for the purposes of the present document
supports unstructured and structured data or a combination of the two. Consequently, the
answer to the fourth question is given by the results of Hypothesis H1.

Departing from the fact that creation, retrieval, updating and deletion (CRUD for short)
are the four basic functions of persistent storage, the answer of the fifth question, under our
minimal design criteria, would depart from the hypothesis that a mapping between CRUD
functions, data and schema of the integrated model, and the operations that act on resources
in the Web environment (i.e. HTTP methods) should exist. Thus originating the following
hypothesis:

H2. If (a) creation, retrieval, updating and deletion are the four basic functions of persistent
storage, (b) the Web environment has well-known operations to act on its resources
(HTTP methods), and (c) the schema (or structure) of structured data sources can be
made accessible by the same operations that access data (as in Codd’s Fourth Rule);
then a mapping exists between (a) CRUD functions, (b) HTTP methods and (c) the
data and schema manipulation operations of a protocol for manipulating structured and
unstructured data in Web or intranet environments.

To answer the sixth question, we depart from the syntax characteristics of manipulation oper-
ations for structured and unstructured data and presume that those features should be present
in operations to manipulate both types of data. Thus leading to the following hypothesis:

H3. If (a) structured data can be schematized and made accessible with no ambiguity by
being logically addressable through the name of the containing entities and key values
(as in Codd’s First and Second Rule with regards of table names, column names and
row values), and (b) unstructured data items can be made accessible through a matching
function, associated with an index, that associates a real number with a query and the
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item, or a named subset of it, indicating how well the query representation and the item
match (Gonçalves et al., 2004); then data items should be made accessible both through
(a) the names of the containing entities and key values, and (b) matching functions
and unstructured queries in the operations of a protocol for manipulating structured and
unstructured data in Web or intranet environments.

Since by design this dissertation is pursing the four basic functions of persistent storage
(see Hypothesis 2), which have well-known intuitive semantics, the challenge in answering
the seventh question lies in formalizing the semantics of both data and schema operations,
also in agreement with the need for theoretical foundations required by the dataspace chal-
lenges (Franklin et al., 2005). Therefore, the answer to this question is inscribed in the
answers to hypothesis 1 and 2 since both the model for structured and unstructured data
and the Web protocol built on top of it, should be formalized to provide a better theoretical
contribution (Liskov and Zilles, 1975).

To determine how data and schema are exposed by the protocol, this dissertation departs
from the standardization of URI schemes for the Web2. Since protocol operations for data
and schema manipulating are mapped to HTTP methods (see Hypothesis 2) and identifiable
resources are being considered (see Hypothesis 3), a hierarchical structure to address both
data and schema items should be feasible. In addition, data should be supplemented by
metadata due to its prevalent use in structured data sources (CC:DA Task Force on Metadata,
1999). Therefore, the following hypothesis is issued:

H4. If resources in the Web environment are accesible by hierarchical URI schemes, then
data, metadata and schema can be exposed by a protocol for Web environments under a
hierarchy that differentiates the three.

Finally, the last question, exploratory in nature since its answer depends primarily in the
results of this dissertation, raises the following interrogative hypothesis (refer to hypotheses 1
and 2):

H5. If schema manipulation operations are exposed by a protocol that considers partially
structured items and partially unstructured items, then can the unstructured elements of
such items become structured or can the structured elements of such elements become
unstructured by the means of protocol operations?

Table 1.1 summarizes this dissertation’s research design in terms of its specific objectives
and their associated questions and hypotheses.

1.2 Validation
With the previous hypotheses guiding the research towards its objectives of characterizing
structured and unstructured data under an integrated model and proving a technique to manip-
ulate such data in Web environments, this dissertation’s results are validated against current
practice as follows:

2URI Generic Syntax, http://rfc.net/std0066.html
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Objectives Questions Hypotheses

Data Model
What are the characteristics of
structured data?

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

What are the characteristics of
unstructured data?

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

Is an integrated model possible?
How?

H1 Data Model

Web Protocol

Which data model should to be
considered?

H1 Data Model

Which operations should be pro-
vided by the protocol?

H2 CRUD/HTTP

What syntax should be used for
protocol operations?

H3 Query Syntax

What are the semantics of proto-
col operations?

H2 CRUD/HTTP

How should data and schema be
exposed (to the Web)?

H4 URI Contexts

How does the protocol support
schema evolution?

H5 Schema Evolution

Table 1.1: Research Design

• The effectiveness of the integrated model to describe structured and unstructured data
(defined in Chapter 3) is shown by (a) finding an equivalence mapping with the struc-
tured relational model and the document collection model characteristic of information
retrieval (see Section 3.2.2); and (b) exemplifying the use of the model to represent
structured and unstructured data in sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3.

• The model for describing arbitrarily structured data is evaluated against the relational
and information retrieval models in terms of Liskov and Zilles (1975)’s criteria—i.e. a
qualitative comparison of the data model against the relational model and unstructured
documents in terms of their formality, constructibility, comprehensibility (size and lu-
cidity), minimality, wide range of applicability and extensibility—in Section 3.3. In
addition, under the wide range of applicability criterion, the model for describing arbi-
trarily structured data is compared against other models and storage implementations
in terms of their data domain and schema flexibility or regularity (Section 3.3.1).

• The effectiveness of the protocol to manipulate (i.e. create, retrieve/search, delete,
update) structured and unstructured data, metadata and schema in the Web (presented
in Chapter 4), is shown through representative examples in sections 4.5 and 5.1.2.3.

• The protocol for manipulating data and schema in the Web, is compared against other
techniques to store and retrieve data on the Web in terms of protocol comparison crite-
ria elicited from Gray (2004)’s open issues for data Web service design and Bosworth
(2005a)’s call for technical innovations to directly federate data to the Web, in Sec-
tion 4.7.

• The feasibility of both the data model and the Web protocol is demonstrated with a
proof-of-concept prototype described in Chapter 5.

• The contribution of this dissertation’s results to practice is illustrated by a motivating
scenario (Section 2.5) and by showing how the data model and the protocol can be
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used to describe and manipulate structured and unstructured data within representative
application scenarios (Section 5.2): a Human Resource Management System (narrated
in the motivating scenario), Digital Library and Web Log Analysis applications.

As seen in the previous listing, this dissertation follows the engineering research paradigm
of computer science (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2002; Wegner, 1976). In agreement with this research
paradigm and the present dissertation’s objectives, Liskov and Zilles (1975)’s criteria have
been selected as a validation technique since they were formulated to compare different spec-
ifications for a given concept in terms of their usefulness (see Section 3.3). Liskov and Zilles
(1975)’s criteria are current and relevant to the data management community (and to software
engineering, in general) as demonstrated by

(a) Reprintings of Liskov and Zilles (1975)’s article, which include: (i) IEEE Transactions
on Software Engineering SE–1, 1, March 1975, (ii) Proceedings of the First International
Conference on Software Reliability, April 1975, 72–88, and (iii) Tutorial on Software
Design Techniques, P. Freeman and A. Wasserman, IEEE, 1977, 114–126; and

(b) The high number of citations received over time3. It is also worth noting that, in this
regard, Liskov is considered a highly cited and influential researcher due to her work in
data abstractions (within which this article has been inscribed), considered to have paved
the way for writing more complex computer programs (MIT’s News Office, 2002).

1.3 Justification
This introduction has already stated the research problem of this dissertation and has related it
to a larger context of challenging areas—the dataspace paradigm—and to the recognition that
researchers and practitioners of both the data management and information communities have
given to the problem’s importance. In addition, this section proposes that this dissertation is
both novel and valuable under to the following criteria:

• Convenience. It is convenient to do research on data description and data manipu-
lation in the context of the Web environment, since the advent of Web services en-
ables publishing of information on the Internet, generating new research issues to deal
with (Abiteboul et al., 2005) and thus, making it convenient to revise previous ap-
proaches to data description and manipulation.

• Practical implications. The practical implications of this dissertation’s contribu-
tions entail both terminology and a much needed solution approach for practitioners
to align enterprises’ structured and unstructured data within integration strategies un-
der a Web or intranet-based environments, a need manifested by business intelligence
reports (HP-Knightsbridge, 2006) and enterprise research initiatives4.

• Theoretical contributions. Although theoretical foundations are a desired element
in all computer science research, our chosen research problem and its larger context of

3An approximate number of citations to Liskov and Zilles (1975)’s paper can be obtained thorough Google
Scholar’s Web interface, available at http://scholar.google.com/

4For example, IBM’s research initiatives in database systems, such as the “Semi-structured and
Un-structured Data Access” and the “Information Integration and Business Intelligence” projects, see
http://domino.research.ibm.com/comm/research.nsf/pages/r.datamgmt.database.html
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dataspaces, explicitly demand a theoretical revision of concepts and techniques, such as
models for data description and protocols for data manipulation, as explicitly presented
by researchers and practitioners through call to action publication such as Halevy
et al. (2006); Franklin et al. (2005); Abiteboul et al. (2005); Bosworth (2005b,a); Gray
(2004).

1.4 Scope
The present dissertation is inscribed within the following scope:

• The integrated model for structured and unstructured data considers relational tuples
as its structured component and unstructured documents with fields as its unstructured
component (see Chapter 3).

• The protocol for manipulating data in the Web environment considers HTTP methods
as the most representative operations that act on Web resources, and derives its opera-
tions accordingly (see Chapter 4).

• The integrated model for structured and unstructured data is proposed at the logical-
level, which means that it is a set-based abstraction that mediates between the actual
storage of data and conceptual entities in the application domain.

• Select queries in database systems feature grouping and aggregating clauses (e.g. the
HAVING and GROUP BY clauses of SQL’s SELECT statement) together with the ca-
pability of invoking implementation-specific library functions. In this dissertation, we
consider retrieval from a basic, non-statistical declarative approach and therefore do
not address grouping, aggregation or invocation of library functions in queries.

• The adoption of a protocol to publish data items on the Web will justly raise security
concerns (Gray, 2004). These concerns, albeit of considerable importance, are out of
scope of this dissertation. We do, however, consider that this omission is alleviated by
the existence of protocols for secure data transmission on the Web and consequently
propose an initial approach to secure the communication implied by the proposed Web
protocol in Section 4.6.

1.5 Contributions
This dissertation presents the reader with a technique to store, search, transport and update
unstructured and structured information for Web or intranet-based environments: the REL-
TEX protocol. The RELTEX protocol is built on top of the formally-defined RELTEX data
model and calculus (Alvarez-Cavazos et al., 2007). The RELTEX protocol and model are
proven feasible by means of a proof-of-concept prototype implementation: the RELTEX
store. A reference architecture of the RELTEX store is provided in terms of components,
functions and data model. Compliance between the RELTEX protocol and data model with
the prototype implementation is demonstrated through a representative set of unit tests, a
subset of which are included in the present document to exemplify data and schema descrip-
tion and manipulation operations, departing from a motivating scenario—at the conceptual
(calculus), communication (protocol) and implementation levels. Besides proving feasibility,
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unit tests provide a measure of research repeatability. Therefore, the main contributions of
this dissertation are:

1. The RELTEX protocol: a RESTful Web service protocol for the integration of unstruc-
tured, structured or semistructured sources to the Web.

2. Integration of unstructured and structured data under the RELTEX data model.
3. An extension of tuple relational calculus to encompass data operations on structured,

unstructured and semistructured data sources.
4. Efficient query decomposition and merger of result procedures between the RELTEX

semistructured data model and an underlying integration of an IR tool with a relational
database

These contributions translate to the following technical innovations:

1. RELTEX, a semistructured data model for the Web, supporting: (a) similarity search
with ranking, (b) schematized search, and (c) a common table schema with support for
rows with particular schema.

2. An approach for data sources to publish information directly to the Web, and con-
versely:

3. A REST update/query model for information sources to be used by user-agents and
applications, more generally:

3.1. ODBC for the Web in terms of RESTful Web services,
3.2. SQL for the Web by providing CRUD data and schema operations over HTTP

methods, and
3.3. HTML for information using XML as transport format.

1.6 Document Organization
The remainder of this dissertation document presents the following organization:

• Chapter 2, “A Web of Data in the Making,” presents the theoretical concepts on which
this dissertation builds upon along with the relevant state of the art. These notions
include structured and unstructured search and approaches to transport data between
clients and information sources over the Web.

• Chapter 3, “Model for Describing Unstructured and Structured Data,” constructively
defines a model for describing unstructured and structured data. Briefly, the model’s
data items are tuples with structured “columns” and unstructured “fields” that further
allow idiosyncratic schema in the form of “extension fields”, which are tuple-specific
name/value pairs. The model definition is followed with a calculus notation to provide
a formal base for data manipulation operations. The notion of schema definition and
manipulation for the data model, along with the syntactical conventions to express them
as SQL-like statements are presented as well. Departing from a motivating scenario, the
usage of the data model and calculus is exemplified. Finally, the model is compared
against other models and storage implementations under Liskov and Zilles (1975)’s
criteria and in terms of their data domain and schema flexibility or regularity.
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• Chapter 4, “Relational-text Protocol,” presents an effective technique for searching and
updating structured and unstructured data within a Web or intranet-based environment
in terms of a resource-centric Web protocol to describe and manipulate data and schema
of information compliant with the relational-text model, such as relational database and
information retrieval tools. Departing from the architecture of the Web, the protocol is
defined in terms of data, schema and metadata contexts. Short examples are provided
along the definitions. Secure data access is addressed by proposing the use of the pro-
tocol over a secure HTTPS/TLS channel coupled with HTTP authentication. Finally,
the protocol is compared to other data access and storage techniques.

• Chapter 5, “Relational-text Implementation,” presents a reference architecture of a pro-
totype of the integrated data model for structured and unstructured data and its accom-
panying Web protocol. The reference architecture is presented from a component-
based and a function-based perspective. Architectural components are identified and
their interaction is described as an execution sequence for both data and schema op-
erations. Component and test case size statistics of the implementation are provided.
Function groups identified include a data access API for structured and unstructured
information, query decomposition and merger of result procedures and text analysis
functions. The chapter also presents design benefits of the prototype implementation
for representative applications including a Human Resource Management System, a
Digital Library and Web Log Analysis applications.

• Chapter 6, “Conclusions,” ends the dissertation with a brief recapitulation of its con-
tents, contributions, technical innovations, lessons learned and future work directions.

A glossary of terms and acronyms used in the remainder of this document is included in
Appendix A.



Chapter 2

A Web of Data in the Making

This chapter presents the theoretical concepts on which this dissertation builds upon. These
notions include structured and unstructured search and approaches to transport data between
clients and information sources over the Web. Next, the state of the art relevant to this disser-
tation is presented, covering current integration approaches for unstructured and structured
information systems and Web service technology trends for information sources.

2.1 The Structure of Data Retrieval
The fundamental differences between unstructured and structured search is that the former
is semantical, statistically ranked, approximate and incomplete while the later is syntactical,
schematized and factual. Raghavan and Garcia-Molina (2001) distinguish unstructured and
structured search in terms of their query and retrieval models. Unstructured search is char-
acterized by imprecise queries and approximate answers while structured search is defined
by precise queries and exact answers. Complementarily, Adar (1998) contrasts unstructured
search from structured search in terms of their “indexing dimensions.” Unstructured infor-
mation retrieval (IR) systems index across a single dimension of language features while
structured database (DB) systems allow for indexing across multiple schematized dimen-
sions. Another distinction is that IR systems focus on preprocessing and organizing textual
data to provide efficient—i.e. O (1) or other low order—lookup operations while DB systems
optimize on a per-query basis (Lesk, 2003), which results in lookup operations with variable
efficiency—i.e. O (log n) over an indexed dimension, O (n) without an indexed dimension
and O (n log n) or greater order when aggregating, sorting and summarizing information.
Regardless of the chosen qualifiers, it is clear that there is orthogonality between the query
and retrieval models and the working mechanics of unstructured and structured search.

As suggested by the preceding discussion, integrating information retrieval and databases
is not a trivial task. During the Lowell meeting, Alon Y. Halevy shaped this problem as (Lesk,
2003):

“the fundamental problem in mixing the two worlds is that we have a subquery
in some formal world and (then) we go to a repository and all we have is text.
How do we come back with an answer to do joins?”
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In a sense, Halevy is asking how could unstructured data be structured enough to coexist
with structured data in the same information system.

This dissertation effectively proposes an instance of this “formal world” that integrates
unstructured and structured data. This instance is composed of (a) a protocol to uniformly
store, search, transport and update structured and unstructured data (or a combination of
the two) within a Web or intranet-based environment (presented in Chapter 4); and (b) the
RELTEX data model, a variant of the relational model with support for unstructured data in
terms of text fields and structured data under typed columns (introduced in Chapter 3).

Figure 2.1 compares the relational model with RELTEX. As shown in the figure, REL-
TEX is a semistructured model in the sense that its information items (i.e. rows) allow both
a common schema (i.e. table definition) and row-specific schema by allowing the arbitrary
addition of fields. The “?” after “FIELDS” stands for the property of extending the com-
mon schema with row-specific fields, hence supporting sparse attributes (e.g. the “labels” so
typical of Web systems that build upon user-contributed value1).

Alternatively, rather than interpreting Halevy’s problem as a data coexistence challenge,
it could also be construed as the task of finding a joint retrieval strategy comprising unstruc-
tured search and schematized retrieval. In which case, a structured query would be combined
somehow with keyword queries. For example, let us consider the case of a collaborative
online encyclopedia, such as Wikipedia2. An initial approach to model Wikipedia could be
a huge RELTEX table with fields such as “URI” and “CONTENTS” to enable retrieval of
articles (through their URI) based on “about” queries of their contents. Yet, the richness of
data present in Wikipedia pages3 (and in Web pages in general) could also benefit from a
structured retrieval strategy. Eliciting structured attributes from unstructured textual context
is the goal of the Information Extraction field and is outside the scope of the present disser-
tation. However, it is worth noting that recent works in Information Extraction have claimed
that a data model supporting sparse attributes (a “Wide-table”) can be used to model Web
content departing from simple well-known columns (such as “URI” and “CONTENTS”) to
be incremented as structured attributes are elicited from the pages’s contents (Chu et al.,
2007b). Since the RELTEX model can model a Wide-table by storing the text projection of
structured attributes in extension fields, it is reasonable to claim that both the retrieval and
data coexistence interpretations of Halevy’s problem converge into an integrated data model
for unstructured and structured data, such as RELTEX, and a querying model that supports
schematized retrieval and unstructured search such as a Web protocol to query structured and
unstructured data.

We consider that these contributions address (a) the data modeling and basic querying,
and (b) the theoretical foundations challenges of the dataspace paradigm (Franklin et al.,
2005).

1The recent trend to build applications that encourage user participation to add value to the application is
counted with the basic characteristics of Web 2.0 applications, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2

2Wikipedia, http://www.wikipedia.org/
3Consider, for example, the English article on Blue Whales, which contains structured attributes in sidebars

e.g. the species’ scientific classification with attributes such as “Family”, “Genus” and “Species”. The article is
available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_whale.
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Figure 2.1: From the Relational Model to the RELTEX Model

2.2 The Web Service Sea Change
Modern database system technology is based on the relational database revolution of the early
1970s started by Turing award winner Edgar F. Codd. Codd’s seminal paper introduced the
notion of data independence, that is, the decoupling of a database system’s application level
interface from the system’s internal organization of data (Codd, 1970). Data independence
allows modifications to the layout of data (whether physical or logical) to happen without
requiring changes to the applications that access that data.

The field of distributed computing arose at the intersection of computers and LANs in the
mid-1970s and has developed a conceptual framework applicable in all situations involving
networked computers, whether mobile or static, wired or wireless (Satyanarayanan, 2001).
Distributed database systems should also be considered within this framework as tools that
can ease and improve distributed computing (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999). Despite the tempo-
ral proximity of the origins of distributed systems and modern databases, it has been a long
way from centralized to distributed database systems.

Nowadays, distributed databases have become more prevalent thanks to the Web and the
availability of cheap personal computers (Birnam, 2000) thus motivating proposals from re-
searchers and practitioners alike towards the best approach to publish database system infor-
mation directly to the Web (Bosworth, 2005b,a; Abiteboul et al., 2005; Shadgar and Holyer,
2004; Gray, 2004; Shadgar, 2003; Abiteboul et al., 2000; Riccardi and Riccardi, 2000; Ozsu
and Valduriez, 1999).

Since distributed databases are distributed systems, we must bring into context the tech-
nological alternatives for applications to talk to each other over a computer network:

• Distributed objects. An extension of classic object-oriented programming techniques.
Well-designed distributed object systems can deliver very high performance and scala-
bility (Conway, 2001).

• Web services. Asynchronous messages that exchange XML documents across a net-
work. Web services are responsible for mapping the XML documents into and out of
executable programs, objects, databases and legacy applications (Newcomer, 2002).

Distributed object technology was originally intended for LAN environments and precedes
Web services. For historical reasons, distributed database technology has favored distributed
objects for communication and thus, databases were designed to be intra-enterprise systems.
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However, the Internet enables “cross enterprise” communication and this has been recognized
as the main driving force for database research by Abiteboul et al. (2005) since it changes the
“nature and sources” of information.

The current contribution of databases to the Web is being the underlying storage of Web
systems, storing product catalogs, user profiles, search indexes, library objects and other
digital entities. This data is mainly accessed via Web forms that invoke the production of dy-
namic Web pages realized by server-side technologies such as CGI, ASP, JSP, Java Servlets,
scripting languages and others. Yet, the ability of users and applications (e.g. Web crawlers)
to browse the information stored in the databases behind these Web front-ends (a.k.a. “deep
Web”) is severely obstructed by (a) the infeasibility of repeatedly filling Web forms to pour
out all hidden content and (b) Web site access control policies.

The call to adopt Web services to publish information from databases opposes the
widespread practice of having databases systems in the edge of the Web. Web services hold
the promise of making direct access to information sources possible (Gray, 2004), yet there
is still no consensus on a “right” design approach for data Web services.

Consequently, Web services are now the focus of attention. According to Gray (2004),
the design of Web services for information sources is an active research area, from which the
following questions arise:

• What is the right object model for a database?
• What is the right way to represent information on the wire?
• How do schemas work in the Internet?
• How does schema evolution work?
• How do you find data and databases?

Bosworth (2005a), also explicitly endorsing Web services over distributed objects (Bosworth,
2005b), translates these questions into a call for the following technological innovations:

• Queries that can be fully and intelligently parallelized and federated and can reflect the
ease of use now expected by end-users

• A data model which allows for items with a common schema that can carry idiosyn-
cratic schema

• A protocol that allows for direct federation of data into the Web
• An update model which reflects that:

– end-users often don’t understand the underlying storage model,
– considers distance and latency (and thus may preclude distributed transactions)

and
– would almost never be allowed to “delete” items in favor of marking them as

done, archived, completed or versioned when “their time comes up”.

The Lowell meeting (Abiteboul et al., 2005; Lesk, 2003) also confirms the importance of the
integration of databases systems to the Web with the following insights:

• The integration of Web information is still a grand challenge (effectively this statement
is a renewal of the Information Utility challenge issued by Bernstein et al., 1998).

• Simple and flexible “about” queries that target end-users should be supported in data-
base systems since these queries have been generalized by the Web.
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• Web services are a “sea change” for database research since they enable publishing of
information on the Internet, generating new issues for the community to deal with.

Web service design can follow a message-centric or a resource-centric design approach. The
message-centric design approach allows for the exposure of arbitrary methods with arbi-
trary functionality to the Web (e.g. SOAP protocol4); resource-centric Web services, on the
other hand, typically provide simple interfaces that use XML and HTTP to access universally
named resources. Fielding (2000) derived the Representational State Transfer (REST) archi-
tectural style from the Web—the de facto standard for resource-centric Web services—and
described it in terms of the following design principles:

• A stateless, transport-independent, client/server protocol (e.g. HTTP, SMTP)
• A set of well-defined operations that apply to all resources (information items), for

example, HTTP methods
• A universal syntax for resource-identification (e.g. URIs)
• The use of hypermedia for information and state-transitions (e.g. HTML, XML, MIME

types)

Whether it is best to follow a message-centric or a resource-centric design approach is still a
matter of debate. Nonetheless, this lack of agreement is commonly circumvented by provid-
ing redundant REST and SOAP interfaces for a given system. Although is has been reported
that REST versions usually account for the majority of the traffic (e.g. Amazon Web Services’
developer interface) which seems to indicate that REST interfaces are simpler for application
developers (Gray, 2006). In addition, since REST was derived from the Web, it is presumed
to ease system scaling and interoperability (Shadgar and Holyer, 2004).

Due to REST’s data-centric design and its closeness to the Web’s architecture, this disser-
tation presents an effective approach for integrating unstructured and structured data sources
to the Web via a RESTful Web service protocol to uniformly store, search, transport and up-
date data. Specifically, providing (i) direct access to information items, (ii) query and update
operations and (iii) an XML/HTTP wire transport protocol.

Towards the data modeling and basic querying challenge of the dataspace paradigm,
which requires support for multiple data models at its core to accommodate as many par-
ticipant data sources as possible (Franklin et al., 2005), this dissertation proposes a Web
service protocol comprising:

(a) Web-based connectivity,
(b) query and update model,
(c) transport protocol and
(d) data model

for Web-enabled data sources; realized respectively by

(a) RESTful Web services to directly connect with information over the Web,
(b) operations for querying and updating data source information (comprising data and

schema items),
(c) simple XML/HTTP transport protocol and

4Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) Specification home page, http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
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(d) RELTEX, a semistructured data model which allows for items with a common
schema that, in addition, can also carry a particular schema.

The design of the Web protocol for structured and/or unstructured data sources is presented
in Chapter 4.

2.3 Structuring the Unstructured
The diversity of Web applications requires a fundamental change to the search and retrieval
model of data sources that goes beyond the structured data typical of business domains. The
Web, semistructured in nature, demands a semistructured data model in information systems.
Within the dataspace paradigm, this demand translates to the following requirements (Halevy
et al., 2006): (a) the need for powerful search mechanisms that accept keyword queries and
select relevant structured sources that may answer them and (b) the ability to combine an-
swers from structured and unstructured data in a principled way.

In spite of the orthogonality between structured and unstructured retrieval and the tools
intended as their solution—IR tools in the case of unstructured search and databases for struc-
tured search—both approaches are an answer to the more general information management
problem which simply consists in storing and indexing things and getting them back as ef-
ficiently as possible (Lesk, 2003). This commonality has motivated a survey by Raghavan
and Garcia-Molina (2001) which focuses on the techniques for integrating information re-
trieval systems (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) with database systems, whether struc-
tured (Garcia-Molina et al., 1999; Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999) or semistructured (Abiteboul
et al., 2000). Raghavan and Garcia-Molina (2001) acknowledge that the fundamental dif-
ferences in query and data models of these information systems pose significant challenges
for integration efforts. This was confirmed in the Lowell meeting, where the integration of
information retrieval techniques into the structured context of database systems was consid-
erably discussed (Lesk, 2003) and recommended in the final report (Abiteboul et al., 2005).
However, no agreement was reached on the level at which information integration should oc-
cur, with some researchers favoring integration at the DBMS level and others suggesting that
integration would be more natural and widespread at the application level (see Figure 1.1),
which encompasses Web services. Yet, the final report concludes by issuing a strong call for
the database community to explore opportunities for combining databases with other tech-
nologies towards a better information management platform. On a related note, Bosworth
(2005b) recommends database systems to support the simple and flexible “about” queries
characteristic of information retrieval as part of a more general intention to learn from Web
technology. The integration of approximate and exact reasoning is echoed by Gray (2004)
and proposed as the biggest challenge for database research. Gray also proposes that restruc-
turing database systems into Web services would be a fundamental catalyst in making the
integration of different kinds of information a reality (as quoted by Härder, 2005). Seltzer
(2005) provides a complementary view by proposing a configurable database system capable
of storing information in the most appropriate indexing structure, as specified by application
developers (e.g. inverted file indexes for unstructured text, B+ trees for information with
locality of reference, hashtables for random access).
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Since a monolithic system capable of handling arbitrary data types is unreason-
able (Härder, 2005), an integration architecture must be adopted to solve this problem. Ac-
cording to Raghavan and Garcia-Molina (2001), integration architectures are characterized
in:

• Layered architectures, with one information system implemented over a system of an-
other type;

• Loosely coupled architectures, which isolate integration logic in a separate integration
layer; and

• Extension architectures, that enhance a particular information system with an extension
module that adds support for data types, operators and/or query languages characteristic
of other information systems.

Raghavan and Garcia-Molina (2001) recall that both the information retrieval and database
communities have attempted to address the integration of unstructured and structured data,
yet each community adopted different architectures after their own purposes. The database
community and database vendors have preferred extension architectures while the informa-
tion retrieval community has favored a layered architecture of IR tools using underlying da-
tabase storage. The Lowell report (Abiteboul et al., 2005) predicts that database vendors will
continue pursuing extension architectures and consequently compels database researchers to
explore other alternatives. It is worth noting that, although vendors have achieved remark-
able results at integrating unstructured search to their products, they still treat unstructured
text as structured data (Alonso, 2005; Gulutzan, 2004; Hamilton and Nayak, 2001). These
extensions preserve the relational structured data model and thus still require elaborate data
modeling and domain knowledge to represent unstructured information (see Section 5.2.2 for
an example in the context of a Digital Library).

In agreement with the dataspace paradigm (Halevy et al., 2006; Franklin et al., 2005),
this research strives to enable data co-existence rather than integration. Consequently, we
favor integration at the application level through a Web service protocol to access structured,
unstructured and semistructured data regardless of the underlying information system im-
plementation and/or integration architecture. In addition, this dissertation’s activities have
produced a prototype proof-of-concept of a store for unstructured and structured data. The
prototype store follows a loosely coupled architecture of a database system with an IR tool
to implement the RELTEX data model (Section 5.1.1). The loosely coupled approach was
selected because it does not require any changes to the underlying information management
systems (IMS for short from now on; see Chapter 5 for the reference architecture of the
RELTEX store prototype).

2.4 Related Work
While the idea of coupling structured and unstructured data and its potential benefits has
motivated recent research, an universally accepted integration solution has not been reached.
Moreover, most research efforts have been done within an intra information management
system perspective (intra-IMS for short)—namely, query processing and optimization within
database or information retrieval systems. The advent of Web services mandates considering
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the integration of data at the application or at an inter-IMS level (i.e. how do we make
data from an IMS readily available to end-users, applications and/or other IMSs). Intra-IMS
efforts assume a top-down design of an information management platform, and inter-IMS
approaches should also enable bottom-up design of a distributed information management
platform. For purposes of related work, a Web protocol proposal should distinguish itself
from other inter-IMS efforts and relate to intra-IMS research. Thus proving its novelty while
relating to state of the art technology. We classify related work accordingly.

Other inter-IMS approaches to enable storage and retrieval of data on the Web include:

• GData5, a protocol for reading and writing data on the web by combining common
XML-based syndication formats (Atom and RSS) with a feed-publishing system based
on the Atom publishing protocol;

• Google Base data API6, an interface that allows client applications to view and update
Google Base data in the form of GData feeds;

• WebDAD, an approach that embeds SQL queries within the WebDAV protocol; and
• SOAP and other message exchange pattern (MEP) approaches.

Our approach shares its motivation and purpose with the Google data API (GData), yet
we favor multidimensional data (i.e. columns, fields) while GData follows a unidimensional,
syndicated XML model (i.e. feeds with entries). To allow for personalized data, GData
allows providers to define their own extensions and semantics. Our protocol, in turn, allows
providers to support a structured schema (i.e. typed data), an unstructured schema (i.e. text
fields) or a combination of the two.

Google Base is a general-purpose repository that hosts structured data. Google Base
items can be retrieved using a structured, attribute-based query language that also features
unstructured text queries. Queries are provided to the Google Base data API using the bq
parameter in query URIs. In essence, both typed and full-text queries are embed within the
GData protocol (similar to SQL in regard to WebDAV in WebDAD).

The fundamental difference between our protocol and WebDAD or SOAP/MEP ap-
proaches is that our proposal provides direct access to information items while WebDAD and
SOAP/MEP approaches do not. In addition, SOAP/MEP approaches require a messaging
layer, additional to the transport protocol, to structure requests as methods with parameters,
which also prevents direct access to data items.

In addition, our proposal supplements the Web service protocol with a data model for
unstructured and/or structured data, while other approaches to storage and retrieval assume a
structured model (e.g. ODBC assumes an SQL interface to a relational database and GData,
while extensible, builds upon Web feed formats).

Among other intra-IMS efforts to integrate search or storage of structured and unstruc-
tured data, we have found: (a) Recent research on providing a keyword search interface to
relational databases (Hristidis et al., 2003; Agrawal et al., 2002; Bhalotia et al., 2002) has
come up with solutions that enable users to query a database without any knowledge of its
schema. To achieve these goals, efficient heuristics that translate keyword queries into mean-
ingful sequences of join operations have been proposed. These approaches have an end-user

5Google’s GData, http://code.google.com/apis/gdata/
6Google Base data API, http://code.google.com/apis/base/
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intention and target a Web browser interface; and (b) Similarity and approximate matching of
database has been addressed in works such as WHIRL (Cohen, 1998) and VAGUE (Motro,
1988), and also in the realm of probabilistic databases (e.g. Dalvi and Suciu, 2004; Barbará et
al., 1992). These works typically extend SQL with approximate matching clauses involving
a “similar-to” operator.

In regard to the formalisms herein proposed, a related full-text calculus and algebra has
been proposed by Botev et al. (Botev et al., 2006) based on the positions of words within
text to support the notion of order and distance between words. They consider text to be
structured as a collection of nodes (e.g. XML entities) which contain tokens (i.e. words) and
propose a model for searching and scoring text structured in such a manner.

Another formalism concerned with the integration of database and information retrieval
technologies is the SALT algebraic framework (Chaudhuri et al., 2005). SALT could be con-
sidered an intra-IMS effort since it focuses on the flexible scoring and ranking of data items
for a database and information retrieval integrating layer on top of a relational storage engine.
This dissertation favors a calculus notation in its formalisms rather than an algebra, because
calculus languages are better suited to express what the result is, by stating relationships that
should hold in query results. Conversely, algebra-based notations are more suited to specify
how to obtain such results. We consider that declaring what a query is rather than how to ob-
tain it, presents a more appropriate description of a data-centric interface with an inter-IMS
intention.

Since tuples of the RELTEX model conform to a common relation schema while al-
lowing tuple-specific extensions, we can also relate our formalisms to other “flexible” data
models such as Fletcher et al.’s (Fletcher et al., 2006) model for dynamic data mapping,
Jain et al.’s (Jain et al., 1995) model for data and meta-data querying, and even RDF7. In
general, these models repeat or include schema specifications at the data item level. In the
case of Fletcher et al.’s model, relation and attribute names are included in individual tuples
to support tuple-specific attributes and repeated attribute names.

2.5 Motivating Scenario
To motivate the need for a Web service protocol for querying and updating structured and un-
structured data we present a scenario that shows how a distributed system can leverage such a
technique. Envision a Human Resource Administration system (HRA for short) with a Web-
based HR module called IRIS8. IRIS records job applicant resumes and employee portfolios
comprising (a) demographic and address data, (b) training and development, (c) competen-
cies (capabilities and skills) and (d) competency evidences (e.g. past project deliverables in
the case of employees) among other information. An end-user scenario for such a system
follows (see Figure 2.2).

Job Application Interview. Homer, a human resource professional recruiting for the
Helladic Studios graphic design agency, interviews a recently graduated designer, Helen.

7W3C’s RDF, http://www.w3.org/RDF/
8All names used in the scenario are fictitious and any resemblance to real characters, organizations or events

is entirely coincidental and unintentional.
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Figure 2.2: Motivating Scenario: Human Resource Administration System

During the interview, Homer decides to take note of Helen’s proficiency with a rare skill,
in this case “multi-layer image wrapping”, which is not considered by IRIS at the time.
Since the interview takes place outside of Helladic Studio’s premises, Homer uses the Iliad
application to communicate with IRIS. Under the covers, Iliad uses a Web service protocol to
update IRIS with the applicant’s information, in this case Helen’s annotated resume. (Iliad
could temporarily store data if no connection were available, for a posterior submission to
IRIS, but in this scenario, the network works as intended.) Once the interview is concluded
and favorably impressed by Helen’s qualifications, Homer searches IRIS’ record of project
deliverables recently produced by employees and discovers that the company has a team
working for a pottery company, Medea’s Vases, which may benefit from Helen’s experience,
as the phrase “alignment and image wrapping” is associated repeatedly with employee’s
work. This particular piece of information is automatically generated from the file format
of the digital imaging software the team is working with, by the Argo, a special purpose
system that continuously populates IRIS with a textual description of project deliverables.
Argo runs under a different operating system than IRIS, with which it communicates via Web
services. After this discovery, Homer sends an email to Jason, the team’s manager, who in
turn uses a Web browser to access IRIS and review both Helen’s resume and Homer’s notes
of Helen’s interview. Jason also annotates Helen’s resume with his impressions and contacts
Helen for a technical interview.

As shown in the previous scenario, HRA/IRIS uses a Web service protocol to provide:
(a) a powerful search mechanism that combines keyword queries with schematized retrieval,
(b) the ability to annotate data items (i.e. support for sparse attributes) and (c) bottom-up
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integration of data sources or alternatively, a top-down approach to design distributed data
systems from scratch.

HRA/IRIS presents interesting data storage and retrieval design requirements, which in-
clude (a) managing employee and applicant portfolios which comprise structured and un-
structured data derived from employee deliverables (e.g. Jason’s team’s digital imaging soft-
ware files) and candidate resumes (e.g. Helen’s annotated resume), (b) Web-based browsing
and searching of employee portfolios (e.g. Homer’s query) and applicants (e.g. Jason’s
query), and (c) allowing direct annotation of portfolio elements (e.g. Homer and Jason’s an-
notations to Helen’s resume). The first requirement demands a data integration strategy that
reconciles structured typed data with unstructured textual documents. The second require-
ment calls for “about” query support, where a system’s user is allowed to enter a series of
intuitive keywords within one or more fields to obtain associated information. Finally, the
third requirement calls for the capability of annotating data items. It is also worth noting that
HRA/IRIS, as most enterprise systems, cannot be designed by following either a completely
top-down or bottom-up approach. To support both design approaches, schema manipulation
operations are required to accommodate incremental schema changes (Albano and Orsini,
1980).

The Web protocol proposed in this dissertation addresses the data integration, retrieval,
annotation and incremental schema design requirements by constructively defining a model
for describing unstructured and structured data (Chapter 3.2), a calculus notation to provide a
formal base for data and chema manipulation operations (sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.4) and a Web
protocol for manipulating unstructured and structured data (Chapter 4). Feasibility of the
Web protocol and the integrated model for unstructured and structured data is demonstrated
with a proof-of-concept prototype (Chapter 5).



Chapter 3

Model for Describing Unstructured and
Structured Data

This chapter defines the Relational-text (RELTEX) integrated data model for describ-
ing and manipulating structured and unstructured data. The definition of integrated model
departs from an analysis of the relational model (Section 3.1.1) and information retrieval’s
document collection model (Section 3.1.2) and their retrieval strategies. After analyzing and
characterizing storage and retrieval of structured and unstructured data, the RELTEX model
is formally defined (Section 3.2). A formal query interface to the RELTEX model, RELTEX
calculus (Section 3.2.1), extends tuple relational calculus to consider text fields, textual simi-
larity matches, scores, and sort order. An equivalence mapping between the RELTEX model
and calculus and the the relational model and the document collection model and their asso-
ciated retrieval strategies is found in Section 3.2.2. The calculus is further applied to describe
SQL statements in Section 3.2.3. Section 3.2.4 defines schema definition and manipulation
operations for the RELTEX data model. The usage of the data model and calculus is ex-
emplified in the context of the motivating scenario (Section 2.5) in Section 3.2.5. Finally,
RELTEX is compared against other models and storage implementations under Liskov and
Zilles (1975)’s criteria in Section 3.3. Finally, the chapter ends with conclusions.

3.1 Modeling Data with Relations and Documents
Information ranges from very structured business data to the semistructured or unstruc-
tured data found in documents which corpora contain a significant amount of text, such
as web pages, word processor documents, e-books and even spreadsheets. The relational
model (Codd, 1970) is the most common abstraction for structured data while unstructured
data is traditionally represented as documents composed of one or more text fields (Lesk,
2003; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). Consequently, towards an integrated model for
unstructured and structured data, our analysis departs from a formal interpretation of the rela-
tional (Section 3.1.1) and information retrieval models (Section 3.1.2). Formal definitions of
the retrieval strategy associated with each model are also presented. The model and retrieval
formalisms are exemplified with sample instances of a relation, a document collection and
corresponding queries.
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3.1.1 Relational Model
The following formalisms are used to explain the relational model:

Def. 1. A set C of column names.
Def. 2. A schema defined as S = {D, R, h} where D is the domain of atomic values, R is

a finite set of relation names, and h : R → 2C is a function that associates relation
names with finite subsets of C called headers. For simplicity purposes, we consider
a single value domain D = {ℵ ∪ < ∪

∑∗} denoting numeric and textual values.
However, the relational model considers several value domains (i.e. data types) and
the header function also maps column names to particular domains.

Def. 3. A tuple is defined as a partial function t : C → D mapping column names to values
in D.

Def. 4. We denote the set of all tuples over D as TD.
Def. 5. The domain of a tuple t is the subset of C for which a tuple is defined, and is denoted

as domain(t).
Def. 6. A relational database, given a schema S = {D, R, h}, is a function database :

R → 2TD that maps relation names to finite subsets of TD, such that
∀r ∈ R ∧ t ∈ database(r) domain(t) = h(r) . This requires that all tuples in a

relation contain the same column names defined for the relation in the schema.

In order to provide a declarative database query language for the relational model, Codd
(1970) introduced tuple relational calculus, which specifies queries as: {t|F (t)}, where t
is a tuple variable and F (t) is a well-formed formula (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999). A tuple
variable is an abstraction that ranges over the tuples of a relation. The atomic formulas for
F (t) are of two forms:

1. Tuple-variable membership expressions. If t ranges over the tuples of relation R, the
expression “tuple t belongs to relation R” is an atomic formula, usually specified as
R.t or R (t).

2. Conditions. Defined as follows:

(a) s.Aθt.B, where s and t are tuple variables and A and B are attributes of s and t,
respectively. θ is one of the arithmetic comparison operators <, >, =, 6=, ≤ and
≥. This condition specifies that attribute A of s stands in relation θ to the B attribute
of t (e.g. EMP.EMPNO = PDE.EMPNO).

(b) s.Aθk, where s, A and θ are as defined above and k ∈ D is a constant (e.g.
EMP.ENAME = ’Jason’).

Where A is defined as a component of the tuple variable s. Since the range of s is a relation
instance, say S, it follows that component A of s corresponds to attribute A of relation S. The
same thing is also true for B and t.

To exemplify the relational model and calculus, let us consider
the following relation “RES” within a database with schema S =
{D, {RES} , {(RES, {RID, CDATE, RNAME})}}. RES is shown in Table 3.1 after
the traditional notation of representing tuple values as table rows and relation headers as
table headers. In addition, to exemplify the tuple relational calculus notation, we present the
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RID CDATE RNAME
1 2007-08-31 Heimdall
2 2007-08-31 Freyja
3 2007-08-31 Sif
4 2007-08-31 Höðr
5 2007-08-31 Hoenir
6 2007-08-31 Bragi
7 2007-08-31 Nerthus
8 2007-08-31 Balder
9 2007-08-31 Odin

10 2007-08-31 Frigg
11 2007-08-31 Nanna
12 2007-08-31 Kvasir
13 2007-08-31 Meili
14 2007-08-31 Lytir
15 2007-08-31 Vili
16 2007-08-31 Frey
17 2007-08-31 Vidar
18 2007-08-31 Ve
19 2007-08-31 Forseti
20 2007-08-31 Njord
21 2007-08-31 Thor
22 2007-08-31 Idunn
23 2007-08-31 Gullveig
24 2007-08-31 Tyr

Table 3.1: Sample Relation “RES”

query:

{s : {RID, RNAME} | ∀r : {RID, RNAME}
(RES(r) ∧ r.RID <= 5 ∧ s.RID = r.RID ∧ s.RNAME = r.RNAME)}

which would return the results shown in Table 3.2:

RID RNAME
1 Heimdall
2 Freyja
3 Sif
4 Höðr
5 Hoenir

Table 3.2: Results of Sample Query on Relation “RES”

Summarizing, towards an integrated model for unstructured data and structured data (Sec-
tion 3.2), the key notions to learn from the relational model are (a) representation regularity
at the relation level in terms of a shared relation header, (b) columns with typed values and
(c) schematized retrieval in terms of column values in arithmetic relation to other column
values or constants.

3.1.2 Information Retrieval Model
Informally, the unstructured model of IR tools is a collection of textual documents that are
composed of one or more text fields. Although a context-dependent distinction between
document data and metadata is often made by applications built on top of an IR tool, from
the model’s perspective both are treated as text fields of the stored document.
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The following formalisms1 are used to explain the information retrieval model:

Def. 1. A document, d, is defined as an ordered pair (i, {(n1, v1) , . . . , (nm, vm)}) where
i, n1, . . . , nm, v1, . . . , vm ∈ T and m ≥ 0. The notation index (d) is used to de-
note i an index name, names (d) is used to denote n1, . . . , nm, values (d) is used
to denote v1, . . . , vm, and body (d) is used to denote the set of name/value pairs
{(n1, v1) , . . . , (nm, vm)}.

Def. 2. A document collection, col, is an ordered pair (c, documents) ∈
(
T × 2D

)
where c is

the name of the collection, documents is the set of documents in the collection, which
is in turn a subset of D, the set of all possible documents over the text domain T = Σ∗.
As a shorthand, the notation name (col) and body (col) denote the first element and
second elements of col, respectively. Thus defining the body of a document collection
to be a finite subset of D.

Def. 3. An index, named i, in a document collection col is the set of documents
{d ∈ body (col) |index (d) = i}. Note that every collection col has a finite set of
indexes which partition body (col).

Def. 4. We denote the set of all index names over body (col) as I =
{i|i = index (d) ∧ d ∈ body (col)}.

RNAME LDATE RDESC LANGS
Heimdall 2007-10-03 . . . Icelandic Norwegian

Freyja 2007-10-03 . . . Norwegian
Sif 2007-10-03 . . .

Höðr 2007-10-03 . . .
Hoenir 2007-10-03 . . . Norwegian
Bragi 2007-10-03 . . .

Nerthus 2007-10-03 . . .
Balder 2007-10-03 . . .
Odin 2007-10-03 . . .
Frigg 2007-10-03 . . .
Nanna 2007-10-03 . . .
Kvasir 2007-10-03 . . . Danish
Meili 2007-10-03 . . .
Lytir 2007-10-03 . . . Danish German
Vili 2007-10-03 . . .
Frey 2007-10-03 . . .
Vidar 2007-10-03 . . .

Ve 2007-10-03 . . .
Forseti 2007-10-03 . . .
Njord 2007-10-03 . . . German Norwegian
Thor 2007-10-03 . . .
Idunn 2007-10-03 . . .

Gullveig 2007-10-03 . . .
Tyr 2007-10-03 . . .

Table 3.3: Sample Document Collection “Norse Mythological Figures”

Associated to this document collection model is an aggregation of indexes that map from
the indexing space to the document space defined by the collection. For analysis purposes,

1The formalisms presented in this section describe the document collection model of information retrieval
from a logical-level perspective. To the extent of our knowledge, the information retrieval model has been
formally described both at the physical-level (e.g. Salton et al., 1975) and at the conceptual-level (e.g. Gonçalves
et al., 2004), but it is not usually considered from the set-based perspective of the logical-level.
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the index space can be abstracted to the notion of a number of degree of similarity functions
between documents and/or queries—such as z∗ : T × T → <, where T = Σ∗ denotes the
domain of textual values2. Under this consideration, the unstructured model of information
retrieval can be represented as an aggregation of textual indexes, where indexing and match-
ing functions are associated to each index. Formally:

1. Indexing function. Let IfI : AiI (D) → D where IfI is an indexing function asso-
ciated to an index ∈ I , AiI is a text analysis function that denotes the indexing (i.e.
textual) features of the document to be considered by the index (e.g. a case insensi-
tive projection of the document or the document without numeric literals). Thus, the
indexing function maps selected textual features of the documents in the collection, to
the documents themselves. For example, let us consider the string “The quick brown
fox jumped over the lazy dogs” and an indexing function that divides at whitespace,
removes stopwords in English and lowercases text (such as the “stopword” function
described in Section 5.1.2.4). The indexing features of such a string analyzed with
the “stopword” function will be {“quick”, “brown”, “fox”, “jumped”, “over”, “lazy”,
“dogs”} since “the” is a stopword3 (Gospodnetić and Hatcher, 2005; pp. 104–105).

2. Matching function. Let

MfI : Q → ( (di, zi) |q ∈ Q ∧ di = IfI (AiI (di))∧
zi = z∗ (AiI (di) , AqI (q)) ∧ zi ≥ zi+1 > 0)

where zi, zi+1 ∈ < and di ∈ D, qi ∈ Q denotes a query and AiI (di) is the indexing
function associated to an index ∈ I . The matching function introduces AqI (q), a text
analysis function, also associated with an index ∈ I , that denotes textual features of
a query to be considered by the matching function (e.g. a lowercase projection of
the query), desired relationships between query terms (e.g. explicit AND, OR, NOT
boolean operators in the query syntax) and/or term modifiers (e.g. wildcards in query
terms, term boost; see Table 3.8) that affect the score of the underlying similarity
match. The matching function then, associates a query qi with a real number zi ∈ <
and a document di ∈ D. zi denotes how well the document matches the query (i.e.
how similar the document’s indexed features are to the query’s textual features under
consideration). Scores are usually normalized to the range (0, 1]. It is customary for
the matching function to return those documents most closely matching the query first,
hence the zi ≥ zi+1 constraint on the resulting sequence.

The information retrieval model is commonly associated with an end-user intention (e.g.
the simple interface of search engines such as Google4, Live Search5, Yahoo!6, etc.). Con-
sequently, the option to retrieve partial results—with those items ranked topmost returned
first—is provided along with an option to request subsequent—lower in ranking—sets. For-
mally, this would add low ∈ ℵ and high ∈ ℵ parameters, and possibly a score ∈ < threshold

2For other interpretations of the indexing space, the reader is referred to Gonçalves et al. (2004).
3Assuming the English stop word list available at http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/english/stop.txt
4Google, http://www.google.com/
5Microsoft’s Live Search, http://www.live.com/
6Yahoo!, http://www.yahoo.com/
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parameter to the matching function definition, along with a “low ≤ i ≤ high ∧ zi > score”
condition added to the function declaration.

Clearly, the querying function must be in agreement with the indexing function for the
matching function to provide relevant (or any) results (e.g. the querying function could re-
place query terms with a list of terms’ synonyms to broaden a query’s scope; while an index-
ing function that lowercases text coupled with a querying function that capitalizes text would
produce no results).

To exemplify the document collection model characteristic of information retrieval, let
us consider the collection shown in Table 3.3. Table 3.3 shows the document collection7 in
a table notation, representing document field names as table headers and field values within
table cells. Under this representation, an empty cell denotes that a field is not present in
the document. We also assume that the documents are associated to a single index “RES”.
Note that under this model, field names are not necessarily distinct. In addition, to exemplify
the matching function, we present the function and query MfRES(“kenning AND fishing”).
Assuming that the querying function recognizes the AND boolean operator, matches found
could resemble those shown in Table 3.4. In Table 3.4, match scores are listed in the zi

column.

RNAME LDATE RDESC LANGS zi

Njord 2007-10-03 . . . German Norwegian 0.37002313
Bragi 2007-10-03 . . . 0.34587035

Table 3.4: Results of Sample Match Query MfRES(“kenning AND fishing”)

Summarizing, towards an integrated model for unstructured data and structured data (Sec-
tion 3.2), the key notions to learn from unstructured document collections are (a) representa-
tion flexibility at the document level in terms of arbitrary fields, (b) fields with textual values
and (c) approximate retrieval by relating fields to queries with a similarity function.

3.2 Relational-text Model
The Relational-text (RELTEX) data model is a variant of the relational model that supports
unstructured data by representing (a) structured data as values within columns and (b) un-
structured data as text within fields; within relation tuples (see Figure 2.1). Multiple unstruc-
tured fields are considered based upon the tendency of unstructured data to have at least a
few text fields (Lesk, 2003). Although the relational model already accommodates data from
arbitrary value domains, RELTEX distinguishes text fields from typed columns to enable op-
erators on top of it to treat unstructured data different from structured data (see Section 3.2.1).

7As a brief introduction to the collection field names and contents, documents represents articles about
norse mythological figures. The field “RNAME” is the name of the mythological figure, “LDATE” is a date
associated with the document, “RDESC” stands for the document’s textual contents, which is replaced by
elipsis dots due to space constraints, and “LANGS” denotes a concatenation of languages (chosen randomly for
example purposes) associated with each document. This document collection will be used by other examples
in the remainder of this document and thus, we refer the reader to the collection’s source, the Wikipedia page
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Norse_mythological_figures, for further details on the textual content of
omitted fields such as “RDESC”.
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We consider RELTEX data items (i.e. tuples) to be semistructured since they allow both a
common schema (i.e. relation definition) and tuple-specific schema by allowing the arbitrary
addition of fields (Bosworth, 2005a). For future reference, tuple-specific fields will be called
“extension fields” from now on.

Extension fields are mapped to the text domain in order to be treated as unstructured tex-
tual data, and thus participate of the operators for unstructured data of the RELTEX calculus.
Yet, a variant of the RELTEX model where extensions are either typed or textual attributes
should be feasible and could be derived from the definitions proposed herein8.

We present a formal definition of the RELTEX data model.

Def. 1. Let A be a set of attribute names defined as the union of the set of column names C
and field names F , that is A = {C ∪ F}.

Def. 2. A schema defined as S = {V, R, h} where V is the domain of atomic values, R is
a finite set of relation names, and h : R → 2A is a function that associates relation
names with finite subsets of A called headers. We consider the atomic value domain
V = {D ∪ T}, where D denotes the domain of typed values, which can be simplified
to be D = {ℵ ∪ < ∪

∑∗}, denoting numeric and typed textual values9; and T =
∑∗

is the domain of untyped textual values. According to this definition, although the T
and D value domains overlap, the textual elements of D are usually limited in their
length.

Def. 3. Let E be a set of extension field names.
Def. 4. A tuple t is defined as a partial function

t :


C → D
F → T
E → T

mapping column and field names to values in D and T , respectively. A tuple also
maps extension field names to values in T .

Def. 5. A relation is composed of a header and a body, formally relation = (h (r) , b (r)),
where the relation name r ∈ R, the header h (r) is a finite set of attribute names and
the body b(r) is a function that maps a relation name to the set of tuples that belong
to the relation.

Def. 6. Given a relation name r, a tuple membership condition states that a tuple t belongs to
a relation if and only if it belongs to the relation body b(r), that is

r (t) ⇔ r ∈ R ∧ t ∈ b (r)

Where the tuples that belong to a relation have a domain h (r) or e (r, t), thus defining
b(r), as

b : R → {t|domain (t) = h (r) ∪ e (r, t)}
8Since typed data can be projected into the text domain, this possibility is actually considered in the sample

schema properties introduced in Section 3.2.4. See the “datatype” property in Table 3.8.
9For simplicity purposes, we consider a single value domain V denoting numeric and textual values even

though the relational model considers several value domains (i.e. data types e.g. BIT, DATE, TIME, etc.), in
which case the header function would also map column names to particular domains.
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Id Author Title Type Year
1 ’J. D. Ullman and J. Widom’ ’A first course in database systems’ ’Book’ 1977

+ publisher=’Prentice-Hall, Inc.’, isbn=’0-13-861337-0’, address=’Upper Saddle River, NJ, USA’
2 ’J. Melton and S. Buxton’ ’Querying XML’ ’Book’ 2006

+ publisher=’Morgan Kaufmann’, isbn=’1558607110’, address=’San Francisco, CA, USA’
3 ’E. F. Codd’ ’Does Your DBMS Run By the Rules?’ ’Article’ 1970

+ journal=’Computer World’, month=’October’, day=21
4 ’A. Bosworth’ ’Database issues for the 21st century’ ’InProceedings’ 2005
+ publisher=’ACM Press’, booktitle=’SIGMOD 2005’, pages=’817–817’, location=’Baltimore, MD’

5 ’O. Alonso’ ’Oracle Text’ ’TechReport’ 2005

Table 3.5: Sample RELTEX Relation “References”

Def. 7. Where the domain of a tuple domain(t) denotes the tuple header h(r) and the tuple
extension names e(r, t), defined as

e : R× TV →
{n| (n, v) ∈ t ∧ n ∈ E ∧ v ∈ T ∧ n /∈ h(r)}

where TV is the set of all tuples over the value domain V . Thus, e(r, t) distinguishes
extension field names from the relation header.

Def. 8. A database, given a schema S = {V, R, h}, is a function database : R →
2TV that maps relation names to finite subsets of TV , such that ∀r ∈ R ∀t ∈
database(r) (domain(t) = h(r) ∪ e(r, t)). This mandates that all tuples in a rela-
tion contain the same column and field names in the schema while allowing individual
tuples to hold idiosyncratic schema in terms of extension fields.

An example of a RELTEX relation with extended fields is shown in Table 3.510. The figure
shows a relation with header {‘Id’, ‘Author’, ‘Title’, ‘Type’, ‘Year’} and a body composed of
five tuples. Each tuple is presented with its values. In this example we consider {‘Id’, ‘Year’}
to be typed columns and {‘Author’, ‘Title’, ‘Type’} to be text fields. Below the values of the
common attributes denoted by the relation header, the name and value of the extension fields
of each tuple are presented, if any, preceded by a ‘+’.

As an additional example to describe the calculus formalisms of Section 3.2.1, we use
entities extracted from the motivating scenario introduced in Section 2.5. The entities to be
modeled are the applicants (APP), employees (EMP) and project deliverables (PDE). We
model these entities under the RELTEX data model with the following scheme:

APP (APPNO, ANAME; RESUME)
EMP (EMPNO, ENAME, TITLE, PRONO)
PDE (PRONO, EMPNO; DESC)

In the previous scheme columns are listed first, followed by a semicolon and a list
of text fields. The scheme states that, for each applicant, we keep track of an ap-
plicant number (APPNO), applicant name (ANAME) and a textual version of the ap-
plicant’s resume (RESUME). Likewise, for each employee we keep track of the em-
ployee number (EMPNO), employee name (ENAME), title in the company (TITLE)

10The sample corresponds to the BIBTEX data model (Fenn, 2006).
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and the number of the project the employee is assigned to (PRONO). Finally, for
each project deliverable we keep track of the associated project and employee numbers
(PRONO and EMPNO, respectively) and a textual description of the deliverable (DESC).
This schema considers that applicant resumes and project deliverable descriptions are stored
as fields. Annotations could be stored as extension fields. In the context of the motivating
scenario, for example, a +skill=’Multi-layer Image Wrapping’ extension could be added to
the tuple corresponding to Helen’s resume.

3.2.1 Relational-text Calculus
To provide a formal query interface to the tuples under the RELTEX model, we begin with
the notion of tuple relational calculus (Codd, 1970), which specifies queries as (Ozsu and
Valduriez, 1999): {t|F (t)}, where t is a tuple variable and F (t) is a well-formed formula.
A tuple variable is an abstraction that ranges over the tuples of a relation. The atomic formulas
for F (t) are of two forms:

1. Tuple-variable membership expressions. If t ranges over the tuples of relation R, the
expression “tuple t belongs to relation R” is an atomic formula, usually specified as
R.t or R (t).

2. Conditions. Defined as follows:

(a) s.Aθt.B, where s and t are tuple variables and A and B are attributes of s and t,
respectively. θ is one of the arithmetic comparison operators <, >, =, 6=, ≤ and
≥. This condition specifies that attribute A of s stands in relation θ to the B attribute
of t (e.g. EMP.EMPNO = PDE.EMPNO).

(b) s.Aθk, where s, A and θ are as defined above and k ∈ D is a constant (e.g.
EMP.ENAME = ’Jason’).

To extend tuple relational calculus with the notions of text fields (whether extended or
not), textual similarity matches and textual similarity scores, we add the following conditions:

2. Conditions. Defined as follows:

(c) s.A∼t.B, where s and t are tuple variables, A is a field or extension field of s and
B is either an attribute or an extension field of t. “∼” is a text similarity operator
inspired by the “∼” operator proposed by (Cohen, 2000). Intuitively, this operator
will be interpreted as a requirement that the textual values of A and B are similar
(e.g. APP.RESUME ∼ PDE.DESC).

(d) s.A∼k, where s, A and “∼” are as defined above and k ∈ V (e.g. EMP.TITLE ∼
’Designer’).

We now refine the idea of the text similarity operator to also consider (a) partial retrieval
of results in terms of a starting index low and an end index high of an ordered sequence, by
decreasing relevance, of matches; and (b) a similarity score threshold zscore. For this purpose,
the extended similarity operator

[∼ low, high, zscore]
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subsumes the introductory “∼” operator in the previous conditions. For convenience, let “∼”
(or “[∼]”) be a shorthand for “[∼ 1,∞, 0]”, denoting all matches found.

Text similarity conditions also associate a degree of similarity (Gonçalves et al., 2004)
score s.A∼ with each retrieved tuple within a query (e.g. EMP.TITLE∼).

In addition, sorted query results are specified departing from a sequence O composed of
s.Aρ, attribute sort order atoms, where ρ ∈ {+,−}, denoting ascending order (ρ = +) and
descending order (ρ = −).

We proceed to define a set of atomic formulas A [S] by assuming, unless otherwise spec-
ified, that s and t are tuple variables and a and b are an attribute or extension field name of s
and t, respectively. We define A [S] in terms of the following subsets of:

• W [S] as the set of arithmetic and text similarity comparison literals (e.g. “s.aθt.b”,
“s.aθk”, “s.a∼t.b”, “s.a∼k”).

• F [S] as the set of tuple membership literals (e.g. “r(s)”).
• Z [S] as the set of field or extension field score literals (e.g. “s.a∼”).

To fulfill the calculus sort condition, we also introduce O [S] as the set of sort order literals
for attribute or extension fields (e.g. “s.a+”) and scores (e.g. “s.a∼ −”).

To evaluate the semantics of textual similarity, we use the following auxiliary sets:

• Z [s.a ∼] as the set that contains the similarity scores of all the matches on which the
field a of s participates. An average of the scores in the set is used to obtain the unified
field score s.a ∼.

• ZT [s.a ∼] as the set that contains tuple variable s and s.a ∼ similarity score pairs.
This set is used to realize the notion of textual similarity ranking, that is, the position
of a match on a scale in relation to others.

Thus, “s.a[∼ low, high, zscore]t.b” is true when s.a and t.b (or its text projection) are suffi-
ciently similar. That is, the field score s.a ∼ is greater that the zscore threshold. To evaluate the
“s.a[∼ low, high, zscore]t.b” literals, the similarity degree of s.a and t.b is added to Z [s.a ∼].
In addition, to partially retrieve ranked results, tuple variable s is made to range over scores
by adding (s, s.a ∼) pairs to ZT [s.a ∼]. Formally:

“s.a[∼ low, high, zscore]t.b” = true ⇔
s.a ∼> zscore ∧
z∗ (val (s) .a, val (t) .b) ∈ Z [s.a ∼] ∧
1 ≤ low ≤ z−1

desc (s, s.a ∼) ≤
high ≤ |ZT [s.a ∼]| ∧
(s, s.a ∼) ∈ ZT [s.a ∼]

where z∗ is a degree of textual similarity function z∗ : T × T → <; val is a substitution such
that val (s) is ground; z−1

desc denotes the index of a tuple s with regard to other tuples according
to their similarity scores s.a ∼ and a descending order (i.e. highest values first); and the set
ZT [s.a ∼] is used to declare similarity ordering. The semantics of “s.a[∼ low, high, zscore]k”
literals are likewise defined.
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The result ranking on which the extended similarity operator is defined, does not imply
an ordering in query results but simply allows to select tuples after a comparison of their field
similarity score with the scores of other tuples participating in the same query.

Finally, some examples of calculus atoms are:

• t.ANAME = ’Helen’: denotes that tuple t has a ANAME attribute with value ’Helen’.
• t.EMPNO = s.EMPNO: declares that both t and s have an EMPNO attribute with the

same value.
• EMP(t): states that tuple t is present in the EMP relation.

From the notation’s perspective, the attributes in the previous examples (e.g. ANAME) could
have been extension fields but, since the examples in this section consider the sample schema
introduced in Section 3.2 (and narrated in Section 2.5), we explain the examples accordingly.
However, this ambiguity signals the need for a schema discovery mechanism in addition to
data description and manipulation operations. Such a mechanism is provided through schema
description operations in Section 3.2.4.

It is also worth noting that we have assumed a degree of similarity function z∗ : T ×
T → < at the heart of the text similarity conditions of the RELTEX calculus. However,
the z∗ function could easily be replaced with another function, let us say relevance, that
denotes some relevance score between two inputs based on context-specific heuristics such
as: (a) degree of text similarity, i.e. some definition of z∗; (b) popularity ranking, e.g. link
popularity measure based on quality and quantity of sites linking to a Web page or user
provided ratings; (c) application-specific heuristics, e.g. recognized information source or
contributor, or the age of a data item; and (d) scores derived from other values stored in the
database; among others.

The consideration of the z∗ function in our calculus allows us to cleanly separate the
obtention of individual similarity scores and ranking, from the aggregation of field scores
for each retrieved tuple. This allows our calculus to accommodate varied approaches for
similarity and approximate matching of database values, such as the heuristics proposed
by VAGUE (Motro, 1988) and WHIRL (Cohen, 1998), or the work done in probabilistic
databases (e.g. Dalvi and Suciu, 2004; Barbará et al., 1992).

As usual, the logical operators ∧ (and), ∨ (or) and ¬ (not), along with the existencial
∃ and universal ∀ quantifiers characteristic of first-order logic combine atomic literals into
complex formulas, conforming the set of composite formulas C [S], which also includes the
set of atomic formulas A [S].

The universal ∀ and existencial ∃ quantifiers bind to a tuple variable s with a header H
(denoted by ‘s : H’). The header is composed of elements x that are are either part of
the relation header, an extension field name, or a score literal. Both the existential and the
universal quantifiers ground tuple variables to value tuples and aggregated similarity scores.

The following are some possible composite formulas:

• t.ENAME = ’Jason’ ∨ t.PRONO = 50: denotes that tuple t has either an attribute
ENAME with a value of ’Jason’ or an attribute PRONO with a value of 50.

• APP(a)∧PDE(p)∧EMP(e): declares that tuple a, p and e are present in the APP, PDE
and EMP relations, respectively.
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• ∀t : {EMPNO} (PDE (t) ∧ t.DESC ∼ ’wrapping’ ∧ t.PRONO = 50): stands for all
employee numbers whose project deliverables are textually similar to ’wrapping’ (e.g.
’image wrapping’ or ’text wrapping’) and that have been assigned to project 50.

We now define query expressions. Let {s : P |f (s)} be a query expression where s is the
only free tuple variable, i.e. not bound by a quantifier in formula f (s), P an arbitrary header
and f (s) ∈ C[S].

As for semantics, the result of {s : P |f (s)} for a given database db over a schema S, is
the set of all tuples u over TV and their aggregated similarity scores, such that f(s) is true for
db, domain (u) ⊆ P and f(s) is true for val (s). Where val (s) can be realized with equality
literals in f(s) relating the free variable s with the query’s bound tuple values and scores.

To consider sorted results, let QR = {s : P |f (s)} be the results of a query expression,
then sorted query results are denoted by Q = Sort (QR, O) to order tuples according to the
sort order sequence.

Finally, to exemplify the calculus notation, we present the following query:

{s : {ENAME, Score} | ∀a ∀p ∀e : {ENAME, RESUME∼}
(APP(a) ∧ PDE(p) ∧ EMP(e) ∧ a.ANAME = ’Helen’ ∧
a.RESUME[∼1,10,0]p.DESC ∧
p.PRONO = e.PRONO ∧ e.RESP = ’Creative Director’
∧ s.ENAME = e.ENAME ∧ s.Score = a.RESUME ∼ )}

The previous query strives to find the project managers (here known as ’Creative Directors’)
of the teams to which an applicant could contribute the most if hired. To find the manager
names, the query begins by performing a text comparison between an applicant’s resume
(in this case, Helen’s) and project deliverables, returning the first ten most similar matches
(hence, at most ten manager names will be retrieved by this query). Next, the query relates
employee names to the projects whose deliverables are the most similar to the applicant’s
resume and to the manager’s title. Finally, manager names are returned along with a rele-
vance score for the match between project deliverables and the applicant’s resume. Given our
sample schema, the manager names retrieved are not necessarily distinct.

We also present a sample sorted query, based on the ‘References’ relation shown in Ta-
ble 3.5:

Sort({s : {Author, Score} | ∀t : {Author, Title ∼}
(references(t) ∧ t.Title ∼ ’database’ ∧
s.Author = t.Author ∧
s.Score = t.Title ∼ )}, (s.Score−) )

Standing for all the authors of references with titles textually similar to ’database’, sorted
in descending order of similarity.

The special case of keyword search, that is, the provision of an “about” query interface to
enable users query a database without any knowledge of its schema through a Web browser
interface (Hristidis et al., 2003; Agrawal et al., 2002; Bhalotia et al., 2002) requires further
extension of the RELTEX calculus. Such an extension is considered in Sidebar 3.2.1.
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As for theoretical guarantees of the RELTEX model and calculus, the proposed calculus
is at least relationally complete since it is an extension of tuple relational calculus (Codd,
1972). A more formal proof could be obtained by mapping the RELTEX data model to the
relational model. On the basis that a RELTEX relation with extensions would map to more
than one relation (one per each header considering extension fields), we would also claim
that the RELTEX model is more expressive than the relational model.

Those readers interested in obtaining the formal proof of RELTEX calculus being rela-
tionally complete could depart from mapping RELTEX relations to one or more relations in
the relational model under the following scenarios: (a) RELTEX relations without extension
fields; and (b) RELTEX relations with extension fields. RELTEX relations without extension
fields can be directly mapped to relations in the relational model (i.e. heeding a mapping
approach similar to the one introduced in Section 3.2.2, but considering fields in addition to
columns). In the case of a RELTEX relation with extension fields, the mapping will manda-
torily consider more than one relation in the relational model, actually, it will consider one
relation in the relational model per each header, considering extension fields, in the RELTEX
relation. After obtaining the mapping from RELTEX relations to relations in the relational
model, RELTEX calculus, being an extension of tuple relational calculus, is then applied to
the relations in the relational space. Thus demonstrating that RELTEX calculus has at least
the same selective power as tuple relational calculus.

3.2.2 Modeling Relations and Document Collections
RELTEX has been described as an integrated model for unstructured and structured data. In
this section, we prove that RELTEX effectively models structured data in terms of relations
with typed columns, and unstructured data represented by documents with textual fields by
finding an equivalence mapping between the RELTEX model and the (a) relational (Sec-
tion 3.1.1) and (b) information retrieval’s document collection (Section 3.1.2) models. We
also find a mapping between RELTEX’s querying interface, RELTEX’s calculus, and tuple
relational calculus; with the indexing and matching functions associated to the document
collection model.

To equate RELTEX with the relational model, we simply need to relate columns in the
RELTEX model to columns in the relational model, that is tr = {(n, v) | (n, v) ∈ t ∧ n ∈ C}
where tr is a tuple in the relational model and t ∈ TV is a RELTEX tuple.

As for the correspondence between RELTEX calculus and tuple relational calculus, we
would argue that the former is an extension of the latter, as foreseen by Codd (1972). Codd
foresaw that tuple relational calculus would need to be enhanced in practical environments
and stated that these enhancements would include (a) the inclusion of functions in the target
list to provide some transformations of retrieved results; (b) replacement of join terms11 by
truth-valued functions of one or more, possibly indexed, tuple variables; and (c) replacement
of a tuple variable within a join term by a function (e.g. yielding a integer or character string).
Since our additions to tuple relational calculus fall within the previous enhancement types—
i.e. sort atoms are an addition to the target list that transforms retrieved results and join terms

11Here “join terms” is used as in Codd (1972)’s paper to denote calculus conditions i.e. s.Aθt.B and s.Aθk
where θ is an arithmetic comparison operator.
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Sidebar 3.2.1 Formalizing Database Keyword Search
RELTEX calculus has extended tuple relational calculus to consider similarity matches,
match scores and sort order. However, to also model keyword search across several
relations, RELTEX calculus must also consider:

Def. 1. A set of similarity comparison literals M [S] of the form “s.a∼k”.
Def. 2. Membership literals to denote a tuple variable t ranging over all relations in the

database, such as “∗ (t)” or “∗.t”.
Def. 3. A notation to denote the relation name of a tuple variable t, for example r =

[ ] (t) where r ∈ R and t ∈ TV AR.
Def. 4. A set of atomic formulas A′[S] defined as A[S] but considering the set M [S]

instead of W [S] and, consequently, the set of composite formulas C ′[S] defined
as C[S] but considering A′ [S] instead of A [S].

Then, database keyword search could be formalized as follows: Let {s : P |k (s)} be a
query expression where s is the only free tuple variable, i.e. not bound by a quantifier in
formula k (s), P an arbitrary header and k (s) ∈ C ′[S].
As for semantics, the result of {s : P |k (s)} for a given database db over a schema S, is
the set of all tuples u over TV and their aggregated similarity scores, such that k(s) is
true for db, domain (u) ⊆ P and k(s) is true for val (s). Where val (s) can be realized
with equality literals in k(s) relating the free variable s with the query’s bound tuple
values and scores. In addition, the free variable s is also bound to relation names (to
denote tuple membership in results).
Finally, to exemplify the notation of database keyword search, let us consider a da-
tabase that models online encyclopedias as RELTEX tables with “URI” and “CON-
TENTS” fields to enable retrieval of articles (i.e. one table per each encyclopedia
e.g. “WIKIPEDIA” and “ENCICLOPEDIA_LIBRE” tables would contain the pages of
Wikipedia and Enciclopedia Libre, respectivelya), through their URIs, based on “about”
queries of their contents. Under this scenario, we present the following query:

Sort({s : {URI, Source, Score} | ∀p : {URI, CONTENTS∼}
(*(p) ∧ p.CONTENTS[∼ 1,5,0]’toledo’ ∧ s.URI = p.URI ∧
s.Source = [ ] (p) ∧ s.Score = p.CONTENTS ∼ )}, (s.Score−) )

The previous query would return the first five URIs of pages related to the keyword
’toledo’ with the source of each tuple (in this case, the encyclopedia denoted by the
relation name) and would sort results according to descending order of similarity.
Note that the previous definitions does not preclude the case where keyword search oc-
curs over several relations rather than across all database relations. If that is the case,
regular membership conditions would be used instead of “∗ (t)” or “∗.t” literals.
The provision for keyword search over several relations has been proven feasible in the
course of this dissertation’s activities, by means of the RELTEX store prototype (see
Chapter 5). The prototype also features derived “All” fields that further facilitate support
for keyword search across several tables, fields and structured columns.

aSee Wikipedia at http://wikipedia.org/ and Enciclopedia Libre at http://enciclopedia.us.es/
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can be replaced by truth-valued similarity matches and a function returning a real number (i.e.
the score)—we consider RELTEX calculus to be an extension of tuple relational calculus.

In regard to modeling unstructured data, a mapping between RELTEX and the document
collection model can be found by relating document name/value pairs to RELTEX’s field and
extension field names and their respective values. Formally, names(d) = {n| (n, v) ∈ t}
where d ∈ D, n ∈ F ∪ E and t ∈ TV . Similarly, values(d) = {v| (n, v) ∈ t}.

Next we relate RELTEX calculus to the indexing and matching functions. For this pur-
pose, the similarity function introduced in the semantics of RELTEX calculus’ match condi-
tions can be equated to:

z∗ (val (s) .a, val (t) .b) =
{
z|z ∈ (z, s) ∈ Mf[s→a] (val (t) .b)

}
where Mf[s→a] is a function identically defined as MfI but with the scope of the correspond-
ing text analysis function AqI reduced to only consider the query in relation to s.a. It follows
that the matching function becomes a composite function where relation names are used as
index names, formally:

MfR =
∑

a∈F∪E

Mf[s→a]

where, as usual, s is a tuple variable that ranges over relation r ∈ R.

3.2.3 Calculus Example: SQL statements
As an example of the application of the calculus notation presented herein, we define the
syntax12 and semantics of the SELECT, INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE SQL statements.

Given a database with a schema S = {V, R, h}, and sorted query results Q =
Sort (QR, O) where QR = {s : P |f (s)}, the syntax of the SELECT statement13 is expressed
as follows:

SELECT {s : P}
FROM {a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)}
WHERE {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)}
ORDER BY ( (“n, ρ”) |∀o (i) ∈ O

(o (i) = “s.a + ” ⇒ n = s [a] ∧ ρ = “ASC”) ∨
(o (i) = “s.a− ” ⇒ n = s [a] ∧ ρ = “DESC”) )

To ease the expression of the INSERT statement, two auxiliary subsets of A [S] are de-
clared:

• EA [S], the set of equi-join literals (e.g. “s.a=t.b”).
• EK [S], the set of constant equality literals (e.g. “s.a=k”).

12Separators, such as commas ‘,’ in the case of SQL statements, are omitted since they are syntactically
superfluous.

13Without considering grouping or aggregating clauses.
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Using the EA [S] and EK [S] auxiliary sets; and a “s [a]” notation to denote the name of
attribute or extension field a of a literal or tuple variable; then the syntax of the INSERT
INTO and the INSERT INTO . . . SELECT statements is expressed as follows:

INSERT INTO a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

(s [a] | (s [a] , k) ∈ EK [S])

VALUES (k| (s [a] , k) ∈ EK [S])

INSERT INTO a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

(s [a] | (s [a] , t [b]) ∈ EA [S])

SELECT (val (t) [b] | (s [a] , t [b]) ∈ EA [S])

FROM b|b ∈ F [S] ∧ b ∈ f (s) ∧ a 6= b

WHERE {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)}

Similarly, the syntax of the DELETE statement would be:

DELETE FROM a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

WHERE {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)}

Finally, the syntax of the UPDATE statement is expressed as follows:

UPDATE a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

SET {“s [a] = v”|
((s [a] , k) ∈ EK [S] ⇒ v = k) }

WHERE {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)}

The semantics of the queries introduced in Section 3.2.1 can be used as the semantics for
the statement SELECT statement, thus

SELECT : R×H × f (s)×O →
Sort ({t|t ∈ {s : P |f (s)}} , O)

The INSERT statement adds tuples to a relation body b(r). With the caveat that when
a primary key has been chosen among the candidate keys of a relation to uniquely identify
value tuples, tuple additions are conditioned to this uniqueness constraint. In any case, the
INSERT statement returns the number of tuples added. Thus, its semantics are expressed as
follows. Let PK ∈ candidate(r) be a candidate key chosen to be the primary key of relation
r, we have that

INSERT : R× 2TV →
{x|r ∈ R ∧ T ∈ 2TV ∧ ∀t ∈ T

(¬∃s {n| (n, v) ∈ t}
(r (s) ∧ (∀ (n, v) ∈ t ∧ n ∈ PK s.n = v))

⇒ b (r) = b (r) ∪ t ∧ x = x + 1)}
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If no primary key has been chosen to uniquely identify value tuples, then the existential
condition in the previous definition is disregarded, that is

INSERT : R× 2TV →
{x|r ∈ R ∧ T ∈ 2TV ∧ ∀t ∈ T

(b (r) = b (r) ∪ t ∧ x = x + 1)}

The DELETE statement removes from a relation body b(r) the tuples that can be bound
to a query QD = {s : P |f(s)} where f(s) ∈ W [S] ∪ F [S], formally

DELETE : R× 2TV →
{x|r ∈ R ∧ (∀t ∈ QD b (r) = b (r)− t ∧ x = x + 1)}

Given a value-bound tuple variable s and a query QU = {u : P |f(u)} where f(u) ∈
W [S] ∪ F [S], the UPDATE statement sets the value of the tuples that can be bound to the
query, to the values of s, that is

UPDATE : R× TV AR × 2TV →
{x|r ∈ R ∧ s ∈ TV AR ∧
(∀t ∈ QU ∀ (n, v) ∈ s (t.n = v ∧ x = x + 1))}

Both the UPDATE and DELETE statements return the number of tuples affected.
Although the previous examples were presented in relation to the SQL interface of rela-

tional databases (see Sidebar 3.2.2 for a comparison with IR tool operations), the set-based
notation approach used by our formalisms allows us to adopt an SQL-like syntax to describe
the data description (SELECT) and manipulation (INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE) operations
of a database implementing the RELTEX model14, since the textual similarity condition in-
troduced in RELTEX calculus is already considered in the set W [S]. This SQL-inspired
notation is used to describe and manipulate data under RELTEX in the examples provided in
Section 3.2.5.

3.2.4 Relational-text Schema
Data description under the RELTEX model and data manipulation through RELTEX calculus
have been defined up to this point. Now we proceed to elaborate on schema description
and manipulation for a RELTEX database. So far, we have assumed database schema to be
denoted by S = {V, R, h}, where V is the value domain, R a set of relation names and h a
function that associates relation names with relation headers (see Def. 2 in Section 3.2). This
basic notion of schema will be extended to consider table information objects in a schema
database. In addition, operations to describe and manipulate table information objects will
also be introduced.

We begin by defining a table information object and a schema database:

14At the time of this writing, such a database has been developed as a proof-of-concept prototype of the
RELTEX model, calculus and Web protocol (Chapter 4). The reference architecture and implementation notes
of this database are provided in Chapter 5.
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Sidebar 3.2.2 Whatever Happened to IR Operations?
The correspondence between SELECT, INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE SQL-
statements with the basic operations of data management (retrieval, insertion, updating
and deletion) is straightforward. Since SQL is the standard query interface to relational
databases, we have just related the RELTEX formalisms to database implementations. In
the same spirit, we could also relate RELTEX (through the adopted SQL-like syntax) to
the data management operations characteristic of the information retrieval context (e.g.
the operations provided by IR tools). From an information retrieval context, data man-
agement operations follow a repository approach (Mather, 2001; Kahn and Wilensky,
1995). Formally, a repository is a tuple (collection, get, store, delete) where collection
is defined as in Section 3.1.2. Let H be a set of handles defined as the unique function
H → D, then the functions get, store and delete are defined as (adapted from Gonçalves
et al., 2004):

(1) get : H → D maps a handle h ∈ H to a document d ∈ D (i.e. d = get (h)).
(2) store : D × H → collection adds a document to the collection such that get =

get ∪ (h, d) ∧ body (col) = body (col) ∪ get (h), where d ∈ D, h ∈ H and col is a
document collection.

(3) delete : H → collection removes document d from a document collection col, i.e.
body (col) = body (col)− get (h) ∧ get = get− (h, d), where d ∈ D and h ∈ H .

If we consider that candidate keys can take the place of the handle indirection of a reposi-
tory approach, we can readily relate the semantics of the repository get, store and delete
operations to the SELECT, INSERT and UPDATE statements. Therefore, proving that
the SQL-like statements for RELTEX databases introduced in Section 3.2.3 also cover
the data management operations featured in information retrieval contexts.

Def. 1. A table, tbl, is an ordered sequence:

(r, (c1, cprops1) , . . . , (ci, cpropsi) , (f1, fprops1) , . . . , (fj, fpropsj) , (‘*’, fprops∗))

where r ∈ R, i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0. We will use the notation name(tbl) to denote r and
columns(tbl), fields(tbl) and extensions(tbl) to denote the second, third and fourth
element of tbl, respectively. The elements of columns(tbl), fields(tbl) and the sin-
gle element of extensions(tbl) are name/value pairs denoting schema predicates ap-
plying to a column, a field or all extensions, respectively. The extensions(tbl) set
can also be empty. Empty (or “void”) sets are denoted by φ. The shorthand no-
tation tbl.name is used to denote the schema predicate corresponding to a field or
column called name, where name ∈ columns(tbl) ∪ fields(tbl), it follows that
names are unique across columns(tbl) and fields(tbl) in agreement with the REL-
TEX model (see Def. 4 in Section 3.2). A schema predicate in turn, is a sequence of
properties observed by table elements: columns (i.e. ∈ cpropsi, . . . , cpropsi), fields
(i.e. ∈ fpropsi, . . . , fpropsj) or extensions (i.e. fprops∗). A sample set of schema
properties for columns and fields is presented and described in tables 3.6 and 3.8,
respectively.
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Def. 2. Thus, a schema database, sdb, is an ordered pair (n, tables) ∈
(
T × 2TAB

)
where

TAB is the set of all possible tables. As a shorthand, the notation name (sdb) and
body (sdb) denote the first element and second elements of sdb, respectively. Thus
defining the body of a schema database to be a finite subset of TAB.

Def. 3. Finally, sdb (r) denotes a table information object tbl in a schema database sdb such
that {tbl ∈ body (sdb) |name (tbl) = r}.

The following conventions are followed to simplify the notation of table information objects:

• Unless otherwise noted, grouping parenthesis are omitted and separating commas be-
tween name/value pairs are preserved.

• The columns(tbl), fields(tbl) and extensions(tbl) elements are separated by semi-
colons.

• Unless otherwise specified, it is assumed that schema predicates are defined over the
properties described in tables 3.6 and 3.8. For notation purposes, all properties that are
not required (as listed in the “Required” column) can be omitted which case its de-
fault value (in the “Default” column) will be assumed. The “Values” column presents
the domain of each property’s values. Within this sample property set, the following
notation assumptions apply:

– Unless otherwise noted, the name (case irrespective) of boolean properties (i.e.
those with a {true, false} value domain) suffices to denote that the property
is true (e.g. “NULL” suffices to express that a column is nullable and can be
used instead of the long form “NULL true”). Conversely, if the name of a
boolean property is preceded by “NOT”, that property’s value will be considered
false (e.g. “NOT NULL” expresses that a column is not nullable in replacement
of “NULL false”).

– It is customary to jointly denote the “datatype”, “datasize” and “decimal-digits”
properties of columns in terms of the “datatype” property value (see Table 3.7),
followed by the “datasize” and “decimal-digits” values between parethesis (e.g.
DECIMAL(8,2) would then denote floating point values where 8 is the maxi-
mum number of digits to the left of the decimal and 2 is the maximum number of
digits to the right of the decimal, for example 12345678.12).

– In the case of fields, the “datatype” and “type” properties can be indicated in
terms of the property value (e.g. INTEGER KEYWORD, TEXT UNSTORED). In
addition, in the case of fields with a DATE datatype, the value of “resolution”
property can be indicated between parentheses immediately after the datatype’s
value (e.g. DATE(DAY), DATE(MINUTE)).

• When listing the columns(tbl), fields(tbl) and extensions(tbl) elements, rightmost
void sets φ can be omitted (e.g. EMP(ID INT, NAME VARCHAR(255)) denotes a
table “EMP” with two columns—named “ID” and “NAME”—but no fields nor exten-
sions, similarly, EMPX(ID INT, NAME VARCHAR(255); φ; ‘*’) would de-
note a table “EMPX” identical to “EMP” but allowing extension fields).

After the definitions given in the present section, we extend the schema definition S in-
troduced with the RELTEX model in Section 3.2 to consider a schema database of table
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Name Description Values Default Required Example
“datatype” Denotes the column value domain e.g. SQL

data types, such as INT, BIT, DATE, TIME,
BINARY (Melton and Simon, 2001)

See Table 3.7 INT Yes INT

“datasize” Is the allowed length for values e.g. 10 (char-
acters), 8 (digits)

ℵ 0 No 9

“decimal-digits” Is the number of decimal digits for real
datatypes e.g. 2 (decimal places)

ℵ 0 No 0

“null” Denotes if the column is nullable or not (i.e. if
it allows or prevents the insertion of rows with
no value in this column)

{true, false} true No false

“default-value” Is the column’s default value, to be used if no
value is specified when a row is created

Ua NULL No NULL

“primary” When true, denotes that the column’s value
uniquely identifies the row in the table (either
on its own or in conjunction with other pri-
mary column values)

{true, false} false No true

“blob” Denotes that the column is a binary large ob-
ject (and has, consequently, a binary datatype)

{true, false} false No false

“compressed” When true, denotes that the column’s value
has been compressed (only applicable to
columns with a binary datatype)

{true, false} false No false

“filename-column” Is the name of another column whose value is
a filename for a binary file stored in the col-
umn (only applies to columns with a binary
datatype)

Cb φ Noc φ

“filename-field” Is the name of a field whose value is a file-
name for a binary file stored in the col-
umn (only applies to columns with a binary
datatype)

Fd φ Noe φ

a
The universe of valid values in V .

b
The table columns i.e. columns(tbl).

c
It is mandatory if “blob” is true and “filename-field” is φ.

d
The table fields i.e. fields(tbl).

e
It is mandatory if “blob” is true and “filename-column” is φ.

Table 3.6: Sample Column Properties

information objects, formally S = {V, R, h, sdb}. Although we have provided a sample set
of schema predicates for schema information table elements in tables 3.6 and 3.8, it follows
that these properties can be extended to accommodate additional schema constraints (e.g.
constraints applying to multiple columns, added behavior to data manipulation operations in
terms of condition triggers) as most modern DBMSs do.

The extended schema definition allows us to define schema description and manipulation
operations. The following definitions of schema operations are inspired by the syntax and
semantics of SQL DDL statements, therefore we propose a CREATE TABLE operation to
add information table objects to the schema database, a DROP TABLE operation to remove
table objects from the schema database. Two operations are proposed to modify table ob-
jects already in the schema database: ALTER TABLE ADD and ALTER TABLE DROP15.
Finally, a data description operation RETRIEVE TABLE is used to retrieve table information
objects.

15Two operations are proposed after SQL DDL’s ALTER TABLE statement to separate updating seman-
tics into “adding” and “subtracting” behavior. This semantic distinction will facilitate the mapping of schema
operations to the Web protocol interface, as shown in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4.
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String Datatypes Description
CHAR Fixed-length strings (1–255 characters long)
NCHAR Variant of CHAR that allows multibyte or Unicode characters
NVARCHAR Variant of TEXT to support multibyte or Unicode characters
TEXT (also called LONG or MEMO or
VARCHAR)

Variable-length strings

Numeric Datatypes Description
BIT Single bit values (i.e. 0 or 1)
DECIMAL (also called NUMERIC) Fixed or floating point values (e.g. 3.1416)
FLOAT (also called NUMBER) Floating point values.
INT (also called INTEGER) 4-byte integer values (i.e. in the range [-2,147,483,648, 2,147,483,647])
REAL 4-byte floating point values
SMALLINT 2-byte integer values (i.e. in the range [-32,768, 32,767])
TINYINT 1-byte integer values (i.e. in the range [0, 255])
Date and Time Datatypes Description
DATE Date values
DATETIME (also known as
TIMESTAMP)

Date time values

SMALLDATETIME Date values with accuracy to the minute
Binary Datatypes Description
BINARY Fixed-length binary data
LONG RAW Variable-length data
RAW (called BINARY by some implemen-
tations)

Fixed-length binary data

VARBINARY Variable-length binary data

Table 3.7: Sample Column Datatypes

We begin by defining the syntax of schema operations. Given a database db (see Def. 8 in
Section 3.2) with schema S = {V, R, h, sdb}, the syntax of the CREATE TABLE operation
is expressed as follows:

CREATE TABLE tbl|tbl /∈ body (sdb)

While the syntax of the ALTER TABLE ADD operation is:

ALTER TABLE ADD tbl|tbl ∈ body (sdb)

Similarly, the syntax of the ALTER TABLE DROP operation is:

ALTER TABLE DROP tbl|tbl ∈ body (sdb)

Then, the syntax of the DROP TABLE operation is expressed as:

DROP TABLE name|name = name (tbl) ∧ tbl ∈ body (sdb)

Finally, the syntax of the RETRIEVE TABLE operation is expressed as:

RETRIEVE TABLE name|name = name (tbl) ∧ tbl ∈ body (sdb)

As for formal semantics, the CREATE TABLE operation could be defined as follows:

CREATE TABLE : TAB → tbl ∈ TAB ∧ r = name (tbl) ∧R = R ∪ r∧
h = h ∪ (r, columns (tbl) ∪ fields (tbl)) ∧ body (sdb) = body (sdb) ∪ tbl
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Name Description Values Default Required Example
“datatype” It denotes the field’s “emulated” value

domain, if not in the text domain (e.g.
INTEGER can be used to store tex-
tual projections of integer values, and
DATE to store textual projections of
date values)

See Table 3.9 TEXT No DATE

“resolution” Applies to DATE datatypes and de-
notes the date values’ resolution (e.g.
MINUTE, MILLISECOND)

See Table 3.9 MILLISECOND No DAY

“type” It is the type of the field as a function
of how its values are stored and/or in-
dexed

See Table 3.10 TEXT No KEYWORD

“boost” Boosts this field’s contribution to the
matching function relevance scores
(e.g. 2.0 will boost the field’s contri-
bution 100%)

< 1.0 No 2.0

“appendable” Identifies fields with “appendable” se-
mantics i.e. the semantics of the as-
signment operator in data manipulation
operations changes (see Section 3.2.3
and Sidebar 3.2.3): (a) in updates,
from assignment to incremental addi-
tion; (b) in deletions, from removal to
incremental subtraction. For example,
given a value of “german”, an update
to an appendable field with a value of
“norway” could produce “german nor-
way” (if concatenation is the sum op-
erator for textual values), or given a
field value of “010”, on a field emulat-
ing integers, a deletion (with an identi-
cal syntax to that of an update) with a
value of “003” would produce “007”.

{true, false} false No true

“query-analyzer” It is the name of the querying text
analysis function (e.g. “whitespace”
could split query strings at whitespace
or “stopword” could divide queries
at nonletters while removing stop
words (Porter, 2001) and lowercasing
remaining words)

NA
a “default” No “whitespace”

“index-analyzer” It is the name of the indexing text anal-
ysis function (e.g. “simple” could split
query strings at nonletters while lower-
casing words, or “default” could divide
queries after a grammar that recognizes
e-mail addresses, acronyms, alphanu-
merics, etc. while lowercasing text and
removing stop words

NA “default” No “spanish”

“columns” Identifies this field as a derived
field obtaining values from a comma-
separated list of columns given as a
value to this property. A star “*” wild-
card stands for all columns.

{C ∪ ‘*’}b φ No φ

“fields” Identifies this field as a derived
field obtaining values from a comma-
separated list of fields given as a value
to this property. A star “*” wildcard
stands for all (other) fields.

{F ∪ ‘*’}c φ No “NAME,DESC”

“extensions” Identifies this field as a derived
field obtaining values from a comma-
separated list of extension fields given
as a value to this property. A star “*”
wildcard stands for all extension fields.

{E ∪ ‘*’}d φ No “*”

a
The set of names of known text analysis functions NA ∈ Σ∗ (e.g. see Table 5.9).

b
A subset of the table’s column names columns(tbl) or the literal ‘*’ denoting all table columns.

c
A subset of the table’s field names fields(tbl) or the literal ‘*’ denoting all table fields.

d
A subset of the table’s extension field names or the literal ‘*’ denoting all table extension fields i.e.

{
e| ∀t ∈ b (r) e ∈ e (r, t)

}
where r = name(tbl).

Table 3.8: Sample Field Properties
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Sidebar 3.2.3 Appendable Fields
The “appendable” property introduced with the sample property set shown in Table 3.8
changes the semantics of UPDATE and DELETE operations (see Section 3.2.3) to con-
sider incremental addition (“+=” operator) or subtraction (“-=” operator) of data, as op-
posed to just consider assignment (“=” operator) and removal (“−” operator). The syn-
tax of the DELETE statement changes as well to receive the values to be subtracted from
fields.
The syntax of the incremental DELETE statement is (see Section 3.2.3):

DELETE a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

SET {“s [a] = v”|
((s [a] , k) ∈ EK [S] ⇒ v = k) }

WHERE {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)}

The semantics of the incremental DELETE statement subtracts the values of a grounded
tuple variable s, from the corresponding values in the tuples that can be bound to a query
QD = {s : P |f(s)} where f(s) ∈ W [S] ∪ F [S], formally

DELETE : R× TV AR × 2TV →
{x|r ∈ R ∧ s ∈ TV AR ∧
(∀t ∈ QD ∀ (n, v) ∈ s (t.n-=v ∧ x = x + 1))}

Conversely, the semantics of the UPDATE statement, add the values of a grounded tuple
variable s, to the corresponding values in the tuples that bound to the query QU =
{u : P |f(u)} where f(u) ∈ W [S] ∪ F [S], that is

UPDATE : R× TV AR × 2TV →
{x|r ∈ R ∧ s ∈ TV AR ∧

(∀t ∈ QU ∀ (n, v) ∈ s (t.n+=v ∧ x = x + 1))}

As usual, the DELETE and UPDATE operations return the number of tuples affected.

Given a union operator ∪n/v that considers the uniqueness of name/value pairs, the semantics
of the ALTER TABLE ADD operation would be:

ALTER TABLE ADD : TAB → tbl ∈ TAB ∧ r = name (tbl)∧
stbl = sdb (r) ∧ h (r) = h (r) ∪ (r, columns (tbl) ∪ fields (tbl)) ∧
columns (stbl) = columns (stbl) ∪n/v columns (tbl) ∧
fields (stbl) = fields (stbl) ∪n/v fields (tbl) ∧
extensions (stbl) = extensions (stbl) ∪n/v extensions (tbl) ∧
satisfy (db, sdb)

where satisfy (db, sdb) is a function that transforms the database db (see Def. 8 in Sec-
tion 3.2) into compliance with sdb, if necessary. An example of such transformations could
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String Datatypes Description
TEXT String values not limited in their length (other than by computational resource limits)
Numeric Datatypes Description
INTEGER String projection of 4-byte integer values (i.e. in the range [-2,147,483,648,

2,147,483,647])
Date and Time Datatypes Description
DATE (also known as
DATE(MILLISECOND))

String projection of date values in format “yyyyMMddHHmmssSSS” or shorter, depending
on resolution (MILLISECOND is default resolution) e.g. “20070831050000000”

DATE(SECOND) String projection of date values in format “yyyyMMddHHmmss” e.g. “20070831050000”
DATE(MINUTE) String projection of date values in format “yyyyMMddHHmm” e.g. “200708310500”
DATE(HOUR) String projection of date values in format “yyyyMMddHH” e.g. “2007083105”
DATE(DAY) String projection of date values in format “yyyyMMdd” e.g. “20070831”
DATE(MONTH) String projection of date values in format “yyyyMM” e.g. “200708”
DATE(YEAR) String projection of date values in format “yyyy” e.g. “2007”

Table 3.9: Sample Field Datatypes

Field Types Description
KEYWORD The values of this field are not analyzed but stored in the index verbatim
UNSTORED The values of this field are analyzed and indexed, but are not stored (and therefore, un-

available for retrieval)
UNINDEXED The values of this field are not analyzed nor indexed, but are stored as is (and therefore,

unavailable for similarity matching)
TEXT The values of this field are analyzed, indexed, and stored in the index (and therefore, avail-

able for retrieval and similarity matching)

Table 3.10: Sample Field Types

include adding empty string “” values to recently added fields with the caveat that, if an
extension with the same name as a field added by the ALTER TABLE ADD preceded the
operation, the value of that extension could be indexed according to the text analysis function
for the field, as considered by the schema.

Similarly, given a difference operator−n/v that considers name/value pairs, the semantics
of the ALTER TABLE DROP operation would be:

ALTER TABLE DROP : TAB → tbl ∈ TAB ∧ r = name (tbl)∧
stbl = sdb (r) ∧ h (r) = h (r)− (r, columns (tbl) ∪ fields (tbl)) ∧
columns (stbl) = columns (stbl)−n/v columns (tbl) ∧
fields (stbl) = fields (stbl)−n/v fields (tbl) ∧
extensions (stbl) = extensions (stbl)−n/v extensions (tbl) ∧
satisfy (db, sdb)

where the transformation of the satisfy (db, sdb) function pertaining this operation could, for
example, preserving the name and value of a field removed by the ALTER TABLE DROP
operation as an extension field.

Then, the semantics of the DROP TABLE operation could be defined as:

DROP TABLE : R → r = name (stbl) ∧ stbl = sdb (r)∧
h = h− h (r) ∧R = R− r ∧ body(sdb) = body(sdb)− stbl

Finally, the semantics of the RETRIEVE TABLE operation is simply:

RETRIEVE TABLE : R → sdb (r) ∧ r ∈ R
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As indicated by the semantics of schema operations, the result of all operations is a
boolean value indicating success or failure of the operation.

Schema operations are exemplified next in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.5 Relational-text Database Sample Operations
This section exemplifies operations to describe and manipulate schema and data items in
a RELTEX database. Operations are expressed in the SQL-like syntax introduced in sec-
tions 3.2.1 and 3.2.4. The examples are based in the motivating scenario and thus feature
“RESUME”, “EMPLOYEE” and “PROJECT” tables. The “RESUME” and “EMPLOYEE”
tables are roughly comparable to the “APP” and “EMP” entities introduced in Section 3.2,
while the “PROJECT” table stands for projects and keeps track of the project number (PID),
the project’s starting date (SDATE), the project’s end date (EDATE), the project’s status
(STATUS), the project name (PNAME) and the project’s description (PDESC).

The examples in this section differ from those provided previously in the fact that those
listed here are the product of actual queries over data in a RELTEX database prototype (pre-
sented in more detail in Chapter 5). These examples are part of a larger suite of test cases
that establish the correct implementation of the RELTEX model (see Section 5.1.1.2). The
prototype implementation assumes the sample schema properties introduced in Section 3.2.4.

First, we exemplify the CREATE TABLE operation by defining the “RESUME” relation:

CREATE TABLE RESUME (
RID INT PRIMARY,
CDATE DATE,
NOTES VARCHAR(500);
RNAME TEXT,
RDESC TEXT,
LDATE DATE;

* TEXT TEXT APPENDABLE
)

);

When the previous operation is true, a table information object for a “RESUME” table
has been created in the schema database. The operation RETRIEVE TABLE RESUME;
would consequently return:

TABLE RESUME (
RID INT PRIMARY,
CDATE DATE,
NOTES VARCHAR(500);
RNAME TEXT,
RDESC TEXT,
LDATE DATE;

* TEXT TEXT APPENDABLE
);

Were the previous table definition follows the notation convention introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2.4 to denote a table information object. Extension field “headers” are underlined for
clarity purposes. In this case, the object for table “RESUME” contains columns RID, CDATE
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and NOTES; fields RNAME, RDESC and LDATE; and allows appendable extensions (e.g.
“LANGS” could contain the languages associated with the resume, “SKILL” could be used
to record an unusual skill). A more detailed explanation of schema properties is provided in
tables 3.6 and 3.8.

Next, we exemplify the ALTER TABLE DROP operation by removing the NOTES col-
umn:

ALTER TABLE DROP RESUME (
NOTES INT

);

When true, the previous operation would indicate that the “NOTES”column has been
removed from sdb(RESUME) and that the database db satisfies the new schema constraints
(i.e. that the column “NOTES” has been removed from the database along with its associated
values).

We complete our sample schema by creating the “EMPLOYEE” and “PROJECT” tables
as follows:

CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE (EID, ENAME, PID);
CREATE TABLE PROJECT (PID, SDATE, EDATE, STATUS; PNAME, PDESC);

Assuming that all operations have been successful, we now exemplify data operations,
beginning with the SELECT operation:

SELECT RID, CDATE, RNAME, RDESC, LDATE, * FROM RESUME ORDER BY RID ASC;

where the “*”, used within a column and/or field target list (not featuring other columns
or fields), is a syntax shorthand to denote retrieval of all extensions. Formally, the “*”
wildcard used in this way stands for all extension field names in the query’s answer i.e.{
∀a a ∈ e (r, t) | (a, v) ∈ t

}
where t is tuple variable that ranges over the ground tuples

in the answer. Similarly, we also adopt the syntactic convention of “*” appearing as the only
element in the target list to denote all columns, fields and extension fields in the query’s
answer.

Thus, the previous query could return the tuples shown in Table 3.11. Table 3.11, along
with all query answers in the present section, follows the table notation introduced in sec-
tions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, with the following caveats: (a) when an extension field lists a “NULL”
value, it means that the extension field is not present in that particular tuple of the answer;
(b) long field values (as in the case of description fields, such as “RDESC”) are shown instead
as ellipsis dots i.e. ‘. . . ’; and (c) extension field names in table headers are underlined.

To introduce the sample data used for the “EMPLOYEE” table, we can use the following
query:

SELECT EID, ENAME, TITLE, PID FROM EMPLOYEE ORDER BY EID ASC;

which produces the answer shown in Table 3.12.
We proceed to annotate a tuple in the “RESUME” table with the following UPDATE

operations:
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RID CDATE RNAME RDESC LDATE LANGS
1 2007-08-31 Heimdall . . . 2007-10-03 German
2 2007-08-31 Freyja . . . 2007-10-03 Danish Swedish
3 2007-08-31 Sif . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian
4 2007-08-31 Höðr . . . 2007-10-03 Danish
5 2007-08-31 Hoenir . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Danish
6 2007-08-31 Bragi . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
7 2007-08-31 Nerthus . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
8 2007-08-31 Balder . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
9 2007-08-31 Odin . . . 2007-10-03 NULL

10 2007-08-31 Frigg . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
11 2007-08-31 Nanna . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
12 2007-08-31 Kvasir . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
13 2007-08-31 Meili . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
14 2007-08-31 Lytir . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
15 2007-08-31 Vili . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Icelandic
16 2007-08-31 Frey . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
17 2007-08-31 Vidar . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
18 2007-08-31 Ve . . . 2007-10-03 Swedish
19 2007-08-31 Forseti . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
20 2007-08-31 Njord . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
21 2007-08-31 Thor . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian
22 2007-08-31 Idunn . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
23 2007-08-31 Gullveig . . . 2007-10-03 NULL
24 2007-08-31 Tyr . . . 2007-10-03 Swedish Danish

Table 3.11: Sample SELECT: From RESUME

EID ENAME TITLE PID
1 Heimdall Sniper 40
2 Freyja Jeweler 10
4 Höðr Torturer 23
5 Hoenir Grammarian 37
7 Nerthus Pope 67

10 Frigg Flight attendant 46
15 Vili Paleontologist 37
20 Njord Bishop 67
21 Thor Industrialist 41
22 Idunn Harpist 40
24 Tyr Alchemy 10

Table 3.12: Sample SELECT: From EMPLOYEE
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ROW_COUNT
1

Table 3.13: Sample Row Count

UPDATE RESUME SET SKILL = ’Kenning’ WHERE RID = ’3’;
UPDATE RESUME SET SKILL = ’Fishing’ WHERE RID = ’3’;

Each of the previous UPDATE operations returns a count of the updated tuples (see Sec-
tion 3.2.3). This row count can be expressed in tabular form as shown in Table 3.13. In the
present section, all data manipulation operations affect at most one record and are assumed
successful, thus presenting an answer equivalent to the result shown in Table 3.13.

It is also worth noting that although both updates affect an extension field in the same
tuple, the extension field allows for appendable values and thus the second operation adds to
the effect of the first, rather than replacing the value as in the traditional semantics of SQL
UPDATE statements (see Section 3.2.3 for UPDATE semantics and Table 3.8 for appendable
field semantics).

Since our sample “RESUME” table keeps track of applicant and employee resumes, and
the resume ID (RID) key of the updated tuple is not present in the “EMPLOYEE” table (i.e.
under the EID column), the previous operations effectively annotate an applicant’s resume
(as described in the motivating scenario in Section 2.5). Under the same considerations, we
could hire an applicant by creating a record in the “EMPLOYEE” table with the applicant’s
resume ID, for example with the operation:

INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (EID, ENAME, TITLE, PID)
VALUES (’3’, ’Sif’, ’Novelist’, ’40’);

Having retrieved, updated and created data, we exemplify data deletion with the following
operation:

DELETE FROM RESUME WHERE RID = ’23’;

which stands for the deletion of an applicant’s resume (since the ID deleted does not have
an entry in the “EMPLOYEE” table).

The results of manipulating data of the RESUME and EMPLOYEE tables are shown in
tables 3.14 and 3.15.

We now proceed to exemplify more complex data retrieval operations featuring arithmetic
comparison and textual similarity conditions. We begin with the following query:

SELECT RESUME.RID, RESUME.RNAME, EMPLOYEE.TITLE, EMPLOYEE.PID
FROM RESUME, EMPLOYEE
WHERE RESUME.RID = EMPLOYEE.EID ORDER BY RESUME.RID ASC;

that denotes an implicit join between the RESUME and EMPLOYEE tables where the
RID and EID columns are equal. Colloquially, this query stands for “the resume ID (RID),
applicant name (RNAME), title (TITLE) and project ID (PID) of all employees”. The result
of the join is shown in Table 3.16.

Joins can also be specified over textual similarity matches, such as in the following query:
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RID CDATE RNAME RDESC LDATE LANGS SKILL
1 2007-08-31 Heimdall . . . 2007-10-03 German NULL
2 2007-08-31 Freyja . . . 2007-10-03 Danish Swedish NULL
3 2007-08-31 Sif . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Kenning Fishing
4 2007-08-31 Höðr . . . 2007-10-03 Danish NULL
5 2007-08-31 Hoenir . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Danish NULL
6 2007-08-31 Bragi . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
7 2007-08-31 Nerthus . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
8 2007-08-31 Balder . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
9 2007-08-31 Odin . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL

10 2007-08-31 Frigg . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
11 2007-08-31 Nanna . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
12 2007-08-31 Kvasir . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
13 2007-08-31 Meili . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
14 2007-08-31 Lytir . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
15 2007-08-31 Vili . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Icelandic NULL
16 2007-08-31 Frey . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
17 2007-08-31 Vidar . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
18 2007-08-31 Ve . . . 2007-10-03 Swedish NULL
19 2007-08-31 Forseti . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
20 2007-08-31 Njord . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
21 2007-08-31 Thor . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian NULL
22 2007-08-31 Idunn . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
24 2007-08-31 Tyr . . . 2007-10-03 Swedish Danish NULL

Table 3.14: Sample SELECT, From RESUME, After Updates

EID ENAME TITLE PID
1 Heimdall Sniper 40
2 Freyja Jeweler 10
3 Sif Novelist 40
4 Höðr Torturer 23
5 Hoenir Grammarian 37
7 Nerthus Pope 67

10 Frigg Flight attendant 46
15 Vili Paleontologist 37
20 Njord Bishop 67
21 Thor Industrialist 41
22 Idunn Harpist 40
24 Tyr Alchemy 10

Table 3.15: Sample SELECT: From EMPLOYEE, After Updates

RESUME.RID RESUME.RNAME EMPLOYEE.TITLE EMPLOYEE.PID
1 Heimdall Sniper 40
2 Freyja Jeweler 10
3 Sif Novelist 40
4 Höðr Torturer 23
5 Hoenir Grammarian 37
7 Nerthus Pope 67

10 Frigg Flight attendant 46
15 Vili Paleontologist 37
20 Njord Bishop 67
21 Thor Industrialist 41
22 Idunn Harpist 40
24 Tyr Alchemy 10

Table 3.16: Sample SELECT: Equi-join
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RESUME.RID RESUME.RNAME PROJECT.PID PROJECT.PNAME
1 Heimdall 67 Sigurðarkviða hin skamma
2 Freyja 67 Sigurðarkviða hin skamma
3 Sif 43 Gylfaginning
5 Hoenir 37 Prose Edda
6 Bragi 40 Lokasenna
7 Nerthus 23 Snorri Sturluson
8 Balder 67 Sigurðarkviða hin skamma
9 Odin 23 Snorri Sturluson

10 Frigg 67 Sigurðarkviða hin skamma
11 Nanna 43 Gylfaginning
12 Kvasir 26 Grottasöngr
13 Meili 59 Nafnaþulur
14 Lytir 59 Nafnaþulur
15 Vili 37 Prose Edda
16 Frey 67 Sigurðarkviða hin skamma
17 Vidar 43 Gylfaginning
18 Ve 37 Prose Edda
19 Forseti 26 Grottasöngr
20 Njord 26 Grottasöngr
21 Thor 41 Sörla þáttr
22 Idunn 37 Prose Edda
24 Tyr 26 Grottasöngr

Table 3.17: Sample SELECT: Textual Similarity Join

SELECT RESUME.RID, RESUME.RNAME, PROJECT.PID, PROJECT.PNAME
FROM RESUME, PROJECT
WHERE RESUME.RDESC [~1,1,0] PROJECT.PDESC ORDER BY RESUME.RID ASC;

where a textual similarity join between a resume’s full-text content (RDESC) and a
project’s description (PDESC) is requested. The textual similarity match operator is pre-
sented in extended form [∼1,1,0] to denote the first match found (i.e. with the high-
est similarity score). The query answer contains the resume ID (RID), the applicant’s name
(RNAME), and the name and ID of the project (PNAME and PID, respectively) of the project
which description has been found the most similar to the applicant’s resume. A similar query
has been introduced in narrative form in the motivating scenario in Section 2.5, and collo-
quially stands for the question “what is the project most similar to an applicant’s resume?”
Table 3.17 shows the result of such a query.

Textual similarity joins and arithmetic join conditions can be combined, as exemplified in
the query:

SELECT RESUME.RID, RESUME.RNAME, EMPLOYEE.TITLE, EMPLOYEE.PID,
PROJECT.PNAME FROM RESUME, EMPLOYEE, PROJECT
WHERE PROJECT.PID = ’40’ AND RESUME.RID = EMPLOYEE.EID AND

RESUME.RDESC [~1,*,0] PROJECT.PDESC ORDER BY RESUME.RID ASC;

that colloquially stands for “given a project (e.g. project No. 40), find all employees with
a resume that is similar to the project’s description, sorted in ascending order of resume No.
(i.e. RID).” Such a query could be used to find the employees that are more likely to have
the profile required by a recently started project. On a closer inspection of the query, the
similarity operator is expressed in its extended form to request all matches found. The results
of this query are shown in Table 3.18.

Textual similarity matches can be used on its own to retrieve data items (as in the doc-
ument collection model characteristic of information retrieval, see sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2).
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RESUME.RID RESUME.RNAME EMPLOYEE.TITLE EMPLOYEE.PID PROJECT.PNAME
1 Heimdall Sniper 40 Lokasenna
2 Freyja Jeweler 10 Lokasenna
3 Sif Novelist 40 Lokasenna
5 Hoenir Grammarian 37 Lokasenna
7 Nerthus Pope 67 Lokasenna
10 Frigg Flight attendant 46 Lokasenna
15 Vili Paleontologist 37 Lokasenna
20 Njord Bishop 67 Lokasenna
21 Thor Industrialist 41 Lokasenna
22 Idunn Harpist 40 Lokasenna
24 Tyr Alchemy 10 Lokasenna

Table 3.18: Sample SELECT: Relational-text Join

PID PNAME PDESC∼
36 Þórsdrápa 0.3834501
68 Hymiskviða 0.3834501

Table 3.19: Sample SELECT: Textual Similarity Match

RID CDATE RNAME RDESC LDATE LANGS SKILL
1 2007-08-31 Heimdall . . . 2007-10-03 German NULL
2 2007-08-31 Freyja . . . 2007-10-03 Danish Swedish NULL
3 2007-08-31 Sif . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Kenning Fishing
4 2007-08-31 Höðr . . . 2007-10-03 Danish NULL
5 2007-08-31 Hoenir . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Danish NULL
6 2007-08-31 Bragi . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
7 2007-08-31 Nerthus . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
8 2007-08-31 Balder . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
9 2007-08-31 Odin . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL

10 2007-08-31 Frigg . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
11 2007-08-31 Nanna . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
12 2007-08-31 Kvasir . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
13 2007-08-31 Meili . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
14 2007-08-31 Lytir . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
15 2007-08-31 Vili . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian Icelandic NULL
16 2007-08-31 Frey . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
17 2007-08-31 Vidar . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
18 2007-08-31 Ve . . . 2007-10-03 Swedish NULL
19 2007-08-31 Forseti . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
20 2007-08-31 Njord . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
21 2007-08-31 Thor . . . 2007-10-03 Norwegian NULL
22 2007-08-31 Idunn . . . 2007-10-03 NULL NULL
24 2007-08-31 Tyr . . . 2007-10-03 Swedish Danish NULL

Table 3.20: Sample SELECT: After Alter Table

For example, we could request the projects that are textually similar to the similarity query
“Kenning && Fishing” (assuming that the querying function associated to the “PROJECT”
table recognizes ‘&&’ as the AND boolean operator), with the following operation:

SELECT PID, PNAME, PDESC~
FROM PROJECT WHERE PDESC [~1,*,0] ’Kenning && Fishing’
ORDER BY PID ASC;

where the similarity operation is shown in extended form denoting all matches found.
The results of such query are shown in Table 3.19. Note that the scores associated to the
similarity match between the field “PDESC” and the query are shown as values for the score
literal “PDESC∼”, as defined by RELTEX calculus (see Section 3.2.1).
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To illustrate the role that the transformation function satisfy (db, sdb) plays in relating
schema definitions with data items, we present the following ALTER TABLE ADD opera-
tion:

ALTER TABLE ADD RESUME (
LANGS TEXT

);

that adds a “LANGS” field to the “RESUME” table. Since “LANGS” extension fields
preceded the operation, the satisfy (db, sdb) function could index previously existent data
according to the text analysis function of the new field definition, as shown in Table 3.20,
corresponding to the query:

SELECT RID, CDATE, RNAME, RDESC, LDATE, LANGS, * FROM RESUME;

As shown in Table 3.20, the implementation on which the examples were run preserves
previous extension field values into newly created fields, yet supports fields to be “NULL”
(i.e. absent from a particular document at the physical level).

Finally, we complete our schema manipulation examples with a DROP TABLE operation
that, if successful, would remove the “RESUME” table from the database:

DROP TABLE RESUME;

3.3 Relational-text Model Assessment
In this section we assess the RELTEX model’s usefulness under Liskov and Zilles (1975)’s
criteria for evaluating specification methods. In particular, the RELTEX model is compared
to the information retrieval’s document collection model and the relational model, since its
primary purpose is to model unstructured and structured data. In regard to the formality,
comprehensibility, minimality and extensibility criteria. In addition, under the applicabil-
ity criterion (Section 3.3.1), other models and storage implementations are introduced and
compared to RELTEX in terms of their data domain and schema flexibility or regularity (see
Table 3.21).

Under Liskov and Zilles’s first criterion, formality, a specification should be formal since
mathematically sound notations can (a) be used in conjunction with proofs of program cor-
rectness, (b) provide rigorous insight into other interesting questions (such as the equivalence
of two specifications) and (c) can be understood by computers.

Consequently, a formal notation of the RELTEX model and calculus has been provided
in section 3.2 and 3.2.1, respectively. This formal notation allowed us to find a mapping
between the RELTEX and the relational and information retrieval models (Section 3.2.2).
Thus proving that RELTEX effectively constitutes an integrated model for unstructured and
structured data (see Hypothesis 1 in Section 1.1).

Under the second criterion, constructibility, the concerns at hand are (a) if the specifica-
tion can be constructed in the first place and (b) if the specification captures the concept it
intends to specify.
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At this point, the first concern has been addressed with the definition of the RELTEX
model and calculus while the second has been satisfied with the equivalence found between
RELTEX and the relational and information retrieval models. However, we would like to add
a third constructibility concern: can a program be effectively constructed from the specifica-
tion? That is, is the RELTEX specification feasible in practice? Both the relational model and
the information retrieval model have well-known implementations in widespread use, There-
fore, to prove that a program that satisfies RELTEX exists, a proof-of-concept prototype has
been built (its architecture is presented in Chapter 5), thus proving that the RELTEX model
is feasible in practice, providing that the prototype correctly implements the specification.

Thus, to gauge the extent of the prototype’s compliance with the RELTEX model and
calculus, we have followed the test case approach, outlined by Liskov and Zilles, that relies
on the successful execution of a set of test cases to prove program compliance16. Nonetheless,
rather than omitting test cases altogether, we opted for including a representative set of the
examples (in Section 3.2.5) that have been run in the prototype, hence presenting a significant
notion of program-to-specification compliance.

In addition, it could be safely argued that having met the constructibility criterion facil-
itates future related research and practice. That is, that specifications and programs derived
from the RELTEX formalisms would be easier to construct as long as researchers and practi-
tioners have access to our contributions.

Comprehensibility is Liskov and Zilles’s third criterion and refers to the degree of diffi-
culty for a person to read the specification and reconstruct the concept captured by it. To help
cope with the subjective nature of the comprehensibility criterion, Liskov and Zilles explain
it in terms of two properties: size and lucidity. The size property refers both to absolute spec-
ification length (e.g. in written form), and in relative comparison to the derived program’s
size (e.g. specification lines against lines of code). Lucidity is the strength with which the
specification conveys the concept, and is also presented in relation to derived programs17.

Since modern database systems technology is based on the relational model introduced
by Codd (1970), it follows that the relational model is among the most comprehensible data
management specifications. Information retrieval’s document collection model has also be-
come widespread in practice both in terms of IR tools18 and applications built on top of
them—e.g. digital libraries (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999)—thus demonstrating to
be a comprehensible specification.

As the RELTEX model has been derived from the relational and information retrieval
models, it is to be expected that RELTEX has inherited its predecessors’ lucidity. In addi-
tion to this causal comprehensibility, the existence of a prototype implementation allows us
to argue in favor of RELTEX comprehensibility in terms of size by comparing a relatively
small specification in under 10 pages (under 500 lines, see sections 3 and 3.2.1) against the

16Due to space constraints, the test cases are left out of the present document, yet they are provided with the
prototype’s source code, included in this dissertation’s companion CD-ROM. See Appendix C.

17See Wikipedia’s Obfuscated code page at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obfuscated_code for staged exam-
ples of lucid specifications against murky program code.

18IR tools that offer comparable set of full-text indexing and searching features include Egothor
(http://www.egothor.org/), Xapian (http://www.xapian.org/), Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org/) and MG4J
(http://mg4j.dsi.unimi.it/) (Gospodnetić and Hatcher, 2005; pp. 24–27).
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relatively large program size of 36,900+ prototype lines of code19 plus 16,800+ compliance
test lines of code (see Section 5.1.1.2).

Next on Liskov and Zilles’s criteria is minimality. An specification is considered minimal
if it exclusively describes the concept properties of interest precisely and unambiguously, and
nothing more. This criteria requires specifications to focus on what a program should do
rather than how it does it.

The concept that motivates RELTEX is the integration of unstructured and structured
data. Since the analysis presented in the current chapter considers the relational and the in-
formation retrieval model as foundations for the RELTEX model, it follows that these base
models are considered to be minimal specifications of structured and unstructured data (see
sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, for an interpretation of the relational and the information retrieval
models, respectively). As explained previously, the conceptual properties of interest behind
this integration were: (a) representation regularity in terms of relations, (b) columns with
typed values, (c) schematized retrieval in terms of arithmetic comparison of column values,
(d) fields with textual values, (e) representation flexibility by allowing arbitrary fields and
(f) approximate (and possibly partial) retrieval by relating fields to queries under a similarity
function. Consequently, as the RELTEX model and calculus present this same properties, the
RELTEX abstraction could be considered to be minimal under its motivation. Conversely, it
can also be argued that some “extraneous” properties have been introduced while designing
the integrated model, such as (a) score atoms, required to retrieve similarity scores under
an structured context; (b) sort order atoms, mandatory to preserve similarity match ranking
under a set-based model on which order is irrelevant; or (c) similarity joins, that allow ap-
proximate retrieval by relating fields to field and/or column values under a similarity function.
Even if it is accepted that these new properties complicate the claim that RELTEX is minimal,
it would also follow that RELTEX is more expressive that its original models, which would
provide evidence in favor that integrating a structured and a unstructured model is synergistic
in the sense that it produces a whole greater than the sum of the parts.

It is also worth noting that adhesion to the minimality criterion guided our choice of
tuple relational calculus as the query language to consider while analyzing structured data
(Section 3.1.1). We favored a relational calculus-based notation (in Section 3.2.1) rather than
an algebra-based notation since calculus-based languages are better suited to express what the
result is, by stating relationships that should hold in query results. Conversely, algebra-based
notations are more suited to specify how to obtain such results. (This same principle lead
us to choose a resource-centric approach to protocol design—which declares what a query is
rather than how to obtain it—in Chapter 4).

Next on Liskov and Zilles criterion list is wide range of applicability, which identifies
the specification with the concepts it can naturally and straightforwardly describe. Under
this criterion, the larger the class of concepts that a specification describes, the more useful
the specification is considered to be. We have already listed the concepts that the RELTEX
model and calculus intend to describe in terms of the relational structured model and the
information retrieval unstructured model. In order to facilitate the comparison of RELTEX
against other data models, we propose a categorization based on the models’ data domain

19As reported by the LOCC tool, available at http://csdl.ics.hawaii.edu/Tools/LOCC/
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and schema structure. The explanation of this categorization, along with examples of closely
related data models, is given in Section 3.3.1.

Finally, Liskov and Zilles’s criteria conclude with extensibility, that relates the extent of
a change in the concept behind the model to a proportional change in the specification. An
specification’s extensibility is considered to impact its constructibility. Since extensibility
can be expressed in terms of flexibility and generalization of the specification, the relational
model has proven to be the most popular data abstraction, as it has been generalized and
adapted—if not perfectly implemented (Date, 1984)—by modern relational databases with
SQL interfaces.

The definition of the RELTEX model (Section 3.2) has been based in the relational model
(Section 3.1.1) while retaining an equivalence with the information retrieval model (Sec-
tion 3.2.2). Therefore, we would expect that the similarity of the RELTEX model with the
relational model preserves the latter’s extensibility in the former.

In the case of RELTEX calculus, the correspondence to tuple relational calculus is even
tighter, to the point that it can be considered an extension (see Section 3.2.2), therefore inher-
iting relational calculus’ extensibility.

Finally, another alternative for extensions to the RELTEX model and calculus lies in the
addition of properties that modify operation semantics or the field’s data domain (e.g. relating
indexing and matching functions to fields, see tables 3.6 and 3.8 for some examples). From
the perspective of the usefulness of unstructured text fields, RELTEX could be extended
to handle complex data types by storing their textual projections—e.g. serializing binary
data using Base 64 encoding20, or storing XML data possibly following a validation against
an XML Schema-instance21 associated with a given field a la SQL:2006 (2006). It would
naturally follow that the textual projections of complex data types could be indexed under
specialized indexing functions and likewise queriable by corresponding matching functions22.

3.3.1 Wide Range of Applicability
Wide range of applicability may be the most important of Liskov and Zilles’ criteria regarding
usefulness. In this section we compare RELTEX against other models under our categories
of interest: data domain and flexibility or regularity of schema structure. The data domain
category stands both for the data value domain as well as its associated retrieval strategy (i.e.
typed data with arithmetic-comparison structured retrieval and textual data with about queries
or similarity matches; or a combination of the former).

Table 3.21 considers model alternatives in agreement with their structure and data domain.
For identification, the following explanation uses a notation based on the alternatives along
the two dimensions. The dimensions are listed as D (data domain) and S (schema structure).
As shown in Table 3.21, alternatives along each dimensions are identified by numbers 0, 1,
or 2. Along the data domain dimension, 0 stands for typed data, 1 for typed and/or textual
data and 2 represents textual data. Along the schema structure dimension, 0 stands for rigid

20Base 64 Encoding, http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3548
21XML Schema, http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
22Actually, the RELTEX prototype (see Chapter 5) features such an extension with regard of common binary

document formats (e.g. PDF, DOC, RTF, HTML, PPT, XLS, PPS), from which a textual projection is obtained
and indexed for future querying.
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Flexible
Struc-
ture (2)

Semistructured Models (Abite-
boul et al., 2000) e.g. Fletcher
et al. (2006)’s DMC, Wyss and
Robertson (2005)’s FDM, Jain et
al. (1995)’s UDM), XML (Melton
and Buxton, 2006), RDF (Passin,
2004)∗

Botev et al. (2006)’s FTC/FTA Information Retrieval’s Docu-
ment Collection Model (Baeza-
Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999)

Rigid-
Flexible
Struc-
ture (1)

(a) Amer-Yahia et al.
(2000)’s Bounding Schemas∗,
(b) SQL:2006 (2006)†, (c) Wide
Table (Chu et al., 2007b)

(a) Alvarez-Cavazos et al.
(2007)’s RELTEX Model,
(b) Chaudhuri et al. (2005)’s SALT
Algebra, (c) SQL:2006 + DBMS’s
Full-text indexes†

(a) Digital Libraries∗ (Gonçalves
et al., 2004), (b) Solr’s Schema†

Rigid Struc-
ture (0) (a) Relational Model (Garcia-

Molina et al., 1999; Ozsu and Val-
duriez, 1999), (b) Object-oriented
Models∗ (Stonebraker and Moore,
1995; Kim, 1990)

(a) DBMSs’ Full-text in-
dexes (Alonso, 2005; Gulutzan,
2004; Hamilton and Nayak,
2001), (b) Join Tree Keyword
Search (e.g. Hristidis et al., 2003;
Agrawal et al., 2002; Bhalotia
et al., 2002), (c) Motro (1988)’s
VAGUE, (d) Probabilistic Mod-
els (Dalvi and Suciu, 2004;
Barbará et al., 1992)

Cohen (2000, 1998)’s WHIRL

������
Typed Domain (0) Typed & Textual Domain (1) Textual Domain (2)

∗
Denotes a conceptual-level model i.e. it presumes conceptual entities in the application domain. Logical models are set-based abstractions that mediate between conceptual

approaches and the actual physical storage of data (Blakeley et al., 2006).
†

More an implementation than a data model (i.e. it has been proven to be constructible, but lacks a formal specification).

Table 3.21: Model Assessment

structure, 1 for rigid and/or flexible structure and 2 denotes flexible structure. For ease of
reference, the table identifies with bold and italics those models (or model categories) that
have received significant attention by research or practical endeavors. The RELTEX model is
identified with bold case in cell (1, 1). It is worth noting that some of the “models” presented
here are product of implementation featurism (Chaudhuri and Weikum, 2000) rather than
formal specifications. Yet implementation-derived models are presented here for the sake of
completeness. A discussion of these model categories follows.

• (D0, S0): This point in the categorization space refers to models whose data items
conform to a rigid (or common) schema with strictly-typed values. Here we found
the relational model at the logical-level and the object-oriented and object-relational
models at the conceptual level. Logical-level modeling has found so far more use than
conceptual-level modeling (i.e. has proven to be more constructible, comprehensible
and extensible under Liskov and Zilles’ criteria). For this reason, the RELTEX model
and calculus (categorized as a (D1, S1) alternative) is a logical-level model based on the
successful relational model and calculus that adds features of the information retrieval
document collection model and retrieval strategy (listed in the (D2, S2) categorization
point).

• (D1, S0): The next point along the data domain dimension are models with rigid
schemas but with values and/or retrieval strategies in the structured and the unstructured
domains. Some examples include:
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– The inclusion of textual columns within a relational model supplemented with
approximate matching functions as found in modern database systems (Alonso,
2005; Gulutzan, 2004; Hamilton and Nayak, 2001). It is worth noting that,
although vendors have achieved remarkable results at integrating unstructured
search to their products, they still treat unstructured text under a structured schema
by preserving the relational structured data model and thus requiring elaborate
data modeling and domain knowledge to represent unstructured information;

– Recent research on providing a keyword search interface to relational
databases (Hristidis et al., 2003; Agrawal et al., 2002; Bhalotia et al., 2002) which
has come up with solutions that enable users to query a database without any
knowledge of its schema. To achieve these goals, efficient heuristics that translate
keyword queries into meaningful sequences of join operations have been pro-
posed. These approaches have an end-user intention and target a Web browser
interface. It is worth noting that these initiatives still treat unstructured textual
data within a fixed schema; and

– Similarity and approximate matching of database data has been addressed in
works such as WHIRL (Cohen, 1998) and VAGUE (Motro, 1988), and also in
the realm of probabilistic databases (e.g. Dalvi and Suciu, 2004; Barbará et al.,
1992). These works typically extend SQL with approximate matching clauses in-
volving a “similar-to” operator. These endeavors are of particular importance for
data management since the unification of approximate and exact reasoning could
be considered one of the greatest challenges for database research (Gray, 2004).
Yet, these models have focused on achieving approximate matching rather than
defining the syntax and semantics of the matching operation. Hence, the syntax
of RELTEX’s extended similarity operator could expose previously unavailable
matching parameters, such as a minimum similarity retrieval threshold (radius in
VAGUE) or enabling partial results in terms of the provision of top-k and next-k
result subsets. Yet perhaps more importantly, the RELTEX model could allow
for the contributions of these works to be studied within the context of a partially
structured and partially unstructured data model.

• (D2, S0): If only the textual data domain is considered, determining if two data items
are related is a problem of understanding natural language. As an example of a model
that makes such assumption we have found Cohen (1998)’s STIR model (short for
“Simple Text In Relations”). STIR is the data model underlying WHIRL (Cohen,
2000), a system that, as RELTEX, combines the properties of structured relations with
the document collections characteristic of IR tools. Cohen (2000)’s work is relevant to
the problem at hand since it introduced the notion of similarity joins, or the capability
of combining relations through similarity match conditions (as previously explained in
(D1, S0)). Yet STIR follows the structured schema of the relational model and thus
does not support arbitrary fields outside of the relation’s schema. RELTEX improves
STIR by (a) supporting structured domains in terms of relation columns, (b) allow-
ing tuple-specific fields and (c) providing an extended syntax of similarity to consider
partial results.
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• (D0, S1): If flexibility of schema structure is introduced in addition to schema reg-
ularity, we find semi-structured models that consider data items that share common
schemas and also feature item-specific schemas. Some examples of “rigid-flexible”
models with a typed data domain include:

– Amer-Yahia et al. (2000)’s bounding-schemas for LDAP (Lightweight Direc-
tory Access Protocol) directories when coupled with the relational model. The
bounding-schemas introduce a hierarchy of nodes with name/value textual at-
tribute pairs associated with a schema that discerns allowed and forbidden values
in nodes. A coupling with the relational model (i.e. a tuple to node mapping)—
which sounds feasible but has not been constructed yet—would support the exten-
sion of tuples within the allowed values of the bounding-schema. Since bounding-
schemas are a conceptual-level abstraction, a coupling with the logical-level re-
lational model may limit the resulting model’s constructibility, comprehensibility
and extensibility;

– The SQL+XML section within the SQL:2006 (2006) standard, which defines
ways of importing and storing XML data in an SQL (and hence, relational) da-
tabase, manipulating it within the database and publishing both XML and con-
ventional SQL-data in XML form. The resulting joint relational-XML model
abstraction combines the strengths of the relational model—i.e. a strict schema
that lends itself to high performance indexing and data integrity—with those of
storing data as an XML document—i.e. a self-describing, flexible schema sup-
porting nesting of data items. SQL:2006 also provides querying facilities that
integrate SQL code with XQuery23 to access relational data and XML document
entities. Under the standard, XML is treated as a “first class” data citizen which
means that it is stored, retrieved or updated partially or as a whole. Schema
restrictions on XML documents can be optionally enforced by relating updates
to XML Schema-instances24, which ensures that XML documents entities com-
ply with a hierarchical node template and that XML attribute and character val-
ues agree with predefined data types. Similarly to the restrictions imposed by
bounding schemas, when XML documents are validated against XML Schema-
instances a conceptual-level abstraction is implied. It also follows that a retrieval
approach involving XQuery is procedural rather than declarative, since knowl-
edge of the document’s schema is required to iterate through document elements
and construct a query result;

– The Wide-table approach, where relations typically have a large number of at-
tributes (i.e. typed columns), in the range of hundreds or even thousands, but
where most tuples have non-null values for only a small number of attributes (Chu
et al., 2007b). It can be argued that the notion of a wide-table is not an actual data
model but a product of using schema and updating operations (e.g. SQL DDL
can be used to add or remove table columns as required by SQL DML opera-
tions) on a relation to obtain a sparse data set. Nonetheless, the use of wide table
has caught recent attention of information extraction endeavors, specially those

23W3C XML Query Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/
24W3C XML Schema, http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
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aimed to provide structured queries over the unstructured data characteristic of
online document collections, such as Wikipedia (Chu et al., 2007a). The RELTEX
model shares this intention, and could efficiently express the sparse attributes of
wide-tables as fields (through schema operations) and/or extension fields. Un-
der such an approach, unstructured similarity queries would be supported on a
per-field basis, or even over all extensions (using the ‘*’ syntax shorthand, see
Section 3.2.5). In addition, schema properties of fields could be leveraged to em-
ulate datatypes (e.g. the sample properties presented in Table 3.8 consider the
emulation of INTEGER and DATE datatypes). As argued by Chu et al. (2007b),
efficient support of the wide table approach is of special importance for self-
managing databases because it would free users from a tedious and potentially
ineffective schema-design phase when managing sparse data sets.

• (D1, S1): The more interesting case is where schema regularity and flexibility is present
for data items with typed and textual values. This alternative represents integrated
models for unstructured and structured data. Among such models we find

– Alvarez-Cavazos et al. (2007)’s RELTEX model (focus of the present chapter).
RELTEX is an integrated model for describing and manipulating unstructured and
structured data featuring similarity search with ranking, schematized retrieval,
and a common relation schema with support for tuples with particular schema in
terms of extension fields. Data and schema are described and manipulated through
the RELTEX calculus declarative query language. RELTEX was designed a data
model suitable for the requirements of the Web or intranet environment, and thus
provides a formal base for a Web protocol for describing and manipulating data
and its associated schema (see Chapter 4). RELTEX’s has been proven a gener-
alization of the relational and the information retrieval model through a mapping
between their formal specifications (Section 3.2.2);

– Chaudhuri et al. (2005)’s SALT (“Scoring Algebra for Lists and Text”) algebraic
framework. SALT focuses on the flexible scoring and ranking of data items for
a database and information retrieval integrating layer on top of a relational stor-
age engine. The goals for SALT are ease of notation and coding, orchestration
with other methods within applications on top of the integration layer, efficiency
and optimization based on the capability of rewriting algebra expressions to map
them onto efficient execution strategies, and minimal invasiveness with regard to
current storage systems. RELTEX on the other hand, favors a calculus notation
rather than an algebra in adhesion to Liskov and Zilles’s minimality criterion (see
Section 3.3). In terms of SALT’s goals, a calculus notation would stress notation,
orchestration and minimal invasiveness over efficiency and optimization;

– SQL:2006 when combined with the full-text indexes of modern database sys-
tems (Alonso, 2005; Gulutzan, 2004; Hamilton and Nayak, 2001). Essentially,
paths denoting XML entities and their nesting (see XPath25) are used as virtual
attribute names, against which textual similarity matches are supported. However,
current implementations of this feature present the same limitations imposed by

25XML Path Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
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the state of the art of DBMS’s full-text indexes, namely that there is limited or
no control over the indexing and matching functions associated with unstructured
text retrieval; DBMSs’ present a relatively simple query syntax when compared
to the syntax supported by state of the art IR tools; and schema flexibility is
only guaranteed when XML documents are not validated against XML Schema-
instances (otherwise, we could be dealing with a (D1, S0) conceptual-level model
alternative).

• (D2, S1): These models feature regular and flexible schema structure for data items
with values on the textual domain. Examples of these models are easy to find in mod-
ern digital library systems. Digital libraries services typically deal with digital objects
(i.e. at the conceptual-level) that feature streams of information—whether binary, as
in document files, or textual, such as document paragraphs (Gonçalves et al., 2004).
Although digital library services are built on top of the document collection model
characteristic of information retrieval, structure regularity is introduced in terms of one
or more metadata schemes associated with digital objects. This has lead to an ongo-
ing debate within the digital library community surrounding the efficacy of metadata
searching vs. full-text searching (Mischo, 2005). A model for integrating retrieval of
structured and unstructured queries, such as RELTEX calculus, could provide a com-
mon ground for both metadata-based searching (whether over the structured or textual
domain) and full-text searching (whether of whole documents, or over particular docu-
ment fields). Another example of a model with a rigid-flexible structure and data items
over the textual domains is found in the model underlying Solr26. Solr is also a search
application built on top of the document collection model. Solr supports index-specific
schema definitions provided in XML files. Solr’s XML schema files detail which fields
can be contained in documents along with the particulars of the indexing and querying
functions associated to document fields. In Solr fields are always defined upfront (thus,
introducing schema regularity) but can be specified to be optional in documents. In
addition, Solr features “dynamic fields” by relating a pattern in (runtime defined) field
names to indexing and querying functions. These dynamic fields can be considered
equivalent to RELTEX’s extension fields, yet while RELTEX relates a single set of in-
dexing and matching functions to all extension fields in the same table, Solr supports
several indexing and matching functions within an index through a naming convention
(e.g. all dynamic fields ending in “_type_A” use functions IfI.A and MfI.A, while
those starting with “Is_type_B_” use functions IfI.B and MfI.B). The Solr implemen-
tation, however, does not consider schema description and manipulation operations
(beyond editing and reading the XML schema file) as RELTEX does.

• (D0, S2): If we move into full structure flexibility, we get what may be called fully
semistructured models (Abiteboul et al., 2000) that, in general, repeat or include
schema specifications at the data item level, thus favoring complete flexibility over
representation regularity. If we consider only the typed value domain, some examples
of such data models include Fletcher et al. (2006)’s calculus for dynamic data map-
ping (DMC); Jain et al. (1995)’s uniform data model (UMC) for data and meta-data

26Solr Enterprise Search Server, http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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querying; Wyss and Robertson (2005)’s federated relational model (FDM) which al-
lows relations to contain tuples with different schemas; XML, when used as a data
model (Melton and Buxton, 2006) where markup data encodes schema and data is en-
coded in the document’s character data (i.e. all text that is not markup); or even RDF,
a data model for describing data and metadata, using an XML syntax, in terms of re-
sources (objects) and statements (subject-predicate-object triplets)27. In comparison,
tuples of the RELTEX model conform to a common relation schema while allow-
ing tuple-specific extensions. While RELTEX’s extension fields also repeat schema
specifications, columns and fields are defined at the relation level, thus favoring repre-
sentation regularity over schema flexibility. To become a fully semistructured model,
RELTEX could be extended to accommodate tuple-specific columns. We would also
like to stress that fully semistructured models—in the (D0, S2) space—have a schema
representation intention in regard to structure flexibility, whereas RELTEX aims for
flexible data description and manipulation by allowing data to be structured as rela-
tions, as unstructured text within a varying number of fields or anything in between,
while supporting structured typed queries, textual “about” queries or a combination of
the two—and hence, is considered a (D1, S1) model alternative.

• (D1, S2): The case where typed and textual data is considered under full structure
flexibility is also a matter of research. Recently, a full text calculus and algebra has been
proposed by Botev et al. (2006) based on the positions of words within text to support
the notion of order and distance between words. They consider text to be structured as a
collection of nodes (e.g. XML entities) which contain tokens (i.e. words) and propose
a model for searching and scoring text structured in such a manner. In comparison,
RELTEX —in (D1, S1)—has so far considered text to have no additional structure (an
assumption shared with WHIRL’s STIR data model (Cohen, 1998))—in (D2, S0).

• (D2, S2): The final point in the categorization space refers to models with full struc-
ture flexibility and values in the textual domain. Here we found the document col-
lection model characteristic of information retrieval (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,
1999). This model has greatly contributed to Web search and other search-based ap-
plications (Bosworth, 2005a). For this reason, along with the relational model—in
(D0, S0)—the information retrieval’s model is the basis for the RELTEX model and
calculus.

The previous categorization space indicate applicability in terms of a model’s data domain
and schema flexibility or regularity. Besides suggesting the value, through wide applicability,
of the RELTEX model since (a) its data items fall within the unstructured and structured
domains and (b) it supports both flexibility and regularity of schema, the previous dimensions
are also an aid to distinguish RELTEX from other models, thus also demonstrating novelty.

Novelty of the RELTEX model can be found by comparing it against all other models in
a “crossroads” of the categorization space, namely dimensions (D1, S0), (D0, S1), (D1, S1),
(D2, S1) and (D1, S2); to find that:

27W3C’s Resource Description Framework (RDF), http://www.w3.org/RDF/. In RDF, flexibility is further
favored over regularity of representation, as exemplified in (Passin, 2004; chp. 2) in comparison to the relational
model.
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• Approaches in (D1, S0) focus on adding approximate retrieval, including textual simi-
larity, to a structured model.

• The models listed in the (D0, S1) categorization space either are a conceptual-level
solution (i.e. Amer-Yahia et al. (2000)’s Bounding Schemas), lack a formal definition
(i.e. SQL:2006) or are an usage pattern of the relational model (i.e. the Wide table
approach).

• Models in (D1, S1) are product of implementation featurism lacking a formal speci-
fication (i.e. the combination of DBMSs’ full-text indexes with SQL:2006) or are an
exploratory approach towards integrating structured and unstructured retrieval (i.e. the
case of SALT) thus lacking an actual implementation. In addition, other models in
this categorization space follow a procedural approach to retrieve data while RELTEX
favors declarative retrieval through a calculus language.

• Similarly, models included in the (D2, S1) space are either a conceptual-level solu-
tion (actually, more an application than a data model, such as digital libraries) or an
implementation lacking a formal model (i.e. Solr’s schema).

• Finally, the model categorized in (D1, S2) departs from a formal world which would
require recasting unstructured text into a hierarchical structure, such as XML docu-
ments.

On the other hand, RELTEX formally contributes to the data management spectrum with
a logical-level, set-based model, that has the following novel characteristics:

• It targets the structured and unstructured domains, allowing data to be modeled in either
or both domains (i.e. it does not require to recast data to a semistructured domain e.g.
to an XML document);

• It supports, through its associated calculus, declarative querying that combines unstruc-
tured search with structured schematized retrieval;

• It supports flexibility and regularity of schema structure, by providing a common
schema for data items with idiosyncratic schema. (Taking into account schema prop-
erties, both the common schema and the idiosyncratic schema describe structured and
unstructured data, in terms of common fields and extension fields emulating structured
data, respectively);

• It supports evolution of schema structure, through schema manipulation operations that
allow the transition (conditioned by schema properties) of data between the structured
and unstructured domains;

• It has been proven capable of modeling and querying structured relational data and
unstructured document collections; and

• It has been related to actual practice, through examples in the context of a motivating
scenario.

Finally, the novelty and value of the RELTEX model and calculus are increased by a data
and schema description and manipulation protocol that takes RELTEX contributions into the
Web environment (see Chapter 4). Further, both the model and protocol have been shown
feasible by means of a proof-of-concept prototype implementation (see Chapter 5).
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3.4 Conclusions
This chapter has defined RELTEX, an integrated data model for describing and manipulating
unstructured and structured data. The definition of the RELTEX departed from an anal-
ysis of the relational model (Codd, 1970) and information retrieval’s document collection
model (Gonçalves et al., 2004; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999), the most representa-
tive approaches to model structured and unstructured data, respectively. The retrieval strategy
associated to each model—tuple relational calculus in the case of the relational model; index-
ing and querying functions supporting “about” queries in the case of the document collection
model—was presented as well. Towards an integrated model for structured and unstructured
data, the key notions learned from the relational model were (a) representation regularity,
(b) columns with typed values and (c) schematized retrieval; while the document collection
model provided the following insight: (a) representation flexibility, (b) fields with textual
values and (c) approximate retrieval.

After analyzing and characterizing storage and retrieval of structured and unstructured
data, the RELTEX model was constructively designed. RELTEX is a variant of the relational
model that supports: (a) structured data as values within columns flexibility, (b) unstructured
data as text within fields; within relation tuples. Although the relational model already ac-
commodates data from arbitrary value domains, RELTEX differentiates text fields from typed
columns to enable operators on top of it to treat unstructured data different from structured
data (i.e. to enable approximate retrieval based on similarity). RELTEX tuples allow both a
common schema (i.e. relation definition) and tuple-specific schema by allowing the arbitrary
addition of “extension fields”.

A formal query interface to the RELTEX model, RELTEX calculus, departs from tuple
relational calculus (Codd, 1970) extending it to consider text fields (whether extended or not),
textual similarity matches, similarity scores, and sort order.

The RELTEX model and calculus have been formally proven capable of describing and
manipulating structured and unstructured data by finding an equivalence mapping to the rela-
tional model and the document collection model and their associated retrieval strategies (i.e.
tuple relational calculus and indexing and matching functions, respectively).

Therefore, having found an model with partially structured and unstructured data items
in RELTEX, Hypothesis 1 (see Section 1.1 in page 7 for the hypothesis list) is confirmed
and thus, RELTEX is demonstrated to be an integrated model for structured and unstructured
data.

In addition, since RELTEX calculus makes tuples accesible through (a) the names of the
containing entities (i.e. table, column and field names) and key values and (b) matching
functions and unstructured queries, in terms of (a) arithmetic and (b) textual similarity com-
parisons (respectively), it would suffice to find a Web protocol that makes tuples accessible
through both retrieval strategies to confirm Hypothesis 3. Such a protocol is the focus of
Chapter 4.

The syntax and semantics for the combined use of structured and unstructured retrieval
strategies—either as filtering conditions or to give place to implicit equi-joins between
columns or similarity match joins that involve columns and fields according to the relevance
score of a full-text match—has been described and exemplified (and implemented in the con-
text of a RELTEX store prototype, see Section 5.1.2.2). Although similarity or approximate
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joins have been addressed by previous works (e.g. Barbará et al., 1992; Cohen, 1998; Motro,
1988), this is the first time that similarity join semantics has been related to an information re-
trieval matching function associated with the relation’s schema and that similarity join syntax
considers the retrieval of partial results (i.e. previous approaches have limited their studies to
return the topmost k answers).

RELTEX calculus is exemplified by defining an SQL-like syntax and semantics for
SELECT, INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE statements for a database based in the RELTEX
model. This syntax is adopted to denote data description and manipulation under RELTEX.

Schema description and manipulation has been defined departing from the addition of a
schema database, holding table information objects, to the schema formalisms of the REL-
TEX model. Under the extended schema definition, schema description and manipulation
operations, inspired by the syntax and semantics of SQL DDL statements, were introduced
resulting in the CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE, ALTER TABLE ADD, ALTER TABLE
DROP and RETRIEVE TABLE operations.

The semantics of the updating schema operations (i.e. ALTER TABLE ADD and ALTER
TABLE DROP) consider a satisfy (db, sdb) function that transforms the database’s state db
to comply with the schema database sdb, if necessary.

As a partial answer (at least to the part pertaining the model underlying the protocol) to
Hypothesis 5, it has been found that it is through schema manipulation operations, extension
fields and the definition of the satisfy function that the schema of a RELTEX database
can evolve. Extension fields provide representation flexibility, but can be transformed into a
“common” field (i.e. belonging to the relation’s schema) through the ALTER TABLE ADD
operation, simply by adding a field declaration to the table information object associated
to that relation with the same name than the extension field. The opposite operation also
applies, a common field can be converted (or “demoted”) to a extension field by removing the
field’s declaration from the schema’s table object using ALTER TABLE DROP. The satisfy
function can optionally consider a transformation to preserve and convert data along these
operations (as exemplified in Section 3.2.5).

Besides transforming common fields to extension fields (or viceversa), structured values
can also be represented in the unstructured textual domain. It follows that the structured rep-
resentation of the data can be removed and thus, remain only in the unstructured domain. For
example, structured columns “NAME” and “LASTNAME” could exist in a given relation.
A “FULLNAME” field could be added and populated with a concatenation of the string val-
ues of the aforementioned columns (whether by leveraging a field schema predicate, such as
the “columns” property introduced in Table 3.8, or procedurally). Then, an ALTER TABLE
DROP operation could remove the column definitions from the database schema. The op-
posite operation, although feasible, seems unlikely to occur in practice since it is easier to
assure that typed values can be represented in the text domain than guaranteeing that a given
text value would be meaningfully parsed into a typed domain.

Feasibility of the RELTEX model has been demonstrated by including the output of run-
ning data and schema description and manipulation operations in a prototype implementation
of a RELTEX database (see Chapter 5). These examples are part of a larger suite of test cases
included with the prototype implementation to establish the correct implementation of the
RELTEX specification and also to foster repeatability of this dissertation’s findings (see Sec-
tion 5.1.1.2).
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An evaluation of the RELTEX model and calculus under Liskov and Zilles (1975) criteria
against the relational model and the document collection model has been presented. Although
the concepts of structured and unstructured data and their implementations precede RELTEX,
it is in the integration of both kinds of data where the novelty and value of the RELTEX model
are found, since the integration of unstructured and structured data within a single information
management system is considered to be difficult, challenging and an open research topic for
which there is no universally accepted solution (Abiteboul et al., 2005; Chaudhuri et al.,
2005; Bosworth, 2005a; Gray, 2004; Raghavan and Garcia-Molina, 2001).

Finally, under Liskov and Zilles’s applicability criterion, other models and storage im-
plementations were introduced and compared to RELTEX in terms of their data domain and
schema flexibility or regularity. In addition to providing insight into RELTEX’s potential
usefulness in practice, this comparison also served to distinguish the RELTEX model from
other approaches that deal with textual and typed data and/or schema flexibility, thus proving
the model’s novelty and value.



Chapter 4

Relational-text Protocol

This chapter presents an effective technique for searching and updating structured and un-
structured data within a Web or intranet-based environment in terms of a Web protocol to
describe and manipulate data and schema of information compliant with the RELTEX model
(introduced in Chapter 3), such as relational database and IR tools. Departing from Field-
ing (2000)’s REST principles (Section 4.1), the protocol (known as RELTEX protocol
from now on) is defined in terms of /data/ (Section 4.2), /schema/ (Section 4.3) and
/metadata/ (Section 4.4) contexts1. Short examples are provided along the definitions.
In addition to the explanatory examples accompanying protocol design, a stand-alone sec-
tion (Section 4.5) of running examples relates protocol operations to RELTEX operations
(introduced in Section 3.2.5). Secure data access is addressed by proposing the use of the
protocol over a secure HTTPS/TLS channel (Section 4.6). Next, the proposed protocol is
compared to other data access and storage techniques (Section 4.7). Finally, the chapter ends
with conclusions.

4.1 RESTful Design
A RESTful system adheres to a collection of architectural principles, which could be sum-
marized as (adapted from Costello, 2005):

1. Identify all conceptual entities to be exposed as services.
2. Define resources by:

2.1. Creating a URI to each resource, considering that resources should be nouns
instead of verbs (e.g. instead of parameterized verb-based retrieval as
in http://reltex/data/getTable?name=clients, use explicit URI
nouns: http://reltex/data/clients/).

2.2. Categorize resources into (a) read-only and (b) updatable. Read-only resources
should be made accessible via a retrieval operation (e.g. HTTP GET) while updat-
able resources should be made accessible through creation, updating and deletion
operations (e.g. HTTP POST, PUT and DELETE, respectively).

1Protocol implementations may choose to rename the contexts as they see fit (e.g. the data could be
renamed to /store/, /schema/ to /catalog/ and /metadata/ to /definition/). URI syntax for
protocol operations reflects this consideration by denoting the context name simply as “/context/”.
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Figure 4.1: Sample RELTEX Source: “Data Store”

Operation Data Schema HTTP Method
Creating INSERT CREATE TABLE POST
Retrieval SELECT RETRIEVE TABLE GET

Updating UPDATE
ALTER TABLE ADD PUT
ALTER TABLE DROP DELETE

Deletion DELETE DROP TABLE DELETE

Table 4.1: From Data and Schema Operations to HTTP methods

2.3. Specify resource representation format using a schema (e.g. see Bertino and Cata-
nia, 2001 for a simple XML schema for relational database data).

3. Design to reveal data gradually (e.g. by providing hyperlinks in data representations to
obtain more details).

4. Describe how the Web services will be invoked (e.g. using an HTML description).

The previous list shows that a RESTful design builds on a URI addressing scheme. Thus, the
RESTful Web service protocol herein presented uses candidate keys as tuple names as part
of its URI scheme.

This chapter follows these design guidelines to define a RESTful interface to RELTEX
compliant sources (a.k.a. “RELTEX data sources” or simply “RELTEX sources” from now
on) for user-agent and other application types (see Figure 4.1; and Chapter 5 for further
details). The RESTful interface is a Web protocol that exposes data (Section 4.2), schema
(Section 4.3) and metadata (Section 4.4) of RELTEX sources. In addition, a partial result
strategy to gradually reveal data (Section 4.2.2) is also considered.

Although the REST architectural style is independent of the underlying transport proto-
col (Fielding, 2000), RESTful Web services typically assume HTTP as the transport protocol
and expose resources through HTTP methods (Costello, 2005). In its interest to develop a
resource-centric Web service protocol to query and update a RELTEX source, this disserta-
tion also assumes HTTP as the transport protocol and consequently maps data and schema
operations to HTTP methods, as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 begins with an “Operation” leftmost column that denotes abstract creating,
retrieval, updating and deletion operations (“CRUD operations” for short). The second col-
umn “Data” is based on the SQL-like equivalent to CRUD operations (i.e. the INSERT,
SELECT, UPDATE and DELETE statements) adopted for describing and manipulating data
in RELTEX sources (introduced in Section 3.2.3). The next column “Schema” presents the
SQL-like equivalent to the CRUD operations adopted to describe and manipulate schema
in RELTEX sources (i.e. CREATE TABLE, RETRIEVE TABLE, ALTER TABLE ADD,
ALTER TABLE DROP and DROP TABLE statements (see Section 3.2.4). The rightmost
column shows the HTTP method used to realize each operation. Note that the DELETE
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Sidebar 4.2.1 URI Syntax for the RELTEX’s Protocol Data Context
/data/<table>/

[<joining-table-1>/<joining-table-2>/.../]
[-/<target-1>/<target-2>/.../]

[-/{<where-clauses>,<match-clauses>,<join-clauses>,<sort-clauses>}]

Where:

* <table> is the table to access, and also the "joined table" for
join URIs

* <joining-table-i> is the i-th joining table

* <target-i> is the i-th element of the target list (i.e. a column, field, extension
field or score)

* <where-clauses> is a set of
{<column-1><operator-1><value-1>/<column-2><operator-2><value-2>/.../}

conditions, where:

* <column-i> is the column to evaluate

* <operator-i> is an arithmetic comparison operator (e.g. =, >, >=, <, <=, <>)
between square brackets (i.e. [operator])

* <value-i> is the evaluation value

* <match-clauses> is a set of
{<field-1>[~]<query-1>/<field-2>[~]<query-2>/.../}

conditions, where:

* <field-i> is the field or extension field to search

* ’~’ is an unstructured search similarity operator (can be expressed in extended
form)

* <query-i> is the full-text query string (e.g. "+cat +dog -mice")

* <join-clauses> is a set of
{<joined-column-1>|=|<joining-column-1>/<joined-column-2>|=|<joining-column-2>/...}
and
{<joined-field-1>|~|<joining-col/fld-1>/<joined-field-2>|~|<joining-col/fld-2>/...}
conditions, where:

* <joined-column-i> refers to a column of <table>

* ’=’ is the equality operator

* ’~’ is the similarity match operator (can be expressed in extended form),
where pipe characters ‘|’ are used instead of square brackets (i.e. |operator|)

* <joining-column-i> refers to a column of a joining table

* <joining-col/fld-i> refers to the text projection of a column, field or
extension field of a joining table

* <sort-clauses> is a set of
{<column-1>[+|-]/<column-2>[+|-]/.../<field-1>[+|-]/<field-2>~[+|-]/.../}

conditions, where:

* <column-i> refers to a column to order by

* <field-i> refers to a field to order by

* <field-i>~ refers to a similarity score to order by

* ’+’ denotes ascending order

* ’-’ denotes descending order

method is used both to remove table elements (i.e. columns, fields or extensions) and to
completely remove tables from the database.

Metadata operations have retrieval semantics and thus, are mapped to the GET method.

4.2 Data Context
The protocol’s /data/ context exposes operations to describe and manipulate data. For
purposes of a RESTful design, RELTEX tables are treated as updatable resources that can be
partially retrieved or updated as delimited by their access URIs. Table access URIs, although
varying on a per operation basis, roughly present the syntax described in Sidebar 4.2.1.
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Having defined the URI scheme and the verbs of the RELTEX protocol, RELTEX uses
a resource representation XML schema derived from Bertino and Catania (2001)’s simple
XML schema for relational database data:

<database>
<table>

<row>
<column1> ... </column1>
<column2> ... </column2>

</row>
</table>

</database>

Although Bertino and Catania’s schema was designed for relational data, it can be ex-
tended to carry fields (and extension fields) in addition to columns. Thus, an extended version
of this representation is used as the representation format for tables in the RELTEX protocol.

After having defined RELTEX tables as resources along with their URI scheme to expose
data items (table rows), the CRUD operations to access and update them, and the resource
representation format for data, we proceed to informally introduce the RELTEX protocol.

We start with Bertino and Catania’s sample “Clients” table (see Table 4.2).

Number FirstName LastName
2000 Mike Scott
7369 Paul Smith
7000 Steve Adam

Table 4.2: Table “Clients” (Bertino and Catania, 2001)

The sample retrieval operation

SELECT Number, FirstName FROM clients WHERE LastName[~]‘Smith’

becomes the following HTTP GET request:

GET /data/clients/-/Number/FirstName/-/LastName[~]‘Smith’

under our design. The result of this operation being:

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<row>
<Number>7369</Number>
<FirstName>Paul</FirstName>

</row>
</results>

The sample creation operation:

INSERT INTO clients (FirstName, LastName) VALUES (‘Paul’, ‘Smith’)
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becomes the following HTTP POST request:

POST /data/clients
Content-type: text/xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>

<FirstName>Paul</FirstName>
<LastName>Smith</LastName>

</row>

In the previous insertion example, the Number column would have a NULL value (as in
the standard behavior of the INSERT INTO SQL statement in relational databases).

Updating operations are likewise supported, for example:

UPDATE clients SET FirstName=‘Paul’, LastName=‘Smith’ WHERE Number=7369

becomes:

PUT /data/clients/-/Number=7369
Content-type: text/xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>

<FirstName>Paul</FirstName>
<LastName>Smith</LastName>

</row>

Finally, the sample deletion operation:

DELETE FROM clients WHERE Number=7369

would be issued against the following URI:

DELETE /data/clients/-/Number=7369

4.2.1 Formalizing the Protocol
In section formalizes the RELTEX protocol by using RELTEX calculus (see Section 3.2.1)
to define the syntax of protocol operations2.

Given a database with a schema S = {V, R, h, sbr} (see Section 3.2.4), and sorted query
results Q = Sort (QR, O) where QR = {s : P |f (s)}, the syntax of the GET method is
expressed as follows:

(FROM) GET /context/ a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

/ {b|b ∈ F [S] ∧ b ∈ f (s) ∧ a 6= b}
(SELECT) /-/ {s : P}
(WHERE) /-/ 〈 {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)} ,

(o (i) |o(i) ∈ O [S]) 〉
2Some separators—e.g. some slashes ‘/’, square brackets between operators ‘[θ]’, pipes ‘|θ|’ between join

operators—are omitted since they are syntactically superfluous (see Sidebar 4.2.1).
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The POST method is issued against a URI along with a content body, thus requiring a
syntax definition for allowed URIs and method contents. Therefore we consider (i) a superkey
K that holds on relation a and a candidate key CK ∈ candidate (a) to identify tuples and
(ii) that BODY denotes the content body of a POST request. We use XQuery3 to extract data
from the XML content of the POST method, to obtain:

(INTO) POST /context/ a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

/-/ {“s [a] = v”| (s [a] , v) ∈ EK [S] ∧ s [a] ∈ CK}
(INSERT) { (s [a] , k) | (s [a] , k) ∈ EK [S] ∧

(s [a] , k) ∈ {for $x in collection(BODY)/row
where name($x) /∈ CK

return ( { name($x) } , { value($x) } ) }}

For the protocol to also consider a special case when a value is posted for a single non-key
attribute or extension field, let s[b] be the name of a non-key attribute or extension field and
value a function that parses the XML content of the POST method body to obtain the value
for s[b], then:

(INTO) POST /context/ a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

/ s [b] | (s [b] , k) ∈ EK [S] ∧ s [b] /∈ CK

/-/ {“s [a] = v”| (s [a] , v) ∈ EK [S] ∧ s [a] ∈ CK}
(INSERT) {k| (s [b] , k) ∈ EK [S] ∧

k = value(BODY)}

The protocol considers the syntax of the PUT method to be analogous to that of POST
method, just replacing “POST” with “PUT”, and hence it is not repeated.

Finally, the syntax of the DELETE method:

(FROM) DELETE /context/ a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

(WHERE) /-/ {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)}

From the consideration that CRUD operations can be related to HTTP methods which in
turn can be related to SQL operations (or SQL-like operations, see Table 4.1), it follows that
the formal semantics of the RELTEX protocol are analogous to that of SQL operations, al-
ready presented in Section 3.2.3. Thus, rather than make the semantics of the HTTP methods
explicit, we proceed to exemplify the RELTEX protocol. For this purpose, we make use of
the RELTEX relations used to model the entities from our motivating scenario (introduced in
Section 3.2). We will also assume a base URI context named ‘/data/’.

Following the narrative of the motivating scenario (Section 2.5), we begin with a creation
operation through the following POST request:

POST /data/APP
Content-type: text/xml

3W3C XML Query, http://www.w3.org/XML/Query/
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Method Status Code
GET 200 OK
POST 201 CREATED
PUT 200 OK

DELETE 200 OK

Table 4.3: HTTP Success Status Codes in the RELTEX Protocol

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>
<APPNO>1000</APPNO>
<ANAME>Helen Troy</ANAME>
<RESUME>
SW4gR3JlZWsgbXl0aG9sb2d5LCBIZWxlbiBvZiBUcm95
IHdhcyB0aGUgZGF1Z2h0ZXIgb2YgWmV1cyBhbmQgTGVk
YSBhbmQgdGhlIHdpZmUgb2YgTWVuZWxhdXMsIGtpbmcg
b2YgU3BhcnRhLiBIZXIgYWJkdWN0aW9uIGJ5IFBhcmlz
IGJyb3VnaHQgYWJvdXQgdGhlIFRyb2phbiBXYXIu
</RESUME>

</row>

Where APPNO and ANAME are to be interpreted as columns (as defined in the sample
schema, see Section 3.2) while RESUME is to be treated as a text field. The example also
shows that character (and binary) large objects may require to be encoded (e.g. by using Base
64 encoding4) to prevent them from being interpreted as part of the enclosing XML or HTTP
message format. Several approaches to handle binary data are presented in Appendix B.

A sample successful response for the previous request follows:

201 CREATED

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>
<ROW_COUNT>1</ROW_COUNT>

</row>

Which includes a count of all table rows affected in agreement with the operation seman-
tics introduced in Section 3.2.3. The number of records affected is presented in the XML
equivalent to the tabular form used for row counts in Section 3.2.5.

Protocol responses indicate the success or failure of the request using the HTTP status
codes5 shown in tables 4.3 and tables 4.4, respectively.

In the case of successful requests, a representation of the just created tuple could be
fetched with the following retrieval GET request operation:

GET /data/APP/-/APPNO=1000

The result of this operation being:
4Base 64 Encoding, http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3548
5See the Hypertext Transfer Protocol – HTTP/1.1 Specification at http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt for

more information on HTTP status codes.
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Status Code Meaning
404 NOT FOUND Request URI is not recognized.
400 BAD REQUEST Invalid URI (i.e. operation) syntax.
501 NOT IMPLEMENTED Not a GET, POST, PUT or DELETE method request.
500 INTERNAL SERVER ERROR All other error conditions.

Table 4.4: HTTP Error Status Codes in the RELTEX Protocol

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>
<row>
<APPNO>1000</APPNO>
<ANAME>Helen Troy</ANAME>
<RESUME>
SW4gR3JlZWsgbXl0aG9sb2d5LCBIZWxlbiBvZiBUcm95
IHdhcyB0aGUgZGF1Z2h0ZXIgb2YgWmV1cyBhbmQgTGVk
YSBhbmQgdGhlIHdpZmUgb2YgTWVuZWxhdXMsIGtpbmcg
b2YgU3BhcnRhLiBIZXIgYWJkdWN0aW9uIGJ5IFBhcmlz
IGJyb3VnaHQgYWJvdXQgdGhlIFRyb2phbiBXYXIu
</RESUME>

</row>
</results>

Where the returned resource representation could include additional information, such as
automatically generated identifiers (e.g. as those by the IDENTITY or SEQUENCE column
options of some commercial DBMSs) or versioning information (such as the version identi-
fiers considered by the GData6 protocol). It follows that data source implementations could
assign a NULL value (as in the standard behavior of SQL’s INSERT statement) or an empty
string to columns and fields omitted by the creation operation.

To provide a sample updating operation, let us annotate the previous tuple through a PUT
request:

PUT /data/APP/-/APPNO=1000
Content-type: text/xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>

<Skill>Multi-layer Image Wrapping</Skill>
</row>

Since “Skill” is not an attribute name considered by the schema, it is to be interpreted as
an extension field name. This request, if successful, would return:

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>
<ROW_COUNT>1</ROW_COUNT>

</row>

6See GData’s approach to optimistic concurrency at http://code.google.com/apis/gdata/reference.html
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denoting a successful update both through the HTTP status code and by returning the
number of rows updated.

We could issue another retrieval operation to fetch the just updated tuple with the follow-
ing GET request:

GET /data/APP/-/APPNO=1000

The result of this operation being:

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>
<row>
<APPNO>1000</APPNO>
<ANAME>Helen Troy</ANAME>
<RESUME>
SW4gR3JlZWsgbXl0aG9sb2d5LCBIZWxlbiBvZiBUcm95
IHdhcyB0aGUgZGF1Z2h0ZXIgb2YgWmV1cyBhbmQgTGVk
YSBhbmQgdGhlIHdpZmUgb2YgTWVuZWxhdXMsIGtpbmcg
b2YgU3BhcnRhLiBIZXIgYWJkdWN0aW9uIGJ5IFBhcmlz
IGJyb3VnaHQgYWJvdXQgdGhlIFRyb2phbiBXYXIu
</RESUME>
<Skill>Multi-layer Image Wrapping</Skill>

</row>
</results>

Finally, as an example of the deletion operation, we have the following DELETE request:

DELETE /data/APP/-/APPNO=1000

which would delete the tuple retrieved in the previous example (returning a 200 OK
status code if successful).

4.2.2 Data Retrieval Options
The behavior of the data retrieval operation can be modified to present partial results and
to provide alternative resource representations. These modifiers can be provided as URL
parameters to the HTTP GET request. URL parameters are name/value pairs appended to
the end of the request URI. URL parameters start with a question mark “?” and are given as
“name=value” pairs separated by ampersands “&”. Thus, in conformance with the RESTful
design principles of specifying a resource representation format and design for gradual data
retrieval, the following retrieval options are proposed:

1. Partial results are a subset (i.e. “page”) of the result set. Partial results could be re-
quested as either: (a) Pages. Result pages could be defined in terms of page-size and
page-index parameters; or (b) Ranges. Result ranges could be defined by specifying
from-index and to-index parameters. Retrieved partial results should include a to-
tal result count to help clients gauge their progress through the totality of results. This
total count could be provided as an element added to the partial result XML, for example
<total-results>1000</total-results>.
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Sidebar 4.3.1 URI Syntax for the RELTEX’s Protocol Schema Context

/schema/
[<table>/]

Where:

* <table> is the name of the table implied and, if not provided, denotes that the
schema of all tables is requested.

2. Alternate formats, such as a syndicated XML format or HTML, could be requested via
a format URL parameter. For example, RSS (Pilgrim, 2002), Atom (Sayre, 2005)
and HTML7 representations could be requested with format=rss, format=atom and
format=html parameters, respectively.

The provision of syndicated XML format alternatives is proposed since (a) RSS has become a
very popular format on the Web, (b) Atom has been standardized and, along with RSS, is suit-
able to represent database information (Sayre, 2005; Bosworth, 2005b) and (c) the resource
representation format of the RELTEX protocol can be easily mapped to the container-item
general model of syndicated XML formats, as shown in the following listing (compare to
Bertino and Catania’s database representation XML in Section 4.2):

<feed> <!-- table -->
<entry> <!-- row -->

<element1>...</element1> <!-- column1 -->
<element2>...</element2> <!-- column2 -->
...

</entry>
...

</feed>

4.3 Schema Context
In the /schema/ context, table information objects (see Section 3.2.4) are the updatable
resources. Columns, fields and extension field definitions can be added or removed from
table objects. Schema access URIs are different from data access URIs (Sidebar 4.2.1) and
are shown in Sidebar 4.3.1.

As shown in Table 4.1, schema operations (a) CREATE TABLE, (b) RETRIEVE
TABLE, (c) ALTER TABLE ADD, (d) ALTER TABLE DROP and (e) DROP TABLE are
also mapped to HTTP methods to be exposed as Web Services.

After defining the URI syntax for schema resources, a resource representation format
is needed to complete our RESTful design. Since the syntax for schema operations (Sec-
tion 3.2.4) expects either a table information object (i.e. CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE
ADD and ALTER TABLE DROP) or a table name (i.e. RETRIEVE TABLE, DROP TABLE)
and the table name is already considered in schema URIs, it suffices to express information
tables in XML to find the representation format for schema operations. Therefore, we use the

7HyperText Markup Language (HTML) home page, http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/
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Listing 4.3.1 Table Information Object DTD
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE reltex-table-information-object [

<!ELEMENT table (column*,field*,extensions?)>
<!ATTLIST table name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT column EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST column name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST column datatype CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST column datasize CDATA "0">
<!ATTLIST column decimal-digits CDATA "0">
<!ATTLIST column null CDATA "true">
<!ATTLIST column default-value CDATA "NULL">
<!ATTLIST column primary CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST column compressed CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST column filename-column CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST column filename-field CDATA "">
<!ELEMENT field EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST field name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST field datatype CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST field resolution CDATA "MILLISECOND">
<!ATTLIST field type CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST field boost CDATA "1.0">
<!ATTLIST field appendable CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST field query-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST field index-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST field columns CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST field fields CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST field extensions CDATA "">
<!ELEMENT extensions EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST extensions datatype CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST extensions resolution CDATA "MILLISECOND">
<!ATTLIST extensions type CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST extensions boost CDATA "1.0">
<!ATTLIST extensions appendable CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST extensions query-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST extensions index-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST extensions columns CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST extensions fields CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST extensions extensions CDATA "">

]>

DTD XML schema instance8 shown in Listing 4.3.1 to encode table information objects in
XML, considering the sample schema properties introduced in Section 3.2.4.

The preceding DTD for table information objects defines a top level table entity, which
includes the table name as an attribute. The table entity contains a sequence of column
and field entities which attributes correspond, respectively, to (a) the column or field
name; and (b) the schema properties of columns and fields. The DTD also considers an
optional extensions entity which attributes correspond to the schema properties of exten-
sion fields.

Assuming that the parsing function table : XML document → TAB to elicit table infor-
mation objects from XML documents compliant with the DTD shown in Listing 4.3.1 exists,
we can define the syntax of the protocol’s schema operations.

8The DTD is written in internal declaration notation, see the XML 1.0 Document Type Declaration (DTD),
available at http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#dt-doctype.
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Listing 4.3.2 Table Information Objects DTD
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE reltex-table-information-objects [

<!ELEMENT tables (table*)>
<!ELEMENT table (column*,field*,extensions?)>
<!ATTLIST table name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT column EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST column name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST column datatype CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST column datasize CDATA "0">
<!ATTLIST column decimal-digits CDATA "0">
<!ATTLIST column null CDATA "true">
<!ATTLIST column default-value CDATA "NULL">
<!ATTLIST column primary CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST column compressed CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST column filename-column CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST column filename-field CDATA "">
<!ELEMENT field EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST field name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST field datatype CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST field resolution CDATA "MILLISECOND">
<!ATTLIST field type CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST field boost CDATA "1.0">
<!ATTLIST field appendable CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST field query-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST field index-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST field columns CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST field fields CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST field extensions CDATA "">
<!ELEMENT extensions EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST extensions datatype CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST extensions resolution CDATA "MILLISECOND">
<!ATTLIST extensions type CDATA "TEXT">
<!ATTLIST extensions boost CDATA "1.0">
<!ATTLIST extensions appendable CDATA "false">
<!ATTLIST extensions query-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST extensions index-analyzer CDATA "default">
<!ATTLIST extensions columns CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST extensions fields CDATA "">
<!ATTLIST extensions extensions CDATA "">

]>

Given a database with a schema S = {V, R, h, sbr} (see Section 3.2.4), the syntax of the
GET method is expressed as follows:

(RETRIEVE TABLE) GET /context/ name|name = name (tbl) ∧ tbl ∈ body (sdb)

Where the previous operation corresponds to the semantics of the RETRIEVE TABLE
operation and thus returns a single table information object as an XML message compliant
with the DTD shown in Listing 4.3.1.

An URI to retrieve all table information objects through the GET method is also defined:

(“RETRIEVE ALL TABLES”) GET /context/

Where the previous operation returns all table information objects in the schema
database—formally

{
∀tbl tbl ∈ body (sdb)

}
—as an XML message compliant with the

DTD shown in Listing 4.3.2, which basically adds a top-level tables entity to contain the
table information objects’ XML representations (introduced in Listing 4.3.1).
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The POST, PUT and DELETE methods are issued against a URI along with a content
body, thus requiring a syntax definition for the allowed URIs and the method contents. There-
fore BODY denotes the content body of a POST request and the table function is used to
obtain a table object from the XML content of the method request.

Thus, the syntax of the POST method is expressed as follows:

POST /context/ name|name = name (tbl)

tbl|tbl = table (BODY ) ∧ tbl /∈ body (sdb)

Similarly, the syntax of the PUT method is:

PUT /context/ name|name = name (tbl)

tbl|tbl = table (BODY ) ∧ tbl ∈ body (sdb)

While the the DELETE method has two valid syntactic forms depending on whether the
semantic intention corresponds to an ALTER TABLE DROP or to a DROP TABLE opera-
tion.

The syntax to denote ALTER TABLE DROP semantics through the DELETE method is:

DELETE /context/ name|name = name (tbl)

tbl|tbl = table (BODY ) ∧ tbl ∈ body (sdb)

And finally, a DROP TABLE operation is expresses as:

DELETE /context/ name|name = name (tbl) ∧ tbl ∈ body (sdb)

As implied by the previous syntactic definitions, the formal semantics of the RELTEX
protocol operations is equal to the semantics introduced for schema operations in Sec-
tion 3.2.4 (with the exception of the semantics of the “RETRIEVE ALL TABLES” variant
of the GET method, which has been presented in this section).

4.4 Metadata Context
The practice of providing metadata (“data about data”) in modern database systems was en-
dorsed by Codd (1985b) in Codd’s Fourth Rule:

Rule 4: The active online catalog based on the relational model: The system must sup-
port a relational catalog accessible by means of their regular query language.
That is, users must be able to access the database structure (catalog) using the
same query language that they use to access database data.

Consequently, relational database catalogs include information about (a) all tables in the
database (e.g. table names, number of rows) and (b) all columns in each database table and
the data type stored in each column. Database catalogs are useful in the identification, dis-
covery, assessment, and management of database structure (CC:DA Task Force on Metadata,
1999). For this same purpose, the RELTEX protocol provides a catalog describing the store’s
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structure via the /metadata/ context. This context should be available to all clients (i.e.
authorized applications and user-agents).

The /metadata/ context is based on the /data/ (Section 4.2) and /schema/ (Sec-
tion 4.3) contexts’ retrieval operations, and thus it has read-only resources which are either
query metadata or table information objects. Through query metadata, user-agents obtain
information about extension fields (i.e. those that aren’t defined in the table schema).

Metadata access URIs are similar to data and schema data access URIs (shown in side-
bars 4.2.1 and 4.3.1, respectively).

The syntax to retrieve query metadata is analogous to the definition of the retrieval op-
eration of the /data/ context with the difference that the /metadata/ context does not
retrieve field and column values, but instead provides column (Forta, 1999) or field data types
(see tables 3.6 and 3.8). This means that a query Q issued against the /metadata/ con-
text effectively provides the datatypes for the columns, fields and extension fields that would
have been retrieved as a result of issuing Q against the /data/ context (see Section 4.2).
Therefore, the syntax to retrieve query metadata is

(FROM) GET /context/ a|a ∈ F [S] ∧ a ∈ f (s)

/ {b|b ∈ F [S] ∧ b ∈ f (s) ∧ a 6= b}
(SELECT) /-/ {s : P}
(WHERE) /-/ 〈 {f |f ∈ W [S] ∧ f ∈ f (s)} ,

(o (i) |o(i) ∈ O [S]) 〉

An example of the /metadata/ context, after the retrieval operation example presented
in Section 4.2, would be:

GET /metadata/APP/-/APPNO=1000

The result of this operation being:

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>
<row>
<APPNO>INT</APPNO>
<ANAME>VARCHAR(40)</ANAME>
<RESUME>TEXT</RESUME>

</row>
</results>

As with the syntax of schema operations and a parsing function table :
XML document → TAB to elicit table information objects, allows us to define the syn-
tactic forms of the protocol’s /metadata/ context. Given a database with a schema
S = {V, R, h, sbr} (see Section 3.2.4), the syntax of the GET method follows:

(RETRIEVE TABLE) GET /context/ name|name = name (tbl) ∧ tbl ∈ body (sdb) /-/

Where the previous operation corresponds to the semantics of the RETRIEVE TABLE
operation and thus returns a single table information object as an XML message compliant
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with the DTD shown in Listing 4.3.1. Notice that the URI syntax to retrieve a table informa-
tion object in the /metadata/ context ends in a “/-/” path segment while in the /schema/
context it does not. The last path segment is added to /metadata/ context URIs to distin-
guish between requests for query metadata from requests for table information objects.

As in the schema context, an URI to retrieve all table information objects through the
GET method is also defined:

(“RETRIEVE ALL TABLES”) GET /context/

Where the previous operation returns all table information objects in the schema
database—

{
∀tbl tbl ∈ body (sdb)

}
—as an XML message compliant with the DTD

shown in Listing 4.3.2, which basically adds a top-level tables entity to contain the ta-
ble information object’s XML representations (introduced in Listing 4.3.1).

Although the /metadata/ context provides information regarding the store’s schema
and queries, to ease the retrieval (or even, the manipulation) of the common schema of REL-
TEX tables, it is suggested, after Codd’s Fourth Rule, that RELTEX sources should pro-
vide a catalog with the common structure of the source tables. For example, a table named
“system-tables” could be used to list all the tables in a particular store. The common
structure of individual tables could then be stored in the “system-tables” table itself
(taking advantage of the extension fields of the RELTEX model) or in dependent tables (e.g.
“system-columns” and “system-fields”).

4.5 Relational-text Protocol Sample Operations
This section exemplifies operations to describe and manipulate schema and data items in a
RELTEX store through the RELTEX protocol. The protocol operation examples provided
in this section have the same intention that the RELTEX database operations introduced in
Section 3.2.5. Thus, this section mirrors the structure of Section 3.2.5 but replaces the SQL-
like statements and the tabular notation of query answers with RELTEX protocol requests
and responses.

As explained in Section 4.2.1, protocol responses indicate the success or failure of the
request using the HTTP status codes shown in tables 4.3 and tables 4.4, respectively.

As in Section 3.2.5, the examples in this section differ from those provided previously in
the fact that those listed here are the product of actual queries over data in a RELTEX database
prototype (see Chapter 5). These examples are part of a larger suite of test cases that estab-
lish the correct implementation of the RELTEX model specification (see Section 5.1.1.2).
The prototype implementation assumes (a) the sample schema properties introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2.4 and (b) “data”, “schema” and “metadata” names for the corresponding operation
contexts.

First, we exemplify the CREATE TABLE operation by defining the “RESUME” relation:

POST /schema/RESUME/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<table name=’RESUME’>

<column name=’RID’ primary=’true’ datatype=’INT’/>
<column name=’CDATE’ datatype=’DATE’/>
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<field name=’RNAME’/>
<field name=’RDESC’/>
<field name=’LDATE’ datatype=’date’/>
<extensions name=’EXTENSION_FIELDS’ appendable=’true’/>

</table>

When the previous operation is successful (i.e. returning an 201 CREATED status code),
a table information object for a “RESUME” table has been created in the schema database.
A subsequent metadata request for RETRIEVE TABLE RESUME;, that is:

GET /metadata/RESUME/

if successful, would return:

HTTP Status 200

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<table name=’RESUME’>

<column name=’RID’ primary=’true’ datatype=’INT’/>
<column name=’CDATE’ datatype=’DATE’/>
<field name=’RNAME’/>
<field name=’RDESC’/>
<field name=’LDATE’ datatype=’date’/>
<extensions name=’EXTENSION_FIELDS’ appendable=’true’/>

</table>

Were the previous table definition conforms to the DTD XML schema instance to encode
table information objects in XML, shown in Listing 4.3.1 in Section 4.3. In this case, the
object for table “RESUME” contains columns RID, CDATE and NOTES; fields RNAME,
RDESC and LDATE; and allows appendable extensions (e.g. “LANGS” could contain the
languages associated with the resume, “SKILL” could be used to record an unusual skill). A
more detailed explanation of schema properties is provided in tables 3.6 and 3.8.

Next, we exemplify the ALTER TABLE DROP by removing the NOTES column:

DELETE /schema/RESUME/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<table name=’RESUME’>

<column name=’NOTES’ datatype=’INT’/>
</table>

When successful (i.e. 200 OK status code), the previous operation would indicate that
the “NOTES”column has been removed from sdb(RESUME) and that the data stored in the
RELTEX store satisfies the new schema constraints (i.e. that the column “NOTES” has been
removed from the database along with its associated values).

We complete our sample schema by creating the “EMPLOYEE” and “PROJECT” tables
as follows:

POST /schema/EMPLOYEE/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<table name=’EMPLOYEE’>

<column name=’EID’ primary=’true’ datatype=’INT’/>
<column name=’ENAME’ datatype=’VARCHAR(160)’/>
<column name=’TITLE’ datatype=’VARCHAR(255)’/>
<column name=’PID’ datatype=’INT’/>

</table>
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POST /schema/PROJECT/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<table name=’PROJECT’>

<column name=’PID’ primary=’true’ datatype=’INT’/>
<column name=’SDATE’ datatype=’DATE’/>
<column name=’EDATE’ datatype=’DATE’/>
<column name=’STATUS’ datatype=’VARCHAR(30)’/>
<field name=’PNAME’/>
<field name=’PDESC’/>

</table>

Assuming that all operations have been successful (i.e. returning a 201 CREATED sta-
tus), we now exemplify data operations, beginning with the SELECT operation (through the
GET method):

GET /data/RESUME/-/RID/CDATE/RNAME/LDATE/*/-/RID+/

where the “*”, used within a column and/or field target list, is a syntax shorthand to denote
retrieval of all extensions (see Section 3.2.5).

Thus, the previous request, if successful, would return the following response (compare
to Table 3.11):

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>RID,CDATE,RNAME,LDATE,LANGS</targets>
<datatypes>c:INT,c:DATE,f:text,f:date,e:text</datatypes>
<row>

<RID>1</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Heimdall</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161208625</LDATE>
<LANGS>German</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>2</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Freyja</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209562</LDATE>
<LANGS>Danish Swedish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>3</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Sif</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209687</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>4</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>H&#246;&#240;r</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209796</LDATE>
<LANGS>Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>5</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Hoenir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209937</LDATE>
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<LANGS>Norwegian Danish</LANGS>
</row>
<row>

<RID>6</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Bragi</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210000</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>7</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Nerthus</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210109</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>8</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Balder</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210171</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>9</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Odin</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210343</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>10</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Frigg</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210468</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>11</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Nanna</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210687</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>12</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Kvasir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210750</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>13</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Meili</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210812</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>14</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Lytir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210906</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>15</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Vili</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210968</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian Icelandic</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>16</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Frey</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211140</LDATE>
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</row>
<row>

<RID>17</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Vidar</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211265</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>18</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Ve</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211359</LDATE>
<LANGS>Swedish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>19</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Forseti</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211593</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>20</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Njord</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211734</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>21</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Thor</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211890</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>22</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Idunn</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211984</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>23</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Gullveig</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161212062</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>24</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Tyr</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161212140</LDATE>
<LANGS>Swedish Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<total-results>24</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>24</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

The previous answer, shares the following characteristics with all query answers in the
present section:

• Begins with the HTTP status code (e.g. 200 OK);
• Includes XML entities additional to the protocol to return the query provided in an

SQL-like syntax (i.e. query entity, whose value is replaced by ellipsis dots “. . . ” due
to presentation constraints), the query’s target list (i.e. the targets entity) and the
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target list’s data types with a prefix that indicates if the target is a column (i.e. “c:”),
field (i.e. “f:”), extension field (i.e. “e:”), or a score (i.e. “z:”) (i.e. datatypes
entity);

• Entities to support partial result retrieval under the range approach (introduced
in Section 4.2.2), namely total-results, from-index, to-index and
estimated-total9 XML entities; and

• The encoding of data into text under a per-datatype scheme (e.g dates are encoded as
a string composed of numeric characters, CLOBs (Character Large OBjects) escape
characters invalid in XML).

To introduce the sample data used for the “EMPLOYEE” table, we can use the following
query:

GET /data/EMPLOYEE/-/EID/ENAME/TITLE/PID/-/EID+/

which produces the answer shown next (compare to Table 3.12).

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>EID,ENAME,TITLE,PID</targets>
<datatypes>INTEGER,VARCHAR,VARCHAR,INTEGER</datatypes>
<row>

<EID>1</EID>
<ENAME>Heimdall</ENAME>
<TITLE>Sniper</TITLE>
<PID>40</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>2</EID>
<ENAME>Freyja</ENAME>
<TITLE>Jeweler</TITLE>
<PID>10</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>4</EID>
<ENAME>H&#246;&#240;r</ENAME>
<TITLE>Torturer</TITLE>
<PID>23</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>5</EID>
<ENAME>Hoenir</ENAME>
<TITLE>Grammarian</TITLE>
<PID>37</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>7</EID>
<ENAME>Nerthus</ENAME>
<TITLE>Pope</TITLE>
<PID>67</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>10</EID>
<ENAME>Frigg</ENAME>

9The value of the estimated-total is false if the total number of items is a fact, or true if it is an
estimate. For performance reasons, the prototype estimates when queries combine a request for a subset of k
elements with a filtering operation involving an arithmetic comparison operator e.g. a join.
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<TITLE>Flight attendant</TITLE>
<PID>46</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>15</EID>
<ENAME>Vili</ENAME>
<TITLE>Paleontologist</TITLE>
<PID>37</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>20</EID>
<ENAME>Njord</ENAME>
<TITLE>Bishop</TITLE>
<PID>67</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>21</EID>
<ENAME>Thor</ENAME>
<TITLE>Industrialist</TITLE>
<PID>41</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>22</EID>
<ENAME>Idunn</ENAME>
<TITLE>Harpist</TITLE>
<PID>40</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>24</EID>
<ENAME>Tyr</ENAME>
<TITLE>Alchemy</TITLE>
<PID>10</PID>

</row>
<total-results>11</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>11</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

We proceed to annotate a tuple in the “RESUME” table with the following UPDATE
operations:

PUT /data/RESUME/-/RID[=]3/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>

<SKILL>Kenning</SKILL>
</row>

and

PUT /data/RESUME/-/RID[=]3/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>

<SKILL>Fishing</SKILL>
</row>

which, if successful would present the following status:

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>
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<query>...</query>
<targets>ROW_COUNT</targets>
<datatypes>INTEGER</datatypes>
<row>

<ROW_COUNT>1</ROW_COUNT>
</row>
<total-results>1</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>1</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

As seen in the previous listing, each of the preceding UPDATE operations returns a count
of the updated tuples (as per the semantics introduced in Section 3.2.3, compare to the row
count expressed in tabular form in Table 3.13). In the remainder of this section, all data
manipulation affect at most one record and are assumed successful, thus presenting an an-
swer equivalent to the previous listing (with the caveat that POST requests return a 201
CREATED status rather than the 200 OK status shown in the listing).

It is also worth noting that although both updates affect an extension field in the same
tuple, the extension field allows for appendable values and thus the second operation adds to
the effect of the first, rather than replacing the value as in the traditional semantics of SQL
UPDATE statements (see Section 3.2.3 for UPDATE semantics and Table 3.8 for appendable
field semantics).

Since our sample “RESUME” table keeps track of applicant and employee resumes, and
the resume ID (RID) key of the updated tuple is not present in the “EMPLOYEE” table (i.e.
under the EID column), the previous operations effectively annotate an applicant’s resume
(as described in the motivating scenario in Section 2.5). Under the same considerations, we
could hire an applicant by creating a record in the “EMPLOYEE” table with the applicant’s
resume ID, assigned as the EID for new recruits, for example with the operation:

POST /data/EMPLOYEE/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row>

<EID>3</EID>
<ENAME>Sif</ENAME>
<TITLE>Novelist</TITLE>
<PID>40</PID>

</row>

Having retrieved, updated and created data, we exemplify data deletion with the following
operation:

DELETE /data/RESUME/-/RID[=]23/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<row/>

which stands for the deletion of an applicant’s resume (since the ID deleted does not have
an entry in the “EMPLOYEE” table).

The results of manipulating data of the RESUME and EMPLOYEE tables can be obtained
with the following GET requests:

The “RESUME” table can be retrieved with:

GET /data/RESUME/-/RID/CDATE/RNAME/LDATE/*/-/RID+/
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returning the following listing (compare to Table 3.14):

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>RID,CDATE,RNAME,LDATE,LANGS</targets>
<datatypes>c:INT,c:DATE,f:text,f:date,e:text</datatypes>
<row>

<RID>1</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Heimdall</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161208625</LDATE>
<LANGS>German</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>2</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Freyja</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209562</LDATE>
<LANGS>Danish Swedish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>3</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Sif</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209687</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>4</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>H&#246;&#240;r</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209796</LDATE>
<LANGS>Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>5</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Hoenir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209937</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>6</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Bragi</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210000</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>7</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Nerthus</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210109</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>8</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Balder</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210171</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>9</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Odin</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210343</LDATE>

</row>
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<row>
<RID>10</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Frigg</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210468</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>11</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Nanna</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210687</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>12</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Kvasir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210750</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>13</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Meili</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210812</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>14</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Lytir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210906</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>15</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Vili</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210968</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian Icelandic</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>16</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Frey</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211140</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>17</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Vidar</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211265</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>18</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Ve</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211359</LDATE>
<LANGS>Swedish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>19</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Forseti</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211593</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>20</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Njord</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211734</LDATE>

</row>
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<row>
<RID>21</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Thor</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211890</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>22</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Idunn</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211984</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>23</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Gullveig</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161212062</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>24</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Tyr</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161212140</LDATE>
<LANGS>Swedish Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<total-results>24</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>24</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

The “EMPLOYEE” table can be retrieved with:

GET /data/EMPLOYEE/-/EID/ENAME/TITLE/PID/-/EID+/

which would produce the following listing (compare to Table 3.15).

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>EID,ENAME,TITLE,PID</targets>
<datatypes>INTEGER,VARCHAR,VARCHAR,INTEGER</datatypes>
<row>

<EID>1</EID>
<ENAME>Heimdall</ENAME>
<TITLE>Sniper</TITLE>
<PID>40</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>2</EID>
<ENAME>Freyja</ENAME>
<TITLE>Jeweler</TITLE>
<PID>10</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>3</EID>
<ENAME>Sif</ENAME>
<TITLE>Novelist</TITLE>
<PID>40</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>4</EID>
<ENAME>H&#246;&#240;r</ENAME>
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<TITLE>Torturer</TITLE>
<PID>23</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>5</EID>
<ENAME>Hoenir</ENAME>
<TITLE>Grammarian</TITLE>
<PID>37</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>7</EID>
<ENAME>Nerthus</ENAME>
<TITLE>Pope</TITLE>
<PID>67</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>10</EID>
<ENAME>Frigg</ENAME>
<TITLE>Flight attendant</TITLE>
<PID>46</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>15</EID>
<ENAME>Vili</ENAME>
<TITLE>Paleontologist</TITLE>
<PID>37</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>20</EID>
<ENAME>Njord</ENAME>
<TITLE>Bishop</TITLE>
<PID>67</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>21</EID>
<ENAME>Thor</ENAME>
<TITLE>Industrialist</TITLE>
<PID>41</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>22</EID>
<ENAME>Idunn</ENAME>
<TITLE>Harpist</TITLE>
<PID>40</PID>

</row>
<row>

<EID>24</EID>
<ENAME>Tyr</ENAME>
<TITLE>Alchemy</TITLE>
<PID>10</PID>

</row>
<total-results>12</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>12</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

We now proceed to exemplify more complex data retrieval operations featuring arithmetic
comparison and textual similarity conditions. We begin with the the following query:

GET /data/RESUME/EMPLOYEE/-/
RID/RNAME/EMPLOYEE.TITLE/EMPLOYEE.PID/-/
RESUME.RID|=|EMPLOYEE.EID/RID+/

that denotes an implicit join between the RESUME and EMPLOYEE tables where the
RID and EID columns are equal. Colloquially, this query stands for the “resume ID (RID),
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applicant name (RNAME), title (TITLE) and project ID (PID) of all employees.” The result
of the join, when successful, is shown next (compare to Table 3.16).

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>RESUME.RID,RESUME.RNAME,EMPLOYEE.TITLE,EMPLOYEE.PID</targets>
<datatypes>c:INT,f:text,c:VARCHAR(255),c:INT</datatypes>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>1</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Heimdall</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Sniper</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>40</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>2</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Freyja</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Jeweler</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>10</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>3</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Sif</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Novelist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>40</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>4</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>H&#246;&#240;r</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Torturer</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>23</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>5</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Hoenir</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Grammarian</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>37</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>7</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Nerthus</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Pope</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>67</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>10</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Frigg</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Flight attendant</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>46</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>15</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Vili</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Paleontologist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>37</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>20</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Njord</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Bishop</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>67</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>21</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Thor</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Industrialist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
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<EMPLOYEE.PID>41</EMPLOYEE.PID>
</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>22</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Idunn</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Harpist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>40</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>24</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Tyr</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Alchemy</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>10</EMPLOYEE.PID>

</row>
<total-results>12</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>12</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

Joins can also be specified over textual similarity matches, such as in the following query:

GET /data/RESUME/PROJECT/-/
RID/RNAME/PROJECT.PID/PROJECT.PNAME/-/
RESUME.RDESC|~1,1,0|PROJECT.PDESC/RID+/

where a textual similarity join between a resume’s full-text content (RDESC) and a
project’s description (PDESC) is requested. The textual similarity match operator is pre-
sented in extended form [∼1,1,0] to denote the first match found (i.e. with the high-
est similarity score). The query answer contains the resume ID (RID), the applicant’s name
(RNAME), and the name and ID of the project (PNAME and PID, respectively) of the project
which description has been found the most similar to the applicant’s resume. A similar query
has been introduced in narrative form in the motivating scenario in Section 2.5, and colloqui-
ally stands for the question “what is the project most similar to an applicant’s resume?” The
result of the query is shown next (compare to Table 3.17).

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>RESUME.RID,RESUME.RNAME,PROJECT.PID,PROJECT.PNAME</targets>
<datatypes>c:INT,f:text,c:INT,f:text</datatypes>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>1</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Heimdall</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>67</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Sigur&#240;arkvi&#240;a hin skamma</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>2</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Freyja</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>67</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Sigur&#240;arkvi&#240;a hin skamma</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>3</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Sif</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>43</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Gylfaginning</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>
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<RESUME.RID>5</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Hoenir</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>37</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Prose Edda</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>6</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Bragi</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>40</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>7</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Nerthus</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>23</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Snorri Sturluson</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>8</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Balder</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>67</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Sigur&#240;arkvi&#240;a hin skamma</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>9</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Odin</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>23</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Snorri Sturluson</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>10</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Frigg</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>67</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Sigur&#240;arkvi&#240;a hin skamma</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>11</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Nanna</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>43</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Gylfaginning</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>12</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Kvasir</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>26</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Grottas&#246;ngr</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>13</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Meili</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>59</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Nafna&#254;ulur</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>14</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Lytir</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>59</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Nafna&#254;ulur</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>15</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Vili</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>37</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Prose Edda</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>16</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Frey</RESUME.RNAME>
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<PROJECT.PID>67</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Sigur&#240;arkvi&#240;a hin skamma</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>17</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Vidar</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>43</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Gylfaginning</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>18</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Ve</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>37</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Prose Edda</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>19</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Forseti</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>26</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Grottas&#246;ngr</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>20</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Njord</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>26</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Grottas&#246;ngr</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>21</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Thor</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>41</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>S&#246;rla &#254;&#225;ttr</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>22</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Idunn</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>37</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Prose Edda</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>24</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Tyr</RESUME.RNAME>
<PROJECT.PID>26</PROJECT.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Grottas&#246;ngr</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<total-results>22</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>22</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

Textual similarity joins and arithmetic join conditions can be combined, as exemplified in
the query:

GET /data/RESUME/EMPLOYEE/PROJECT/-/
RID/RNAME/EMPLOYEE.TITLE/EMPLOYEE.PID/PROJECT.PNAME/-/
PROJECT.PID[=]40/RESUME.RID|=|EMPLOYEE.EID/

RESUME.RDESC|~1,*,0|PROJECT.PDESC/RID+/

that colloquially stands for “given a project (e.g. project No. 40), find all employees with
a resume that is similar to the project’s description, sorted in ascending order of resume No.
(i.e. RID).” Such a query could be used to find the employees that are more likely to have
the profile required by a recently started project. On a closer inspection of the query, the
similarity operator is expressed in its extended for to request all matches found. The results
of this query are shown next (compare to Table 3.18).
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200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>RESUME.RID,RESUME.RNAME,EMPLOYEE.TITLE,EMPLOYEE.PID,PROJECT.PNAME</targets>
<datatypes>c:INT,f:text,c:VARCHAR(255),c:INT,f:text</datatypes>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>1</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Heimdall</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Sniper</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>40</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>2</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Freyja</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Jeweler</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>10</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>3</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Sif</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Novelist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>40</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>5</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Hoenir</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Grammarian</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>37</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>7</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Nerthus</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Pope</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>67</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>10</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Frigg</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Flight attendant</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>46</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>15</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Vili</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Paleontologist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>37</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>20</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Njord</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Bishop</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>67</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>21</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Thor</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Industrialist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>41</EMPLOYEE.PID>
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<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>
</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>22</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Idunn</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Harpist</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>40</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<row>

<RESUME.RID>24</RESUME.RID>
<RESUME.RNAME>Tyr</RESUME.RNAME>
<EMPLOYEE.TITLE>Alchemy</EMPLOYEE.TITLE>
<EMPLOYEE.PID>10</EMPLOYEE.PID>
<PROJECT.PNAME>Lokasenna</PROJECT.PNAME>

</row>
<total-results>11</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>11</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

Textual similarity matches can be used on its own to retrieve data items (as in the doc-
ument collection model characteristic of information retrieval, see sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2).
For example, we could request the projects that are textually similar to the similarity query
“Kenning && Fishing” (assuming that the querying function associated to the “PROJECT”
table recognizes ‘&&’ as the AND boolean operator), with the following operation:

GET /data/PROJECT/-/PID/PNAME/PDESC~/-/PDESC[~1,*,0]Kenning && Fishing/PID+/

where the similarity operation is shown in extended form denoting all matches found. The
results of such query are shown next (compare to Table 3.19). Note that the scores associated
to the similarity match between the field “PDESC” and the query are shown as values for
the entity “PDESC..score” in replacement for the score literal “PDESC∼” (for further details
on score literals see Section 3.2.1). These examples replace the trailing “∼” in score literals
because it was not supported by the XML parser used in the RELTEX store prototype.

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<query>...</query>
<targets>PID,PNAME,PDESC~</targets>
<datatypes>c:INT,f:text,s:float</datatypes>
<row>

<PID>36</PID>
<PNAME>&#222;&#243;rsdr&#225;pa</PNAME>
<PDESC..score>0.3834501</PDESC..score>

</row>
<row>

<PID>68</PID>
<PNAME>Hymiskvi&#240;a</PNAME>
<PDESC..score>0.3834501</PDESC..score>

</row>
<total-results>2</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>2147483647</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>
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To illustrate the role that the transformation function satisfy (db, sdb) plays in relating
schema definitions with data items, we present the following ALTER TABLE ADD opera-
tion:

PUT /schema/RESUME/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<table name=’RESUME’>

<field name=’LANGS’/>
</table>

that adds a “LANGS” field to the “RESUME” table. Since “LANGS” extension fields
preceded the operation, the satisfy (db, sdb) function could index previously existent data
according to the text analysis function of the new field definition. This can be shown with the
query:

GET /data/RESUME/-/RID/CDATE/RNAME/LDATE/LANGS/*/

Which, if successful, produces the following results (compare to Table 3.20):

200 OK

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<results>

<targets>RID,CDATE,RNAME,LDATE,LANGS,SKILL</targets>
<datatypes>c:INT,c:DATE,f:text,f:date,f:text,e:text</datatypes>
<row>

<RID>1</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Heimdall</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161208625</LDATE>
<LANGS>German</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>2</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Freyja</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209562</LDATE>
<LANGS>Danish Swedish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>3</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Sif</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209687</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian</LANGS>
<SKILL>Kenning Fishing</SKILL>

</row>
<row>

<RID>4</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>H&#246;&#240;r</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209796</LDATE>
<LANGS>Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>5</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Hoenir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161209937</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>
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<RID>6</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Bragi</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210000</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>7</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Nerthus</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210109</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>8</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Balder</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210171</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>9</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Odin</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210343</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>10</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Frigg</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210468</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>11</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Nanna</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210687</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>12</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Kvasir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210750</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>13</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Meili</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210812</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>14</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Lytir</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210906</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>15</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Vili</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161210968</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian Icelandic</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>16</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Frey</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211140</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>17</RID>
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<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Vidar</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211265</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>18</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Ve</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211359</LDATE>
<LANGS>Swedish</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>19</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Forseti</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211593</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>20</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Njord</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211734</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>21</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Thor</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211890</LDATE>
<LANGS>Norwegian</LANGS>

</row>
<row>

<RID>22</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Idunn</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161211984</LDATE>

</row>
<row>

<RID>24</RID>
<CDATE>20070831050000000</CDATE>
<RNAME>Tyr</RNAME>
<LDATE>20071003161212140</LDATE>
<LANGS>Swedish Danish</LANGS>

</row>
<total-results>23</total-results>
<from-index>1</from-index>
<to-index>23</to-index>
<estimated-total>false</estimated-total>

</results>

As shown in the previous listing, and in comparison with Table 3.20, the implementation
on which the examples were run preserves previous extension field values into newly created
fields, yet supports fields to be absent from a particular document at the physical level.

Finally, we complete our schema manipulation examples with a DROP TABLE opera-
tion that, if successful (i.e. 200 OK status), would remove the “RESUME” table from the
database:

DELETE /schema/RESUME/

4.6 Securing the Protocol
A data source adopting the RELTEX protocol would be effectively publishing its data items
on the Web. Since the published information is also updatable, it could be justly argued that
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direct exposure of data will raise security concerns (Gray, 2004). These concerns, albeit
of considerable importance, are out of scope of this dissertation which is concerned with
achieving a Web service protocol for data access and storage. We do, however, consider that
this omission is alleviated by the existence of protocols for secure data transmission on the
Web, such as HTTPS10. HTTPS can be used to create a secure communication channel on the
Internet using the SSL or TLS cryptographic protocol coupled with HTTP authentication11.

Thus, an initial approach to secure the communication implied by the RELTEX protocol,
would be to access the /data/, /metadata/ and /schema/ contexts through SSL/TLS
transport and HTTP authentication. Access to the /schema/ context would be typically
granted to administrators (or equivalent role) while access to the /data/ and /metadata/
contexts would be granted to clients (i.e. applications and user-agents).

4.7 Relational-text Protocol Assessment
In this section, the RELTEX protocol is compared against other protocols for data ac-
cess and storage. In particular, we compare the RELTEX protocol against (a) Google’s
GData12, (b) Solr’s XML/HTTP interface (Delacretaz, 2006), (c) SOAP/MEP approaches13

and (d) WebDAD (Shadgar, 2003). Although our comparison focuses on Web protocols,
we also consider the process of updating XML and relational database data for reference
purposes. We elicit our comparison criteria from Gray (2004)’s open issues for (data) Web
service design and (Bosworth, 2005a)’s call for technical innovations to directly federate data
to the Web (see Chapter 2). Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarize the comparison. The comparison
criteria are presented next.

Gray (2004)’s questions for Web service design give us five comparison criteria for
Web protocols (see Table 4.5): (1) the underlying data model, (2) the transport mechanism
and content representation, (3) the method to describe and manipulate the model’s schema,
(4) support for schema evolution (if any) and (5) the data retrieval mechanism (both at item
and database levels).

Bosworth (2005a)’s call for technical innovations further detail Gray’s criteria giving four
additional evaluation measures (see Table 4.6): (1) the connectivity architecture further de-
tails the protocol’s transport mechanism, along with (2) the protocol’s query and update
model, (3) support for a common and idiosyncratic schema in data items particularizes the
schema and schema evolution mechanisms, while, (4) direct Web federation of data adds to
the protocol retrieval strategy.

Table 4.5 shows how the selected protocol’s and storage solutions (a.k.a. “techniques”
from now on to the end of the explanation) fare against Gray’s criteria. The table’s explana-
tion follows.

The model criterion refers to the model underlying the storage techniques. Model alter-
natives found include: (a) Web feed data formats, adding a set-based model on top of XML
documents (Bosworth, 2005b) (b) the document collection model (see Section 3.1.2), (c) the

10HTTPS: HTTP Over TLS, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2818.txt
11HTTP Authentication: Basic and Digest Access Authentication, http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2617
12Google Data APIs (GData) developer’s guide, http://code.google.com/apis/gdata/
13W3C SOAP, http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
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Protocol Model Transport Schema Evolution Retrieval

GData Web feed XML/HTTP
XXXXXXXX

eXtensible HTTP GET

Solr Document Collec-
tion

XML/HTTP XML file Dynamic Fields,
eXtensible

HTTP GET

RELTEX RELTEX XML/HTTP XML/HTTP Schema CRUD,
Extension Fields,
eXtensible

HTTP GET

SOAP/MEP
XXXXXXXX

XML/HTTP (WSDL)
XXXXXXXX

HTTP GET, POST

WebDAD Relational XML/HTTP XML/HTTP SQL DDL HTTP GET

XML∗ XML, RDF
XXXXXXXX

DTD, XSD,
RDF Schema

eXtensible XQuery, SPARQL

Database∗ Relational Binary/TCP/IP SQL DDL SQL DDL SQL DQL

∗
Not a protocol.

Table 4.5: Gray (2004)’s Web Protocol Criteria

relational model (see Section 3.1.1), (d) XML documents (Melton and Buxton, 2006) and
(e) the RELTEX model for structured and unstructured data. One technique had no particular
model associated to it, namely SOAP/MEP approaches.

Next is the transport criterion, which denotes both the technique’s approach to distributed
technology as well as the nature of the message format. Transport alternatives found consider
XML messages conveyed over HTTP methods (i.e. XML/HTTP or Web services) and binary
messages sent though TCP sockets (i.e. the binary/TCP/IP networking approach used by
most database drivers). As it follows, storing data as an XML file has no transport mechanism
associated to it.

The schema criterion follows. This criterion encompasses definition and manipulation of
the underlying model’s schema. Methods found include: (a) defining the schema in an XML
file (thus, manipulating the schema by editing the document), (b) allowing schema definition
and manipulation through XML messages over HTTP methods (XML/HTTP), (c) the use of
XML formats, such as WSDL14, for describing network services as a set of endpoints operat-
ing on XML messages containing either document-oriented or procedure-oriented informa-
tion, (d) the use of XML syntax to denote constraints on the structure of XML documents in
terms of allowed and/or optional entities (e.g. DTD15, XSD16) and finally, (e) the use of SQL
Data Definition Language (SQL DDL) statements (Melton and Simon, 2001). One of the
protocols reviewed, namely GData, offers no schema description or manipulation facilities.

Fourth is the schema evolution criterion, which refers to the mechanisms that accom-
modate for changes in the model’s schema that are likely to be demanded as applications
evolve over time (Date, 1999). Along these lines, the following mechanisms were identified:
(a) Simply adding additional entities to the XML messages defined by the technique in ques-
tion, making use of XML’s designed extensibility (the word eXtensible, taken from XML’s
full name i.e. eXtensible Markup Language, denotes this approach); (b) Support for textual
fields not defined in the schema. These fields are named dynamic fields in Solr and extension
fields in RELTEX (see Section 3.3); (c) Provision of creation, retrieval, updating and dele-

14W3C Web Services Description Language (WSDL), http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
15W3C XML Specification DTD, http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/06/xmlspec-report.htm
16W3C XML Schema, http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
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Protocol Connectivity Q/U Model C/I Schema Web Federation?
GData RESTful CRUD/HTTP GData feed ele-

ments : eXtensions
Yes (single key)

Solr Simple XML/HTTP HTTP GET/POST Fields : Dynamic
Fields, eXtensions

Yes (single key)

RELTEX RESTful CRUD/HTTP Columns, Fields : Ex-
tension Fields, eXten-
sions

Yes (multiple keys)

SOAP/MEP MEP/HTTP
XXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXX
No

WebDAD RESTful SQL/WebDAV Columns : φ Yes (single key)

XML∗
XXXXXXXX

XQuery : φ DTD, XSD : φ
XXXXXXXX

Database∗ ODBC, JDBC SQL DQL : DML Columns : φ
XXXXXXXX

∗
Not a protocol.

Table 4.6: Bosworth (2005a)’s Web Protocol Criteria

tion operations for schema items (Schema CRUD), in particular information objects denoting
relation definitions in the RELTEX protocol; and (d) Use of SQL’s DDL statements (e.g.
CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE) embedded within the communication
technique. SOAP/MEP approaches does not support schema evolution (nor schema manip-
ulation, for that matter), rather, SOAP/MEP Web services are increased through incremental
development—by extending the SOAP/MEP transport layer to support more method/message
calls.

The last of Gray’s criteria is retrieval, which stands for how the technique’s facilitates
finding relevant data and databases. Among the techniques under comparison, the following
retrieval mechanisms were found: (a) Queries encoded as HTTP GET and/or HTTP POST re-
quests; (b) use of a query language, such as XQuery17 or SPARQL18, to extract data from real
and virtual (i.e. computed) XML documents; and (c) SQL’s DQL statements (e.g. SELECT).
All techniques under comparison support query mechanism to retrieve data, but none con-
sider a mechanism to find databases19.

Gray’s criteria are extended by Bosworth’s criteria, shown in Table 4.6. The table’s ex-
planation follows.

The connectivity criterion refers to the connection design or architecture of the storage
techniques. Alternatives found in the techniques under comparison include: (a) a RESTful
design i.e. heeding Fielding (2000)’s design principles; (b) a simple XML/HTTP interface
that transmits data over HTTP without an additional messaging layer (without adhering to
REST’s design principles); (c) Message Exchange Patterns (MEP20) or pattern templates
for the exchange of messages between SOAP nodes (MEP/HTTP), e.g. In-Out MEP is a
“request-response” pattern (as in TCP) and In-Only MEP corresponds to a “one-way” pattern
(a la UDP) (Comer, 1988); (d) The use of procedural API’s for using SQL statements to
describe and manipulate database data and schema, such as ODBC (Idehen, 1993) or JDBC

17W3C XML Query Language (XQuery), http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/
18W3C SPARQL Query Language for RDF, http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
19For this purpose, the W3C proposed UDDI, a Web service standard to define directories of Web services.

UDDI directories (or registries) are to be accessed via SOAP messages to provide WSDL documents describing
the bindings and message formats supported by registered Web service implementations (W3C, 2001).

20SOAP Message Exchange Patterns (MEPs), http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-part1/#soapmep
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(2007). At the time of this writing, there is no standard connectivity mechanism associated
with stand-alone XML documents. However, the most recent SQL standard (SQL:2006,
2006) has taken a step towards providing a query interface to both relational data and XML
documents by integrating the use of XQuery into SQL statements.

Second on Bosworth’s criteria is the storage technique’s query and update model (listed
in the table under the Q/U Model header). The table presents both the query and update
model, separating with a colon “:” the querying mechanism from the updating mechanism.
All techniques reviewed have a query model. When a technique lacks an update model, this
is indicated with a “φ” symbol. If the query and update model share the same mechanisms, it
is only listed once. The query and update alternatives found are: (a) Creation, retrieval, up-
dating and deletion operations mapped to the POST, GET, PUT and DELETE HTTP requests,
respectively (i.e. CRUD/HTTP); (b) The use of HTTP GET requests to retrieve data and
HTTP POST to create (i.e. insert) data (HTTP GET/POST); (c) Embedding SQL statements
(DQL for querying, DML for updating) over the WebDAV protocol21 (i.e. SQL/WebDAV);
(d) The use of XQuery as a querying model for XML documents, with no provisions for
updating the document22 (i.e. XQuery : φ); and (e) The use of SQL statements (DQL for
querying and DML for updating) relational data. It is also worth noting that SOAP/MEP
approaches, making no assumption of an underlying data model, also lack data querying and
updating mechanisms.

Next on Bosworth’s criteria is the common and idiosyncratic schema of the model un-
derlying the technique (noted as C/I Schema in Table 4.6). In this regard, the following
considerations were found: (a) The GData protocol has well-defined Web feed items as a
common schema. Since GData messages are XML documents, idiosyncratic (i.e. specific to
data items) extensions are supported simply by adding XML entities as protocol messages;
(b) Solr defines textual fields in index (collection) schemas, while also offering the option of
defining dynamic field properties, which will be assigned to fields added at runtime depend-
ing on their name (see Section 3.3); (c) The RELTEX model supports table-level attributes
(i.e. typed columns and textual fields), while also allowing extension fields not defined in the
table schema. As opposed to Solr, all extension fields in RELTEX share the same properties;
(d) SOAP/MEP, as previously mentioned, makes no assumption of a data model and thus fea-
tures no schema, whether common or idiosyncratic, for data; (e) WebDAD, built on top of an
SQL interface to a relational model, has a common schema defined in terms of relations and
has no support for idiosyncratic schema; (f) Under an XML approach to data storage, schemas
can be defined using an XML schema language such as DTD or XSD. Since documents must
conform to an XML schema, support for idiosyncratic schema is limited to specifying enti-
ties or attributes as optional, or by allowing compliance to multiple XML schema instances;
and (g) in most modern databases, the relational model is the data model of choice. Conse-
quently, (most) databases feature a common schema expressed in relations with no support
for idiosyncratic schema (it can be argued that schema operations could emulate idiosyncratic

21WebDAV stands for Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning, and refers to a set of extensions to
HTTP that allow users to collaboratively edit and manage files on Web servers. Visit http://www.webdav.org/
for further details.

22At the time of this writing, an update facility to extend to make persistent changes to XML docu-
ments, whether source documents or XQuery-generated XML instances, is under development by W3C. See
http://www.w3.org/TR/xqupdate/ for further information.
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schema in terms of sparse attributes where the majority of column values are NULL, see the
comments on the Wide-table approach in Section 3.3).

Finally, we conclude Bosworth’s criteria with Web federation, which denotes if a tech-
nique directly exposes its data items to the Web environment (i.e. support item-specific re-
trieval through a Web server interface, using HTTP methods and some identifying convention
such as a handle or a unique key). Both Gray and Bosworth agree that Web federation of data
items is a necessary condition to leverage database systems in a Web or intranet environment.
Under this criterion, an initial evaluation would simply state “Yes”, if a technique directly fed-
erates data items into the Web, or “No” if it does not. We further refine this criteria to denote
if the technique supports retrieving (and consequently, updating) data items over a single key
(or handle) or a compound key—as most enterprise applications require (Chisholm, 2006)—
in Table 4.6. Database systems, even if supporting XML documents and relational data as
specified by SQL:2006, do not customarily expose data items to the Web environment (see
Section 2.2), and thus would require to adopt one of the techniques reviewed here (or devise
one of their own) in order to directly federate data.

4.8 Conclusions
This chapter has presented and exemplified the use of the RELTEX protocol, an effective
technique for describing and manipulating structured and unstructured data in Web or intranet
environments. Since the RELTEX protocol is built on top of the RELTEX model, it can be
adopted by RELTEX compliant information management systems (e.g. relational databases
and IR tools) to enable remote access through the Web environment.

The RELTEX protocol follows RESTful design guidelines, which were derived from the
Web by Fielding (2000) and described in terms of: (a) A stateless, transport-independent,
client/server protocol (e.g. HTTP, SMTP), (b) A set of well-defined operations that apply
to all resources (information items), for example, HTTP methods (c) A universal syntax for
resource-identification (e.g. URIs), and (d) The use of hypermedia for information and state-
transitions (e.g. HTML, XML, MIME types).

After REST’s design principles, the RELTEX protocol: (a) adopts HTTP as the trans-
port protocol (thus exposing resources through HTTP methods), (b) maps creation, retrieval,
updating and deletion operations to HTTP methods (POST, GET, PUT and DELETE, re-
spectively), for data and schema items (i.e. RELTEX tuple variables and table information
objects), (c) defines an URI scheme for /data/, /schema/ and /metadata/ contexts
and (d) uses XML messages to transport data and schema items.

The RELTEX protocol’s URI scheme confirms Hypothesis 4 by differentiating /data/,
/schema/ and /metadata/ contexts (see Section 1.1 in page 7 for the hypothesis list).

In addition, a mapping between the basic operations of data storage, HTTP methods and
data and schema operations (Table 4.1) has been presented, validating Hypothesis 2

The protocol’s /data/ context (Section 4.2) exposes tables as updatable resources that
can be partially retrieved or updated as delimited by their access URIs. Illustrative examples
are provided along with the syntax definition of the retrieval SELECT, insertion INSERT,
deletion DELETE and updating UPDATE operation. Along with the /data/ context, mod-
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ifiers to the protocol’s SELECT operation to consider partial results and alternate resource
representation forms have been presented.

The resource representation format in the /data/ context is based in the simple XML
schema for relational database data proposed by Bertino and Catania (2001). Although this
schema was originally designed for relational data, it has been extended to carry RELTEX
fields and extension fields in addition to columns.

The RELTEX protocol exposes RELTEX tuples to the Web, and protocol operations,
based on RELTEX calculus, make tuples accesible through (a) the names of the containing
entities (i.e. table, column and field names) and key values and (b) matching functions and
unstructured queries, in terms of (a) arithmetic and (b) textual similarity comparisons (re-
spectively). Thus, having found a Web protocol that combines unstructured and structured
retrieval, Hypothesis 3 is proven true (see also Section 3.4).

In the /schema/ context (Section 4.3), table information objects of the underlying REL-
TEX source are considered as updatable resources. The URI syntax for invoking schema op-
erations in the RELTEX protocol has been defined. The CREATE TABLE operation adds
tables to the database through the POST method, while the DROP TABLE operation re-
moves them via the DELETE method. Schema operations ALTER TABLE ADD and ALTER
TABLE DROP allow to add or remove columns, fields and extension field definitions to table
objects, through the PUT and DELETEmethods, respectively. Schema information of a single
table (or of all tables) in the data source can be retrieved invoking the RETRIEVE TABLE
operation through the GET method.

The resource representation format in the /schema/ context encodes table information
objects in XML. For this purpose, DTD XML schema instances for encoding table objects in
XML have been provided .

Since the RELTEX protocol features schema manipulation operations, extension fields
and also assumes data source compliance after schema manipulation (e.g. a satisfy function
in schema operations), the observations about schema evolution made in Section 3.4 in regard
to the RELTEX model, also apply to the RELTEX protocol. Thus completing the answer to
Hypothesis 5.

The /metadata/ context (Section 4.4) describes the store’s structure. Metadata op-
erations are based on the /data/ and /schema/ contexts’ retrieval operations, and thus
operate on read-only resources which are either query metadata or table information objects.
Query metadata grants user-agents data type information about extension fields (i.e. those
that aren’t defined in the table schema) or about the elements in the target list product of
joins. Access URIs and resource representation in the /metadata/ context are similar to
their counterparts in the data and schema contexts.

The feasibility of the RELTEX protocol has been demonstrated by including the output
of running data and schema description and manipulation operations in a proof-of-concept
implementation of the protocol on top of a prototype RELTEX store (a.k.a. RELTEX data-
base, see Chapter 5). These examples are part of a larger suite of test cases included with the
prototype to measure compliance of the implementation with the RELTEX protocol and also
to foster repeatability of this dissertation’s findings (Section 5.1.1.2). Protocol examples have
the same intention that the examples used to demonstrate feasibility of the RELTEX model
(Section 3.2.5) and thus, also measure protocol’s compliance with the RELTEX model.
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Secure data access is addressed by proposing the use of the protocol over a secure
HTTPS/TLS channel coupled with HTTP authentication. Access to the /schema/ con-
text would be typically granted to administrators (or equivalent user role) while access to
the /data/ and /metadata/ contexts would be granted to clients (i.e. applications and
user-agents).

An comparison of the RELTEX protocol against other protocols for data access and
storage—namely (a) Google’s GData, (b) Solr’s XML/HTTP interface, (c) SOAP/MEP ap-
proaches and (d) WebDAD—has been presented. XML as a data model and relational
databases, although not data access and storage protocols, were considered for reference
purposes.

Protocol comparison criteria were elicited from Gray (2004)’s open issues for data Web
service design and Bosworth (2005a)’s call for technical innovations to directly federate data
to the Web.

Finally, while the RELTEX protocol builds on the RELTEX model’s novelty and value
(see Section 3.3.1), the protocol comparison further proves the RELTEX protocol’s novelty
and value, since none of the other techniques for data access and storage in the Web reviewed:
(a) is designed to support structured and unstructured data manipulation and retrieval, (b) of-
fers operations to describe and manipulate both common and idiosyncratic schema of data
items and (c) directly federates data items to the Web over a compound key.



Chapter 5

Relational-text Implementation

This chapter presents a reference architecture for a RELTEX store (Section 5.1) from a
component-based and a function-based perspective in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, respectively.
Under the component-based approach, components of the RELTEX stored are identified and
component interaction is described in terms of an execution sequence for both data and
schema operations. The implementation platform (Section 5.1.1.1) and implementation-size
derived statistics (Section 5.1.1.2), such as component sizes, are provided as well. From the
function-based perspective, function groups are identified and explained, including: (a) a
data access API for structured and unstructured information (Section 5.1.2.1), (b) query de-
composition and merger of result procedures (Section 5.1.2.2), (c) sample API operations
(Section 5.1.2.3) and (d) text analysis functions (Section 5.1.2.4). Next, design benefits of
the prototype implementation are presented in terms of representative applications including
a Human Resource Management System, a Digital Library and Web Log Analysis (Sec-
tion 5.2). Finally, the chapter ends with conclusions.

5.1 Reference Architecture
The RELTEX store prototype follows a loosely coupled architecture of an IR tool with a
database system. This integration approach has been chosen to leverage the facilities provided
by IR tools and database systems with minimal or no modifications to them (Raghavan and
Garcia-Molina, 2001). Then, the IR tool is used to index unstructured text fields while the
database is used to store structured typed columns of a RELTEX table.

The loosely coupled integration concept is illustrated in terms of a sample RELTEX table
shown in Figure 5.1. The table is composed of five attributes {K1, C2, F3, F4, C5},
three typed columns {K1, C2, C5} and two text fields {F3, F4}. Figure 5.1 presents
a RELTEX table as the bridge between an IR document (lower left) and a relational table
(lower right). As indicated by the primary key shown in the figure (K1), a text projection
of primary keys is stored in IR documents to relate documents to database rows. According
to the RELTEX’s model definition (Section 3.2), a RELTEX table can have a void set of
fields (i.e. a completely structured table) or have a void set of columns (i.e. a completely
unstructured table).
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Figure 5.1: RELTEX: Bridging the Information Retrieval/Database Chasm

Figure 5.2: Datalogical Mapping Between IR Tool Indexes and Relational Database Tables

Therefore, a RELTEX store designed under this integration approach is responsible of
mapping the RELTEX model to (a) the relational model’s tables, rows, columns and data
types of a database; and (b) the document collection model of an IR tool.

The IR tool indexes allows fast random access to words stored inside it and, when re-
lated to database rows with a common identifier (i.e. primary keys), the index is used to
find information stored in a database (Gospodnetić and Hatcher, 2005). Thus, the prototype
implementation uses a bidirectional datalogical (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999; pp. 76–77) map-
ping between database data structures and IR tool’s indexes. Figure 5.2 shows the mapping
between the IR tool unstructured indexes and database tables: (a) unstructured indexes are
mapped to tables, (b) documents are mapped to rows and (c) text fields are mapped to typed
columns. To enable this mapping, a text projection of primary key values is stored in doc-
uments. Since we are dealing with text projections of primary keys, special measures must
be taken to support range queries over numeric and date fields (e.g. adding leading zeros to
INTEGER fields to guarantee their proper ordering; see Table 3.8).
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The definition of database columns is fairly standardized in relational databases and in-
spired the sample column properties shown in Table 3.6. On the other hand field properties
(see Table 3.8) may include (Gospodnetić and Hatcher, 2005): (a) whether a field contents is
stored for later retrieval or just compressed for search purposes; (b) the text analysis process
to store the field’s text into the index (e.g. convert to lowercase, trim numeric values), if any;
and (c) the emulated data type (e.g. INTEGER, DATE), if any. It is worth noting that, since
IR tools are not as standardized as databases, field property support will probably vary from a
RELTEX source implementation to another1 For reference purposes, this document assumes
the sample schema properties presented in Section 3.2.4.

The choice of field properties gives place to interesting features for data management. For
example, aggregating “All” fields can be created through the use of the “columns”, “fields”
and “extension” properties (e.g. with wildcard “*” values, see Table 3.8). This means that
“All” fields are simply an aggregation of other field values and/or column values’ text pro-
jections (Owens, 2001). The inclusion of “All” fields could benefit data retrieval since, with
a proper text projection of column structured values, “All” fields can be used to improve re-
trieval efficiency of structured queries lacking an indexed dimension (see Section 5.1.2.2 for
a complexity reflection on the subject and Section 5.2.3 for an application example featuring
an aggregated “All” field).

Thus, in the remainder of this section, a reference architecture of the RELTEX store proto-
type is presented. There is a great proximity between the system architecture and the system
reference architecture concepts. In a certain sense, the system architecture is a particular case
of a reference architecture. More precisely, a reference architecture is the idealized model of
the architecture for a certain kind of systems (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999; pp. 76).

According to Kangassalo (1983), it is possible to describe a reference architecture from
three different approaches:

1. Component-based. Defines the system in terms of its components and their interaction;
2. Function-based. Identifies the different categories of users and the functions that the

system performs for each user category. This approach provides a clear view of the
system objectives, however it conveys very little information regarding system com-
plexity; and

3. Data-based. Also know as the datalogical approach (Ozsu and Valduriez,
1999; pp. 76–77). This approach classifies the different sorts of data and defines the
functional units that will use the data according to this classification. This approach
is specially important from an IMS system’s (e.g. a database) point of view since its
objective is precisely the administration of data. A downside of this approach is the fact
that it is impossible to completely define a system’s architecture from it. In order to
provide a complete architectural definition, it is also needed to define component-based
and/or function-based modules.

In order to define a reference architecture, it is necessary to consider Kangassalo’s approaches
since each of them emphasizes a different aspect of the system’s architecture (Ozsu and Val-
duriez, 1999; pp. 77).

Consequently, the RELTEX prototype’s reference architecture is described in terms of
Kangassalo’s three approaches. As a matter of fact, the data-based architecture has already

1Likewise, the syntax of full-text queries will vary according to the underlying IR tool implementation.
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been covered by the previous paragraphs and by the RELTEX model’s definition introduced
in Section 3.2. Thus, the remainder of this section describes the component-based (Sec-
tion 5.1.1) and the function-based architecture (Section 5.1.2) of the RELTEX proof-of-
concept implementation.

5.1.1 Component-based Architecture
The main function of a RELTEX store loosely coupling a database and an IR tool, is to
realize the integrated notion of tuples that are composed of structured typed columns and a
varying number of unstructured fields, regardless of their actual physical storage. To achieve
this goal, a conceptual schema (GCS) is implemented as the nexus between the users’s view
of data and actual data storage within a relational database and an IR tool. The GSC is the
implementation of the RELTEX database schema introduced in Section 3.2.4.

Since the RELTEX store is in essence a mediating layer between two distinct information
management systems, the prototype architecture can be derived from the reference architec-
ture of a distributed database system, which mediates between two or more databases.

Starting from this observation, and with the D-DBMS architecture proposed by Ozsu and
Valduriez (1999) as a guideline, the following components for the RELTEX store prototype
are identified (see Figure 5.3):

• GUI (User Interface). This component receives user commands and formats the re-
sponse returned to the user. It comprises both (a) a programmatic data access API (see
Section 5.1.2.1) and (b) a RELTEX Web protocol interface (see Chapter 4);

• GSC (Semantic Controller). This component verifies the validity of a user command
according to the information contained in the conceptual schema (i.e. and, in particular,
in the schema database sdb, see Section 3.2.4);

• GTM (Transaction Manager). This component guarantees access synchronization to
the database and the IR tool in order to preserve the integrity of the distributed data
using a pessimistic concurrency control realized with the locking technique (Canché
Euán, 2002), extended to consider IR tool index locking during updates;

• GQD (Query Decomposer). This component translates RELTEX queries, both select
and action queries, into database and/or IR tool queries using allocation information
contained in the GCS. In addition, it is responsible of assembling the database and IR
tool query execution results into a unified response; and

• GD/D-DB (Directory/Dictionary Database). This component stores the GCS, which
includes the schema database sdb of table information objects (see Section 3.2.4) and
the lock information (GLI), which contains information of the concurrent data access
operations (Alvarez Cavazos, 2003; Canché Euán, 2002). This information is required
by the GTM component to perform its tasks.

These components have also been used in the architecture of a distributed database system
(D-DBS) with a 3-tiered client-server structure, leveraging both a local and remote versions
of a database access API (similar to the one presented in Section 5.1.2.1, but reduced in scope
to access structured database data) previously discussed by Alvarez Cavazos and Lavariega
Jarquín (2004); Alvarez Cavazos (2003). The RELTEX store architecture, with the detail of
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Figure 5.3: Component-based Architecture of the RELTEX Store

the components realizing the loosely coupled interface and the interfaces to the underlying
database and IR tool (“IMS Interface”), is represented in Figure 5.3.

As shown in Figure 5.3, there is a difference between the execution process of the data op-
erations and the schema operations. The execution of data operations occurs in multi-user
mode or n-user mode. Such execution is possible thanks to the operation synchronization
provided by the GTM component. The execution of schema operations occurs in single
user mode. Since there is only one user, the synchronization of schema operations is not
needed. It is proposed that the schema operations occur in single user mode with the purpose
of simplifying the architecture design. This simplification is valid from a practical perspec-
tive on which the schema design must be performed with enough time and care in order to
minimize the frequency and extent of changes once the use of the database has begun (Date,
1999). Next, there is a brief description of the execution sequence of both operation types.
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The execution sequence of a data operation is as follows:

1. GUI (User Interface). The user requests the execution of a data operation;
2. GSC (Semantic Controller). The validity of the user command (i.e. a RELTEX query) is

verified according to the conceptual schema (GCS) contents. An example of this valida-
tion is the verification of the existence in the GCS of the table, column and fields names
provided by the user as parameters for a SELECT operation (see Section 3.2.3);

3. GTM (Transaction Manager). If the operation is valid, the GTM compares the parameters
of the requested operation with the lock information (GLI) contents. Based on the result
of this comparison, the GTM grants a lock or blocks the operation if there is an access
conflict. If a lock is granted, the information of the new lock is stored in the GLI;

4. GQD (Query Decomposer). If an operation lock was granted, the GQD translates the com-
mand into database and/or IR tool queries using allocation information contained in the
GCS. Afterward, it assemblies the results of database and IR tool operations (as needed)
into a unified response; and

5. GTM (Transaction Manager). If an operation lock was granted, the lock is removed and
its information is deleted from the GLI.

The execution sequence of a schema operation is as follows:

1. GUI (User Interface). The user requests the execution of a schema operation;
2. GD/D-GCS (Directory/Dictionary Conceptual Schema). The validity of the user com-

mand is verified according to the GCS contents. An example of this validation would
be the verification of the existence in the GCS of a table name provided by a user as a
parameter for a DROP TABLE operation;

3. GQD (Query Decomposer). If the operation is valid, the GQD translates the user’s schema
command into database (i.e. table creation or removal) and IR tool commands (e.g. index
creation or removal) using either allocation information contained in the GCS or in the
user’s command, according to the operation type. Finally, the GQD component returns
an answer that signals if the database and IR tool operations were or were not correctly
performed;

4. GD/D-GCS (Directory/Dictionary Conceptual Schema). If the GQD operations were cor-
rectly performed, the information of the GCS is updated accordingly; and

5. GSC (Semantic Controller). If the GQD operations were correctly performed, the infor-
mation of the GSC component is updated accordingly.

Figure 5.3, also shows the interface with the database and IR tool underlying the loosely
coupled integration. The database API abstracts SQL data and schema operations into an
API and implements them according to the interface of the underlying database, where the
interface of the database is comprised by its SQL support (Dittrich and Geppert, 2001). The
database API has the functionality for reading and writing data in the database as well as
modifying the database schema similar to that presented in the storage API introduced in
Section 5.1.2.1. The information retrieval API represents the indexing and searching capa-
bilities offered by an IR tool2. In the RELTEX store architecture, the loosely coupled layer

2IR tools that offer comparable set of full-text indexing and searching features include Egothor
(http://www.egothor.org/), Xapian (http://www.xapian.org/), Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org/) and MG4J
(http://mg4j.dsi.unimi.it/) (Gospodnetić and Hatcher, 2005; pp. 24–27).
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acts as the user of (a) the database through the database API and (b) the API of the IR tool.
This means that, when the loosely coupled layer requires information of the database for
solving a RELTEX query, it sends requests to the database and the information retrieval API,
as required, to shape a unified response from the database and IR tool responses. The design
of the database API is further detailed in Section 5.1.2.1.

Finally, it is important to stress that a side benefit of having followed a component-based
design, is the possibility of a partial (or total) reuse of the RELTEX store implementation in
other contexts. We have just mentioned that the components of the loosely coupled interface
(see Figure 5.3) have been used in a distributed database system. In general, implementa-
tion components can be reused by: (a) modifying the conceptual schema (“GCS”) to mediate
between queries and underlying storage mechanisms (e.g. considering allocation, fragmen-
tation or federation of data sources); (b) replacing the IMS interface components to interact
with other IMS system configurations, whether centralized (e.g. a database, an IR tool) or
distributed (e.g. a distributed or federated database); and (c) adapting the query decomposer
and transaction manager components (“GQD” and “GTM” respectively) to interact with the
IMS interface components, as required.

To provide an example of implementation reuse, the generic components of the loosely
coupled interface could be used to integrate Web search to a relational database environment
by replacing the underlying “IR tool” (and the associated “Information Retrieval API”) with
a wrapper—see Wiederhold (1992)’s wrapper-mediator approach—for one or more internet
search engines (e.g. Google3, Live Search4, Yahoo!5). The conceptual schema could be used
to relate queries including literals to refer to particular search engines, to their associated
wrappers through the query decomposer. In addition, since search engines have read-only
interfaces, the transaction manager does not require to consider locking for the Web search
constituent of queries. Moreover, since the query decomposer of the component-based ar-
chitecture includes query decomposition and merger of result procedures for unstructured
and structured data (see Section 5.1.2.2), it follows that these procedures could be adapted to
provide joins between structured data and Web search results.

Of course, the RELTEX score can also be reused as a whole, rather than as a set of
individual parts. The component architecture of a digital library application considering the
RELTEX score as a subsystem is presented in Section 5.2.2.

5.1.1.1 Implementation Platform

A distributed system with remote components, concurrency, fault isolation, heterogeneous
technology mixture and imposes a considerable number of demands on candidate implemen-
tation platforms (Coulouris et al., 2000).

In addition to the previously mentioned demands, the following requirements are intro-
duced for the RELTEX database prototype:

• Object-Oriented Paradigm. In order to simplify both the creation and design of the
components of the proposed reference architecture.

3Google, http://www.google.com/
4Microsoft’s Live Search, http://www.live.com/
5Yahoo!, http://www.yahoo.com/
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• Algorithmic Language. The implementation resulting algorithms should be easy to
read. Consequently, the language must support the concept of data abstraction and
the decomposition of problems to ease the expression of algorithmic ideas with clar-
ity (Baase and Van Gelder, 1999; pp. 3).

Taking these characteristics as a base, the Java Platform (SE, 2007) (Java SE for short) was
selected as the implementation platform for the RELTEX store prototype since it satisfies the
mentioned requirements considerably well, as explained below:

• Remote Components. Java SE includes the Java RMI technology (RMI, 2007). RMI is a
set of APIs that grant the developer the capability to access remote objects without hav-
ing to program the connection and the network protocols on its own account (Birnam,
2000; pp. 20). One of Java SE features is networking support. Java SE networking sup-
port includes URL resolution, IP address resolution, TCP and UDP protocols, sockets,
among others (Java Tutorials, 2007). If URLs are used to access the system compo-
nents, the system will continue to work even if the logical IP address or the physical
address of the component changes;

• Concurrency. Java SE provides primitives for concurrent programming as part of the
Java languages. This primitives make Java SE a multi-threaded platform, which means
that the developer is capable of including execution threads in its applications. A thread
executes one part of the program concurrently with other running threads (Deitel et al.,
1999; pp. 734–735);

• Fault Isolation. Java SE implements an exception handling mechanism that allows a
program to catch and handle errors instead of letting them happen with the according
system consequences. An exception is an indication that a problem has occurred during
program execution (Deitel et al., 1999; pp. 699–700);

• Heterogeneous Technology Mixture. The Java SE platform is composed of two com-
ponents: The Java VM (Java Virtual Machine) and the Java API (Java Application
Programming Interface) (Java Tutorials, 2007). As it was mentioned previously, the
Java VM allows the creation of software independent of the executable-level plat-
form (Coulouris et al., 2000; pp. 17). From the database system perspective, the
Java API includes JDBC (2007), an data access API with which it is possible to ac-
cess any relational database that has a JDBC driver for its respective DBMS (Molina,
2000; pp. 7). JDBC allows programmers to write code that uses SQL statements to
access the information of a relational database (Deitel et al., 1999; pp. 887–888). At
the time of this writing, there are 221 JDBC drivers6 for distinct database management
systems;

• Object-Oriented Paradigm The Java programming language included in the Java SE
platform has been designed as an object-oriented language (Gosling and McGilton,
1996; sec. 1.2.1); and

• Algorithmic Language. The Java programming language included in the Java SE plat-
form meets the requirements of an algorithmic language since it supports data abstrac-
tion, respects object types impeding arbitrary object conversions and includes an ex-
plicit boolean type (Baase and Van Gelder, 1999; pp. 3).

6See JDBC’s Drivers page at http://developers.sun.com/product/jdbc/drivers/ for the latest list.
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For this reason, the RELTEX store prototype has been implemented in the Java SE Platform
(version “1.6.0_02”).

In addition to the previous characteristics, the availability of development APIs and li-
censed components written in Java helped the implementation of the RELTEX prototype da-
tabase. Some third-party components used in the RELTEX source implementation include:

• Jetty7, an open source Web server and servlet container was used to implement the
RELTEX protocol (see Chapter 4) as an interface to the RELTEX store. (See McCallum
(2006)’s article for an introduction to Jetty.)

• HSQLDB8, a relational database management system written in Java, was used as an
in-memory implementation of the Directory/Dictionary Database (GD/D-DB) to store
and manage conceptual schema and concurrency lock data (see Section 5.1.1 and Fig-
ure 5.3).

• Apache Lucene9, a full-featured text search engine was used as the IR tool underlying
the RELTEX prototype. (See Gospodnetić and Hatcher (2005)’s book for an introduc-
tion to Apache Lucene.)

• Apache Ant10, a Java-based build tool is used to compile, build and run the RELTEX
prototype.

• JUnit11, JUnit an open-source framework to write repeatable tests. Automated tests
written in the JUnit framework are used to test compliance of the RELTEX prototype
with the RELTEX’s model and protocol specifications.

Another third-party component worth mentioning, although not written in Java, is
MySQL12, an open source database used as the relational database underlying the RELTEX
prototype.

5.1.1.2 Implementation Statistics

This section presents the relative size of the RELTEX store components in terms of the lines
of codes (LOC) required by their implementation13. The implementation size of unit tests
to measure compliance of the RELTEX prototype with the RELTEX’s model and protocol
specifications is shown as well.

We begin with the RELTEX store component statistics, which are shown in Table 5.1.
The content of Table 5.1 is explained next:

• The COMPONENT column contains the package name. Package names roughly cor-
respond to component names. The prefix “DSAPI-” refers to the source code name
for the data access API introduced in Section 5.1.1 (under the GUI component) and
fully-described in Section 5.1.2.1. A “DSAPI-COMMON” package, that factors out
code used evenly across other packages, is also listed in Table 5.1.

7Jetty Web server, http://www.mortbay.org/
8HSQLDB, http://hsqldb.org/
9Apache Lucene, http://lucene.apache.org/

10Apache Ant, http://ant.apache.org/
11JUnit framework, http://junit.sourceforge.net/
12MySQL is the world’s most popular database in terms of downloads. Over 100 million copies have of

MySQL have been distributed throughout its history. MySQL is available at http://www.mysql.com/
13As reported by the LOCC tool, available at http://csdl.ics.hawaii.edu/Tools/LOCC/
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Table 5.1: LOC Statistics for DSAPI Packages

• The LOC column contains the lines of code count. The column itself contains two
columns. The leftmost column contains the lines of code count of each sub-component
of the loosely coupled interface (see Figure 5.3) while the rightmost column contains
the total lines of code of the loosely coupled interface along with the lines of code of
the IMS interface database access API (“DATABASE-API (DBAPI/MySQL)”) and the
lines of code of a Web protocol client implementation (“WEB-CLIENT”).

• The % LOC column contains the relative percentile size of each component, based on
the lines of code count shown in the LOC column.

• Next, the ADJUSTED % LOC column contains the relative size of the components,
after dividing the common package into equal shares accounted for in the other pack-
ages. Component sizes shown correspond (from top to bottom) to the loosely coupled
interface (i.e. the “DSAPI”), the data access API for the underlying database and the
Web protocol client.

• Finally, the Total % LOC columns contains the relative size of component in regard
to the whole prototype implementation (i.e. the loosely coupled integrating layer, the
database data access API and the Web protocol client). The leftmost column shows
the relative size of each individual component of the loosely coupled interface while
the rightmost column shows the relative size of each subsystem of the prototype imple-
mentation (i.e. the loosely coupled integrating layer, the database data access API and
the Web protocol client).

Figure 5.2 shows a graphical representation of the relative size of the components of the
prototype implementation (compare to the Total % LOC column in Table 5.1).

Figure 5.3 shows a graphical representation of the relative size of the components of the
loosely coupled interface (compare to the ADJUSTED % LOC column in Table 5.1).

From these statistics, it is possible to conclude the following:

• Almost 20% of the RELTEX store code is composed of functions common to all com-
ponents (see Table 5.1, column % LOC, row “DSAPI-COMMON”). This suggests
that the existence of a package with common functions eases the implementation of a
RELTEX store by simplifying the implementation of other components by providing a
collection of methods and data structures that can be leveraged by them.
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Table 5.2: Relative Size of RELTEX Implementation Components

Table 5.3: Relative Size of RELTEX Store Components

• When comparing the size of a structured database access API (see “DATABASE-API
(DBAPI/MySQL)” row in Table 5.1) and the size of a data access API for struc-
tured database data and unstructured data under the RELTEX model (see rows pre-
fixed with “DSAPI-” in Table 5.1), it can be seen that the data access API imple-
mentation size is 1000% larger than the implementation of a database access API (i.e.
(86.59%− 7.35%) /7.35% = 1078.63%, see Figure 5.2). The implementation size
difference suggest that the complexity of an interface to access both structured and un-
structured data is considerably larger that that present in an interface to access solely
structured data.
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• The relative implementation size of the RELTEX store components (see Figure 5.3)
suggests that the data access interface implementations (i.e. “DSAPI-GUI-API”,
“DSAPI-GUI-WEB-PROTOCOL” and “DSAPI-GDD (DBAPI/HSQLDB)” packages)
take the most effort, accounting for approximately 65% of the implementation size.
Within the interface implementation, the Web protocol accounts for roughly 20% of
the size (compare 13.82% size of the protocol implementation to the rest of the in-
terface implementation in Figure 5.3), which suggests that adding a Web interface to
information management systems could be done with moderate effort beyond that im-
plied by programmatic data access interfaces.

• After interface implementation, query decomposing and merger of result procedures
between the database and the IR tool account for the next largest component with al-
most 20% of the implementation size (see “DSAPI-GQD” heading in Figure 5.3). This
confirms observations made by Gray (2004) and Raghavan and Garcia-Molina (2001)
stating that effective query decomposition and merger of result procedures between
structured and unstructured retrieval are a key challenge to realize the abstraction of an
index for textual and typed data. The “effectiveness” of the query decomposition and
merger of result procedures used in the RELTEX store prototype is illustrated with the
examples provided in sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3; and further demonstrated by the
unit tests used to measure compliance of the operations’ implementation with the REL-
TEX model and protocol (included in the dissertation’s companion CD-ROM, see Ap-
pendix C). In addition, a measure for the “efficiency” of the query decomposition and
merger of result procedures of the RELTEX prototype is provided in Section 5.1.2.2 in
terms of retrieval operation algorithm complexity.

• The size of the interface implementation—i.e. “DSAPI-GUI-API”, “DSAPI-GUI-
WEB-PROTOCOL” and “DSAPI-GDD (DBAPI/HSQLDB)” packages—is almost
twice the size of the control logic code—i.e. “DSAPI-GSC”, “DSAPI-GTM” and
“DSAPI-GQD” packages. Figure 5.3 shows that interface code amounts to 65.41%
of the implementation in comparison of 34.59% contributed by control logic. This
suggests that the standardization of a data access interface can contribute substantially
towards easing the development of both information management systems (Raghavan
and Garcia-Molina, 2001) and data-intensive applications. Two standardization ap-
proaches to data access are presented in this document in terms of a programmatic data
access API (see Section 5.1.2.1) and a Web protocol (see Chapter 4) for a structured
and unstructured data.

• The size of a client library to access the full functionality of the RELTEX store pro-
totype through the Web protocol (including the proper decoding of typed data from
the textual projections carried in XML messages) is relatively small when compared to
RELTEX store prototype, representing roughly over 6% of total implementation size
(see Figure 5.2). It is even more interesting to compare the size of the client-side im-
plementation of the Web protocol (“WEB-CLIENT”) to the size of the server-side in-
terface (“DSAPI-GUI-WEB-PROTOCOL”) and realize that the client-side implemen-
tation compares to about half the size of the server-side implementation. This suggests
that, if implementing a server-side Web protocol interface for a data source represents a
moderate increase in implementation effort (around 20% or less, as explain previously)
to that of implementing the data source’s mandatory programmatic interface, then, the
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creation of a client-side library is even more feasible in terms of effort since it im-
plies around half the effort to totally implement an interface to the data source over the
Web protocol (it follows that a partial implementation of the Web protocol would re-
quire even less effort). Both a client-library and the server-side Web protocol interface
have been built for the RELTEX store prototype and are available in the dissertation’s
companion CD-ROM (see Appendix C).

Next, we proceed to shown the size of the compliance unit tests, which are shown in Ta-
ble 5.4. As shown in Table 5.4, the unit tests implementation can be divided into test groups
referring to data storage APIs to access to the RELTEX store prototype (either through the
programmatic API presented in Section 5.1.2.1 or through the Web protocol introduced in
Chapter 4) or database systems. The content of Table 5.4 is explained next:

• The TEST SUITE column contains package names (shown in uppercase) and oper-
ation names to denote tests pertaining individual operations (capitalized). Package
names roughly correspond to tests that address particular subsystems of the RELTEX
prototype. The prefix “DSAPI-” refers to the source code name for the data access
API introduced in Section 5.1.1 (under the GUI component) and fully-described in
Section 5.1.2.1. “DSAPI-API-TESTS” refers to code to measure compliance of the
data access interface (introduced in Section 5.1.2.1 with the RELTEX model. “DSAPI-
TEST-SETUP” denotes code that prepares test data (i.e. creates test entities and pop-
ulates them with data—e.g. creates the tables and populates the example tables men-
tioned in sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3. The “DBAPI-” prefix denotes tests associated
with a partial implementation of the data access API (Section 5.1.2.1), specifically
designed for a database system (in this case, MySQL or HSQLDB). “WEB-CLIENT-
TESTS” refers to the unit tests used to validate compliance of the prototype with the
RELTEX protocol. Both the “DSAPI-API-TESTS” and the “WEB-CLIENT-TESTS”
are break down into compliance tests for each operation and code common to all oper-
ation tests (listed under the package name). Common test code creates test tables and
populates them with data, which means that the common code also gives a measure of
compliance of CREATE TABLE, INSERT, DROP TABLE and RETRIEVE TABLE
operation implementation.

• The LOC column contains the lines of test code count. The column itself contains two
columns. The leftmost column contains the lines of code count of operations tests of
the loosely coupled interface (see Figure 5.3) both through the data access API (listed
under “DSAPI-API-TESTS”) and via the Web protocol (listed under “WEB-CLIENT-
TESTS”). The rightmost column contains the total line of code count used to test the
loosely coupled interface—through the data access API and the Web protocol—along
with the lines of code used to test the IMS interface database access API.

• The % LOC column contains the relative percentile size of each test group, based on
the lines of code count shown in the LOC column.

• Next, the ADJUSTED % LOC column contains the relative size of the test groups,
after dividing the common code to create test entities and populate them with data into
equal shares accounted for in the test groups. Test group sizes shown correspond (from
top to bottom) to compliance tests of the loosely coupled interface with the RELTEX
model through the data access API (i.e. the “DSAPI-API-TESTS”), code common to
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Table 5.4: LOC Statistics for DSAPI Test Cases

all test cases (in addition to the common code listed under the “DSAPI-API-TESTS”
and “WEB-CLIENT-TESTS” headings), code to test the database API used to com-
municate with the HSQLDB in-memory database and the MySQL database underlying
the loosely coupled interface, and the compliance tests of the loosely coupled interface
with the RELTEX protocol (and thus, with the RELTEX model as well).

• Finally, the Total % LOC columns contains the relative size of test groups in regard to
all tests for the prototype implementation (i.e. the loosely coupled integrating layer, the
database data access API and the Web protocol client). The leftmost column shows the
relative size of each individual test group while the rightmost column shows the relative
size of each test group addressing a particular subsystem of the RELTEX prototype.

To provide some insight into the coverage of the implementation by unit tests, as a reference
for comparison we relate the 364 lines of code of the implementation of the examples shown
in sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3 to the total lines of code of implementation tests: 16, 819,
as shown in Table 5.4.

A graphical representation of the relative size of the protocol operation test groups is
shown in Figure 5.6 (compare to the ADJUSTED % LOC column in Table 5.4, under the
“WEB-CLIENT-TESTS” heading). In the figure, the “DSAPI-TEST-SETUP” lines of code
are added to the code count under the “WEB-CLIENT-TESTS” heading and accounted for
under the “Other (Create Table)” label in Figure 5.6 to denote the code used to create and
populate test tables (i.e. 524 + 400 = 924 LOC, which is the 11.44% of 8, 076 total test
LOC). Code count listed under the “Other (Create Table)” label includes compliance unit
tests for CREATE TABLE, INSERT, DROP TABLE and RETRIEVE TABLE operations,
and their data access API equivalents.
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Table 5.5: Relative Size of RELTEX Implementation Unit Tests

Table 5.6: Relative Size of RELTEX Protocol Operation Tests

From the statistics pertaining unit tests (Table 5.4), it is possible to conclude the follow-
ing:

• Compliance unit tests between the RELTEX store and the RELTEX model and oper-
ations have a similar implementation size when tested through the RELTEX protocol
(“WEB-CLIENT-TESTS” in Figure 5.5) and via the programmatic data access API of
the RELTEX store (“DSAPI-API-TESTS” in Figure 5.5). Implementation size similar-
ity follows as a consequence of performing the same unit tests through both interfaces.
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• In general, the implementation size of test groups referring to individual data and
schema operations is evenly distributed (test group sizes are within a 55% size dif-
ference, see Figure 5.6). A closer inspection reveals that the SELECT operation ac-
counts for the largest test group implementation, which suggests greater operation
complexity. After the SELECT operation, updating operations, both data and schema
(i.e. UPDATE, DELETE, both versions of ALTER TABLE and DROP TABLE, see sec-
tions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3), are next in terms of complexity. Finally, creation operations (i.e.
INSERT, CREATE TABLE) seem to be the less complex of them all.

Finally, as suggested by Liskov and Zilles (1975), a set of test cases can be used to mea-
sure compliance between specifications, such as the RELTEX data model and the RELTEX
protocol, and their implementation, such as the RELTEX store. We would like to add, that
unit cases also provide a dual benefit to research endeavors, such as the present disserta-
tion, in terms of: (a) an “effectiveness” criteria for proof-of-concept implementations in re-
search efforts (in addition to just demonstrating “feasibility” under the engineering research
paradigm (Dodig-Crnkovic, 2002; Wegner, 1976)); and (b) reducing the risk of overgeneral-
ization of research contributions by facilitating research repeatability14.

5.1.2 Function-based Architecture
Under the function-based architecture perspective, a reference architecture identifies the user
categories and the functions that the system performs for each category. An initial approach
towards user categories for a RELTEX store has already been mentioned in Section 4.6.
Therefore, in this section we obviate user categories and focus on interesting function groups
in the RELTEX store prototype.

For this purpose, the remainder of this section presents the following function groups:

• A programmatic data access API for structured and unstructured data compliant with
the RELTEX model is constructively defined in Section 5.1.2.1;

• Query decomposition and merger of result procedures used in the RELTEX store pro-
totype are explained in Section 5.1.2.2;

• Section 5.1.2.3 contains sample operations that exercise the programmatic API of the
RELTEX store prototype, equal in purpose to the operations presented in sections 3.2.5
and 4.5; and finally,

• The text analysis functions, both querying and indexing, considered by the RELTEX
store prototype are presented in Section 5.1.2.4.

5.1.2.1 Data Access API

A database access API that is an object-oriented abstraction of (a) the basic DML (Data Ma-
nipulation Language) calls corresponding the INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE SQL statements;
(b) the DQL (Data Query Language) call corresponding to the SELECT SQL statement; and

14Research repeatability has become a growing concern (and ground of debate) within the data management
community. This concern has lead one of the area’s leading conferences, namely the ACM SIGMOD/PODS
Conference, to introduce an “Experimental Repeatability” paper evaluation criterion in its upcoming 2008 in-
stallment. See http://www.sigmod08.org/sigmod_repeatability_faq.shtml for further information.
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(c) the DDL (Data Definition Language) calls corresponding to the CREATE TABLE, AL-
TER TABLE and DROP TABLE SQL statements; has been designed by Alvarez Cavazos (2003).
Several implementations of the database API have been used both within research projects
in Academia and data management solutions in Industry. These application experiences are
summarized next.

An extended version of the API that incorporates support for full-text queries is used by
the Personal Digital Library System (PDLib) (Alvarez-Cavazos et al., 2005). PDLib pro-
vides the mobile user with a personal digital library on its user device (whether is a desktop
computer or an actual mobile device). PDLib is freely available for download under an open-
source license at its Web site15. In PDLib, portability across databases is achieved by using
the database API to store and retrieve data, since it suffices to simply adapt the database API
to the SQL support of a database system to port the data server. At the time of this writing,
MySQL, SQL Server16 and PostgreSQL17 versions of the data server’s database API exist.
All these versions have been written in Java and two of these API adaptations were made
by undergraduate students as part of a database course project (Arellano et al., 2007; Ro-
dríguez et al., 2007). Also within an academic context, the database API has been used and
studied within several theses, some of them associated to PDLib (Alvarez-Cavazos, 2006;
Hurtado Alvarado, 2006; García Fierro, 2004; Alvarez Cavazos, 2003; Canché Euán, 2002).
These works also consider Java versions of the database API adapted for MS Office Access18

and HSQLDB database systems.
A version of the API written in Visual C# .NET19 and adapted to operate on top of

SQLite20 has found its way into industry as part of the data management solutions offered
by the TCA Group21. Thanks to the open-source distribution scheme of PDLib, this version
of the API was created and used by (a) a price audit application; and (b) an order taking ap-
plication for mass consumption centers (e.g. hotels, restaurants). Both applications follow a
client/server architecture with mobile clients that run on Symbol MC35 and MC70 handheld
devices.

Being an abstraction of DML and DQL statements, the API allows read and write access
to the database. In addition, as an abstraction of DDL statements, the database schema can
be manipulated through the API. Hence, it is possible to categorize the API operations into:

• Data CRUD. An abstraction of the INSERT, SELECT22, UPDATE and DELETE SQL
statements to describe and manipulate database data.

• Schema CRUD. An abstraction of the CREATE TABLE, ALTER TABLE and DROP TA-
BLE SQL statements to manipulate the database schema. Additionally, the API intro-
duces an schema description operation: DSMetaData, to provide information about
the database schema (a.k.a. database metadata). In the case of the RELTEX store, the

15PDLib Web site, http://copernico.mty.itesm.mx/pdlib/
16MS SQL Server, http://www.microsoft.com/sql/
17PostgreSQL, http://www.postgresql.org/
18MS Office Access, http://office.microsoft.com/access/
19Visual C# .NET, msdn.microsoft.com/vcsharp/
20SQLite, http://www.sqlite.org/
21We thank Miguel Escoffie from the TCA Group (http://www.grupotca.com/en/) for sharing his experiences

with the database API within the mobile solutions offered by his company.
22Without considering grouping or aggregating clauses, nor disjunctive (i.e. “OR”) queries.
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Sidebar 5.1.1 Source Code Aliases
The terminology used in this chapter to refer to the prototype implementation includes
some terms that have been renamed from source code (see Appendix C). Renamed terms
are listed next, following a “<source-code-name>→ <design-name>” pattern:

• SQLOperation→ DataOperation
• SQLOperationImplementation→ DataOperationImplementation
• SQLOperationProxy→ DataOperationProxy
• SQLSchemaOperation→ SchemaOperation
• SQLSchemaOperationImplementation→ SchemaOperationImplementation
• SQLSchemaOperationProxy→ SchemaOperationProxy
• RemoteSQLOperation→ RemoteDataOperation

DSMetaData operation would corresponds to an aggregation of RETRIEVE TABLE
operations, that is, it has the “RETRIEVE ALL TABLES” semantics introduced in
Section 4.3.

Since the API allows access to basic creation, retrieval, updating and deletion operations
(CRUD for short), it can be reused by any software component requiring persistent storage.
It follows that the API could also be used to accommodate information integration logic over
a database and another information integration system (e.g. an IR tool). This objective has
been recently presented as a valuable endeavor by both researchers and practitioners in works
such as (Franklin et al., 2005; Abiteboul et al., 2005; Bosworth, 2005a; Gray, 2004).

However, although the integration of textual information with structured data has been
extensively studied (see Raghavan and Garcia-Molina, 2001; for a recent survey), an uni-
fied solution has not been reached, which translates into a lack of effective approaches and
techniques to accomplish such an integration.

We believe that the indirection at the logical level introduced by the database API makes
it a good place for loosely coupled integration of information to occur. Consequently, the use
of the API to loosely integrate a relational database and an IR tool has been actually studied
in the context of a master’s thesis associated with the PDLib project (Hurtado Alvarado,
2006), and its study continues as part of the present dissertation, which, in the remainder
of this section, constructively defines a programmatic data access API for structured and
unstructured data. Query decomposition and merger of result procedures used to loosely
integrate a relational database and an IR tool by the prototype RELTEX store are presented
in a subsequent section (see Section 5.1.2.2).

The data and schema operations of the API are defined next. The reader is advised to
skim through interface definitions and come back to them as needed. It is also worth noting
that the API design presented here has renamed some terms found in the prototype source
code, as explained in Sidebar 5.1.1, included in this dissertation’s companion CD-ROM (see
Appendix C)

Data Operations

A common characteristic of data operations (formally defined in Section 3.2.3) is that they
are provided with the name of the table (i.e. a RELTEX relation) they will act upon as a
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Figure 5.4: Data Operations

parameter. To simplify the API’s data operations, the table name is assigned to each operation
when created.

We begin our API design by defining an interface for each data operation, as shown in
Figure 5.4. The figure states that all data operations have an execute method that returns
the result of an operation in a QueryResult object. This behavior is abstracted to the
parent interface DataOperation. The QueryResult class encapsulates the results of
executing a data operations (also a table, see sections 3.2.5 and 5.1.2.3) and provides behavior
for combining results of several operations. After these general characteristics, we detail the
access methods of each data operation.

The access methods of the Select operation are shown in Listing 5.1.1, and are de-
scribed next:

• The column method adds a column to the operation’s target list (the target list corre-
sponds to the free tuple variable in RELTEX calculus queries, see Section 3.2.1).

• The field method adds a field to the operation’s target list.
• The score method adds a score to the operation’s target list.
• The extension method adds an extension field to the operation’s target list.
• The from method adds a table to the operation (see “R (t)” membership literals in

Section 3.2.1).
• The where methods add a WHERE clause to the operation denoting an arithmetic

comparison condition (see “s.aθk” literals in Section 3.2.1).
• The match methods add a WHERE clause to the operation denoting a textual similar-

ity condition see “s.a ∼ k” literals in Section 3.2.1).
• The join method adds a join clause to the operation (in essence, making the implicit

join of a SELECT operation explicit) A join clause corresponds to “s.aθt.b” literals in
Section 3.2.1.

• The matchJoin methods similarity join clause (a.k.a. “match join”) to the operation
(i.e. making an implicit similarity join explicit). A match join clause corresponds to
“s.a ∼ t.b” literals in Section 3.2.1.

• The orderBy methods add ORDER BY clauses to the operation (relate to “s.Aρ” sort
order atoms in Section 3.2.1).

The access methods of the Insert operation are shown in Listing 5.1.2, and are de-
scribed next: (a) One group of value methods adds a value to be inserted; and (b) al-
ternatively, another group of value methods specify the name of the column, field or ex-
tension field the value is to be assigned to (after the syntax of the INSERT statement, see
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Listing 5.1.1 Select Interface
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ INTERFACE +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
// NAME : Select
// EXTENDS : DataOperation
// PURPOSE : Define methods of the Select operation (proxy).
// AUTHOR(S) : Francisco Álvarez Cavazos // January 11, 2003.
// SEE ALSO : SelectProxy class.
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

package ... .dsapi; // trimmed actual package name

import java.util.*;

public interface Select extends DataOperation {

// SELECT FROM table method
void from(String table);

// SELECT target list methods
void column(String column);
void field(String field);
void score(String matchedField);
void extension(String extension); // named extension fields

// can also support table.* wildcards

// WHERE clause methods
void where(String column, String operator, Object value);
void where(String column, String operator, int value);
void where(String column, String operator, short value);
void where(String column, String operator, double value);
void where(String column, String operator, float value);

// MATCH methods // operator name[~l,h,z]value
// l is an integer, h can be a ’*’ (meaning, all), if l is a ’*’, it means 1
void match(String field, String operator, Object value);
void match(String field, String lowIndex, String highIndex, float scoreThreshold, Object value);
void match(String field, String lowIndex, String highIndex, double scoreThreshold, Object value);
void match(String field, String lowIndex, String highIndex, Object value);
void match(String field, double scoreThreshold, Object value);
void match(String field, float scoreThreshold, Object value);
void match(String field, Object value);

// WHERE clause JOIN methods
void join(String joinedColumn, String joiningColumn);

// MATCH clause JOIN methods
void matchJoin(String joinedField, String operator, String joiningAttribute);
void matchJoin(String joinedField, String joiningAttibute);
void matchJoin(String joinedField, String lowIndex, String highIndex, double scoreThreshold, String joiningAttibute);
void matchJoin(String joinedField, String lowIndex, String highIndex, float scoreThreshold, String joiningAttibute);
void matchJoin(String joinedField, String lowIndex, String highIndex, String joiningAttibute);
void matchJoin(String joinedField, double scoreThreshold, String joiningAttibute);
void matchJoin(String joinedField, float scoreThreshold, String joiningAttibute);

// ORDER BY clause methods
void orderBy(String attribute, String sortOrder);
void orderBy(int attributeIndex, String sortOrder);
void orderBy(String attribute);
void orderBy(int attributeIndex);

}

Section 3.2.3). A given Insert operation may only contain value methods of one of the
two groups.

The Delete operation has a group of where methods akin to those of the Select
operation (see Listing 5.1.1).

The Update operation has group of value and where methods akin to those of the
Insert and Select operations, respectively (see listings 5.1.2 and 5.1.1). The value
methods of the Update operation always add values with an associated column, field or
extension field name.

Schema Operations

As with data operations, an interface is associated with each schema operation (introduced
in Section 3.2.4), as shown in Figure 5.5. The figure states that the CreateTable,
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Listing 5.1.2 Insert Interface
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ INTERFACE +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
// NAME : Insert
// EXTENDS : DataOperation
// PURPOSE : Define methods of the Insert operation (proxy).
// AUTHOR(S) : Francisco Álvarez Cavazos // January 15, 2003.
// SEE ALSO : InsertProxy class.
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

package ... .dsapi; // trimmed actual package name

public interface Insert extends SQLOperation {
// Insert methods
void value(Object value);
void value(int value);
void value(short value);
void value(double value);
void value(float value);
void value(String attribute, Object value);
void value(String attribute, int value);
void value(String attribute, short value);
void value(String attribute, double value);
void value(String attribute, float value);

// IR methods
void boost(double boost);
void boost(float boost);

}

Figure 5.5: Schema Operations

DropTable and AlterTable operations have an execute method that returns a
boolean value. The return value indicates if an operation was successful or not. In addi-
tion, CreateTable, DropTable and AlterTable operations are also provided with
a table name upon construction. This common behavior is abstracted to the parent inter-
face SchemaOperation. Figure 5.5 also shows that the interface of the DSMetaData is
separate from the hierarchy of the other schema operations.

The access methods of the DSMetaData operation are shown in Listing 5.1.3, and are
described next:

• The getTableIndex returns an integer identifier associated with a table (i.e. the
“table index”).

• The getTable methods return a DSTable object, given a table index or a table
name. A DSTable object represents a database table and corresponds to a table infor-
mation object of the schema database sdb. getTable methods are the actual imple-
mentation of the RETRIEVE TABLE schema operation (see Section 3.2.4).

• The getTableCount method returns the number of tables in the database.
• The exists method returns a boolean value that indicates if a table exists in the

database or not.
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Listing 5.1.3 DSMetaData Interface
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ INTERFACE +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
// NAME : DSMetaData
// PURPOSE : Define methods of the DBMetaData proxy object.
// AUTHOR(S) : Francisco Álvarez Cavazos // January 15, 2003.
// SEE ALSO : DSMetaDataProxy class.
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

package ... .dsapi; // trimmed actual package name

public interface DSMetaData {
// Access methods
int getTableIndex(String tableName);
DSTable getTable(int tableIndex);
DSTable getTable(String tableName);
int getTableCount();
int getTableId(String tableName);

// Status method
boolean exists(String tableName);

}

The DSTable object contains information of the database table it represents. The methods of
the DSTable class relevant from a retrieval of schema information perspective, are described
next:

• The getColumnCount method returns the number of columns in a table.
• The getFieldCount method returns the number of fields in a table.
• The getPrimaryKeyCount returns the number of columns that belong to the ta-

ble’s primary key.
• The getConstraintCount method returns the number of constraints associated

with the table23.
• The columnExists method, given a column name, returns a boolean value that is
true if the column is present in the table.

• The fieldExists method, given a field name, returns a boolean value that is true
if the field is present in the table.

• The isKey method, given a column name, returns a boolean value that is true if a
column is part of the table primary key.

• The constraintExists method, given a constraint name, returns true if that
constraint has been declared.

• The getColumnIndex method, given a column name, returns the column’s index.
• The getColumnName method, given a column index, returns the column’s name.
• The getColumn methods returns a DBColumn object, given the column’s index or

name. A DBColumn object represents a RELTEX column and contains the schema
properties associated to it (see Table 3.6)

• The getFieldIndex method, given a field name, returns the field’s index.
• The getFieldName method, given a column index, returns the field’s name.
• The getField methods return an IRField object, given the field’s index or name.

An IRField object represents a RELTEX field and contains the schema properties
associated to it (see Table 3.8).

• The hasExtensionsmethod returns a boolean value that is true if the table allows
extensions fields.

23Table constraints are defined by the SQL standard (Doll, 2002) for defining database tables and are therefore
considered. The RELTEX schema assumed by the prototype does not make any special consideration of table
constraints, nor does it preclude their use.
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• The getExtensionsmethods return an IRField object that represents the schema
properties of extension fields (see Table 3.8).

• The getName method returns the name of the table.
• The getConstraintNames returns the names of the table constraints.
• The getConstraintDeclarations returns a list with the declarations of table

constraints.
• The getSQLCreateStatement method returns the CREATE TABLE statement, in

SQL-like syntax (see Section 3.2.3), capable of creating the table represented by the
DSTable object.

The DBTable class uses the DBColumn and IRField classes to represent a RELTEX
columns and fields, respectively. From a schema retrieval perspective, the schema properties
of columns and fields is obtained from the DBColumn and IRFields methods.

The DBColumn methods are described next (compare to the sample column schema
properties introduced in tables 3.6 and 3.7):

• The getName method returns the name of the column.
• The getDatatype method returns the column’s SQL data type.
• The getDatasize method returns the size (or length) of the column (when set).
• The getDecimalDigits method, returns the number of decimal digits allowed by

the column (if set).
• The getIsNull method returns a boolean value that is true if the column allows
NULL values.

• The getIsPrimary method returns a boolean value that is true if the column be-
longs to the table’s primary key.

• The isBlob method returns a boolean value that is true if the column con-
tains binary data associated to a filename (contained in the column returned by the
filenameColumn and/or the field returned by the filenameField method).

• The isCompressed method returns a boolean value that is true if the column’s
content is compressed. Whether compression is supported or not is a decision of the
implementing data store, as is the choice of a specific compression method. In the case
of the RELTEX store implementation, the prototype supports compression using the
zlib library (Gailly and Adler, 2003).

• The filenameColumn method returns a column name (in the same relation) that
contains a filename for the file contents stored in the column represented by the
DBColumn object (thus, it only applies to columns with a binary datatype and that
return true in isBlob method calls).

• The filenameFieldmethod returns a field name (in the same relation) that contains
a filename for the file contents stored in the column represented by the DBColumn
object (thus, it only applies to columns with a binary datatype and that return true in
isBlob method calls).

• The getSQLCreateStatement method returns the SQL-like declaration of the
column (see Section 3.2.4).

The IRField methods are described next (compare to the sample field schema properties
introduced in tables 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 5.9):
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• The getName method returns the name of the field.
• The getDatatype method returns the field’s data type (the RELTEX store prototype

considers INTEGER, DATE and TEXT (default) data types for fields, see Table 3.9).
• The getType method returns the type of the field as a function of how its values

are stored and/or indexed (see Table 3.10 for a list of the field types supported by the
RELTEX store prototype).

• The getBoost method, returns the boost factor associated with the field.
• The getAppendable method returns a boolean value that is true if the field has

appendable semantics (see Table 3.8).
• The getQueryAnalyzer method returns the name of the querying text analysis

function (see tables 3.8 and 5.9).
• The getIndexAnalyzer method returns the name of the indexing text analysis

function (see tables 3.8 and 5.9).
• The getColumns method returns a comma-separated list of columns from which the

field obtains its value (see Table 3.8).
• The getFields method returns a comma-separated list of (other) fields from which

the field obtains its value (see Table 3.8).
• The getExtensions method returns a comma-separated list of extension field

names from which the field obtains its value (see Table 3.8).
• The getSQLCreateStatement method returns the definition of the field, in SQL-

like syntax (i.e. heeding the notation convention introduced in Section 3.2.4).

The access methods of the CreateTable operations are described next:

• The getTableObject method returns a DSTable object that represents the table
defined by the operation.

• The setTableObject sets the state of a given DSTable object to the operation.
• The addColumn method, given a DBColumn object, adds a column to the operation.
• The addColumnAsKey method, given a DBColumn object, adds a column to the

operation as a primary key.
• The addField method, given an IRField object, adds a field to the operation.
• The addExtensions method, given an IRField object, adds the extension field

element to the DSTable (i.e. the table information object) associated with the opera-
tions, with the schema property values declared in the IRField object provided.

• The allIndex method is a short hand for adding an aggregating “All” field to the op-
eration (i.e. with the wildcard values “*” assigned to the columns, fields and extensions
field property, see Table 3.8).

• The addConstraint method, adds a constraint to the operation, given its name and
its declaration.

The DropTable and the AlterTable operations are also associated with a DSTable
object and share the access methods of the CreateTable operations. It is worth noting that
the API’s DropTable operation has two semantic intentions corresponding to an ALTER
TABLE DROP or to a DROP TABLE operation (see Section 3.2.4) akin to the syntactic forms
presented by the DELETE method of the RELTEX protocol (see Section 4.3) .
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Figure 5.6: Data Operations Implementation

Figure 5.7: Schema Operations Implementation

Implementing the Operations

An implementation diagram of the data and schema operations is shown in Figure 5.6 and
Figure 5.7, respectively. The figures reveal the Adapter design pattern proposed by (Gamma
et al., 1995), where the SelectImplementation, InsertImplementation,
DeleteImplementation and UpdateImplementation classes adapt the func-
tionality of the generic data operation represented by the DataOperation interface.
Similarly, the CreateTableImplementation, DropTableImplementation and
AlterTableImplementation adapt the functionality of the generic schema operation
characterized by the SchemaOperation interface. This “adaptation” consists in convert-
ing the generic interfaces into specialized interfaces for each operation realized by their re-
spective implementing classes. Another design pattern involved in our design is the Com-
mand pattern (Gamma et al., 1995), since the API operations (with the exception of the
DSMetaData) are represented as objects with a polymorphic execute method.
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Listing 5.1.4 DSConnection Interface
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ INTERFACE +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
// NAME : DSConnection
// PURPOSE : Declares DSConnectionImplementation remote methods.
// AUTHOR(S) : Francisco Álvarez Cavazos // January 10, 2003.
// HISTORY : (0) Creation.
// SEE ALSO : DBConnectionImplementation class.
//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

package ... .dsapi; // trimmed actual package name

public interface DSConnection {
// Connection methods
void close();

// Data operations
Select getSelect(String table);
Insert getInsert(String table);
Delete getDelete(String table);
Update getUpdate(String table);

// "No-Lock" data operations
Select getSelectNoLock(String table);

// "Persistent" data operations
Select getSelect(String table, int retries);
Select getSelect(String table, int retries, int millisecondDelay);
Insert getInsert(String table, int retries);
Insert getInsert(String table, int retries, int millisecondDelay);
Delete getDelete(String table, int retries);
Delete getDelete(String table, int retries, int millisecondDelay);
Update getUpdate(String table, int retries);
Update getUpdate(String table, int retries, int millisecondDelay);

// Schema operations
CreateTable getCreateTable(String table);
CreateTable getCreateTable(DSTable table);
AlterTable getAlterTable(String table);
AlterTable getAlterTable(DSTable table);
DropTable getDropTable(String table);
DropTable getDropTable(DSTable table);
DSMetaData getDSMetaData();

}

Abstracting the Connection

Now that the data and schema operations have been defined in terms of interfaces group-
ing access methods, and these interfaces have been realized by implementing classes, it is
necessary to construct a mechanism responsible of creating the operation objects from the
implementation classes while providing access to those objects. Such an artifact can be done
by applying the Factory pattern (Gamma et al., 1995), where a “factory” object is used to
create other objects.

Following a similar approach to the one used to define data and schema operations, we de-
fine an operation factory in terms of an interface and an implementing class. The interface of
the operation factory is shown in Listing 5.1.4. The access methods of the DSConnection
interface follow a general get<OperationType> pattern, and return a reference to an
operation of the appropriate type, given the name of the table the operation will act upon.

The DSConnection interface is realized by the DSConnectionImplementation
class, which is provided with the parameters required to connect with the RELTEX compliant
store. In addition, the connection implementation class is responsible of (a) opening and
closing the actual data source connection (when applicable); (b) providing feedback on the
data source connection status (e.g. whether it is actually connected or not, the number of
pooled connections available, etc.); and (c) handling transaction logic (e.g. commit after each
operation or commit when the connection is closed, in the case of relational database sources).
It is worth mentioning that the methods of the DSConnectionImplementation class
are used either by: (a) the implementation classes of the data operations (e.g. operations may
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Listing 5.1.5 Sample Data Access API Client
//---------------------------------- CLASS -----------------------------------
// NAME : SampleAPIClient
// PURPOSE : Gets DSConnections from the DSAPI.
// AUTHOR(S) : Francisco Álvarez Cavazos // October 24, 2007.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------

// (0) Import relevant packages, e.g. (trimmed subset of actual imports)
import ... .dsapi.*;

public class SampleAPIClient {
// Main
public static void main(String[] args) {

// (1) Start the ReLTeX store (singleton pattern)
Store store;
try {

store = StoreImplementation.start();
} catch (Exception e) {

System.out.println("Startup exception: " + e.getMessage());
System.exit(1);

}

// (2) Create a Connection Object
DSConnection dsc = store.getDSConnection();

// (3) Invoke methods on the DSConnection
// (Sample operation) DSMetaData
DSMetaData meta = dsc.getDSMetaData();
System.out.println(meta);
System.out.println();

// (4) Close the DSConnection.
dsc.close();
System.out.println("DSConnection closed.");

// (5) Stop the ReLTeX store
StoreImplementation.stop();

}
}

want to check connection status from within the execute method); (b) an application that
has directly instantiated DSConnectionImplementation; or (c) a stand-alone server
granting connections to several clients (i.e. a factory of operation factories). In general, once
a DSConnection instance has been obtained, client applications would not require further
access to the logic of the DSConnectionImplementation object.

Two different approaches to obtain a DSConnection is shown in listings 5.1.5
and 5.1.6. Listing 5.1.5 is the java source code of a minimal client connecting directly to the
RELTEX store implementation, while Listing 5.1.6 shows a minimal client connecting to the
RELTEX store through a client library that replicates the functionality of the data access API
on top of the RELTEX protocol. Both connection approaches have identical functionality,
which further demonstrates that the RELTEX protocol effectively exposes all the function-
ality of the RELTEX store, and thus, can be used to access data sources compliant with the
RELTEX model, such as relational databases and IR tools, through the Web environment.

5.1.2.2 Query Decomposition and Merger of Results

Since the RELTEX prototype physically stores RELTEX tuples in a relational database, an IR
tool or in both, there are three general approaches to merge tuples split across the underlying
IMS systems (see Table 5.7):

1. Search against the IR tool and use keys to retrieve database rows (“IR → DB”), with an
algorithm complexity of O (n) · O (log n). This retrieval strategy is especially suitable to
return partial results (i.e. a first result “page” displaying the top-k ranked results, a second
page displaying the next k results lesser in ranking, and so on);
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Listing 5.1.6 Data Access API Client Through the RELTEX Web Protocol
//---------------------------------- CLASS -----------------------------------
// NAME : SampleProtocolClient
// PURPOSE : Creates DSConnections over the ReLTeX protocol.
// AUTHOR(S) : Francisco Álvarez Cavazos // October 24, 2007.
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------

// (0) Import relevant packages, e.g. (trimmed subset of actual imports)
import ... .lobsterapi.*;

public class SampleProtocolClient {
// Main
public static void main(String[] args) {

// (1) Instantiate a connection object
DSConnection dsc = new LobsterConnectionImplementation(

"https://fac:8443/lobster/", // Authority component of hierarchical
// URI scheme (a.k.a. Base Service URI)

"ReltexUsers", // User realm
"admin", // Username
"admin123", // User password
3);

// (2) Invoke methods on the DSConnection
// (Sample Operation) DSMetaData
DSMetaData meta = dsc.getDSMetaData();
System.out.println(meta);
System.out.println();

// There is *no* need to close the DSConnection...
//dsc.close();

}
}

2. Search against the database and use keys to retrieve IR tool documents (“DB→ IR”), with
an algorithm complexity of O (n log n) ·O (1); and

3. Search against the IR tool and the database to merge results (“DB ‖ IR”), with an estimated
complexity of O (n log n) since the merger would be accomplished by joining (Ozsu and
Valduriez, 1999) matching documents with their respective rows over a common key (see
Section 5.1). This join operation will probably be followed by a sort operation to provide
the requested ordering and/or to preserve relevance ranking of results.

For design purposes, we will consider a “RELTEX Retrieval” (RR for short) operation that
integrates the three preceding approaches to merge database rows with text documents. This
basic retrieval operation corresponds to a SELECT operation without join conditions (i.e.
“s.a = t.b” or “s.a ∼ t.b” literals, see Section 3.2.3).

The RR operation assumes an unique key identifying RELTEX tuples, present in both
database rows and IR tool documents. The complexity of the RR operation is shown in Ta-
ble 5.7 as a function of the retrieval conditions provided. Arithmetic conditions (i.e. “s.aθk”
literals, see Section 3.2.1) correspond to database (“DB”) retrieval and consequently present
O (n log n) or O (n) algorithm complexity depending on whether a primary attribute was
provided as a retrieval criterion or not (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999; pp. 193–194). Textual
similarity conditions (i.e. “s.a ∼ k” literals, see Section 3.2.1) are assumed to occur in con-
stant time O (1) (Adar, 1998). The three approaches to merge split tuples take place when a
combination of arithmetic and textual similarity conditions are provided to the operation.

The consideration of join conditions (i.e. “s.a = t.b” or “s.a ∼ t.b” literals, see Sec-
tion 3.2.3) in addition to the RR operations, gives place to the following join scenarios:

• Structured joins characteristic of relational databases (Mishra and Eich, 1992);
• similarity joins (derived from similarity and/or approximate matching conditions con-

sidered by works such as WHIRL (Cohen, 1998) and VAGUE (Motro, 1988), see Sec-
tion 3.3); and
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XXXXXXXXXXXXDatabase
IR Tool

φ Match (“s.a∼k”)

φ φ IR: O (1)
Where (“s.aθk”) DB: O (n) IR → DB: O (n log n)
Where (Key) (“s.cθk”) DB → IR: O (n log n) DB ‖ IR: O (n log n)

Table 5.7: RELTEX Retrieval
XXXXXXXXXXXXDatabase

IR Tool
φ Join (“s.a∼t.b”)

φ φ RELTEX.TEXTJOIN: O (n2)
Equi-join (“s.a=t.b”) RELATIONAL.JOIN: O (n log n) RELTEX.JOIN: O (n2)

Table 5.8: RELTEX Join Algorithms

• joins that result of combining arithmetic and similarity join conditions.

The complexity of these join scenarios is presented in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8 classifies the join scenarios according to the type of condition literals implied in

the operation. Structured joins are referred to by the name “RELATIONAL.JOIN”, similarity
joins are identified under “RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” and the combined join scenario is called
simply “RELTEX.JOIN”.

Structured joins have been extensively studied in the field of databases and are conse-
quently not detailed here, specially since the relational join algorithm used by the RELTEX
store implementation has been previously presented in detail by Alvarez Cavazos (2003).

For the purposes of the present discussion, it suffices to say that the relational join algo-
rithm employed by the implementation is a sort-merge join algorithm (Merrett, 1983) that
considers equi-join literals (“s.a = t.b”) and has an execution complexity of O (n log n).
From an implementation perspective, retrieval operations using this procedure conform to
the following rules:

1. Joined-Comes-First Rule: The first table given to the operation (in the operation con-
struction in the case of the programmatic API or the first table name provided by a Web
protocol URI) is considered the “Joined Table”. Subsequent table names are considered
as “Joining Tables”.

2. Joining-Term Rule: The left side of a joining-condition literal (“s.a = t.b”) is a column
that belongs to the “Joined Table”.

3. Join Cardinality Rule: At most one row is returned per row in the “Joined Table.”

The similarity join algorithm used by the RELTEX store implementation is shown in fig-
ures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. The “RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” algorithm (shown in Figure 5.8)
joins tuples over their textual attributes (or extension fields) according to their similarity
scores, where those presenting the most similarity (i.e. have the highest ranking) are matched
together. In the merger, a weighted score is computed for each tuple attribute determining
their final order with regards to other tuples returned by the retrieval operation.

From an implementation perspective, retrieval operations using the
“RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” procedure follow the first two rules considered by relational
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joins (i.e. the Joined-Comes-First Rule and the Joining-Term Rule). The third rule (i.e. Join
Cardinality Rule) is overruled by the similarity operator “∼”, that specifies cardinality in
terms of its low and high index parameters (i.e. high− low = number of rows retrieved, see
Section 3.2.1).

As a prelude to the explanation of the “RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” algorithm, we begin with
the following definitions, let:

Def. 1. J : denote the “Joined Table”
Def. 2. T : be a temporary table
Def. 3. TABLES = {t1, t2, t3, . . . , tn}: be the set of n tables implied in the join operation
Def. 4. JTERMS = {j1, j2, j3, . . . , jk}: be the set of k sets of all the similarity joining terms

belonging to each joining table, e.g (((s.a ∼ t.a) , (s.a ∼ t.b)) , ((s.a ∼ u.z))). As
an algorithm restriction, the “∼” operator parameters (i.e. low, high, zscore, see Sec-
tion 3.2.1) must be the same for all the members of a given set in JTERMS . (Rather
than imposing this restriction to end-users, the RELTEX store prototype implemen-
tation calculates an operator that satisfies all given “∼” operator parameters e.g. if
one operator request a low index 1, and another one requests a low index 2, the low
index of the aggregated operator is 2).

Def. 5. WTERMS = {w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn}: Where wi is the set of conditions (both arithmetic
and textual similarity conditions) associated with the ith-table

Def. 6. JOININGTABLE : JTERMS → TABLES be a function that returns the joining table
associated with a set of joining terms, e.g. ti = JOININGTABLE (jk) where the ith-
table is returned for the kth-set of joining terms. It also follows that ti 6= J .

Def. 7. CONDITIONS : TABLES → WTERMS be a function that returns the conditions
∈ WTERMS that correspond to the ith-table, e.g. wi = JOININGTABLE (ti).

Def. 8. MATCHCONDITIONS : WTERMS → {x|x ∈ WTERMS} be a function that returns
the textual similarity conditions within an element of WTERMS .

Def. 9. ATTRIBUTES : JTERMS → {x|x ∈ F ∪ E} be a function that returns the joined
attributes of a set in JTERMS , e.g. ATTRIBUTES (jk) returns the joined attributes (left
of the operator in the similarity literals) in the kth-set of joining terms.

Def. 10. ATTRIBUTE : WTERMS × ℵ → F ∪ E|i ∈ ℵ ∧ i <= |WTERMS| be a function that
returns the ith-joined attribute of an element of WTERMS .

Def. 11. INSCORERANGE : s×JTERMS → {T, F} be a boolean function that returns true
(T ) if the scores of the matched fields in an element of JTERMS in a tuple s are above
the threshold zscore considered by the similarity operators [∼ low, high, zscore].

Def. 12. SELECT : TABLES×WTERMS → t|t ∈ TV be a function representing a basic RR
operation (which can be related to a SELECT operation without implicit join clauses).
The SELECT receives a table and a set of conditions and returns a set of value tuples
(see sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3).

We now explain the “RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” algorithm with support of Figure 5.8. The text
joins procedure begins by creating a count map that associates joined attributes with the
number of tables they are being joined with plus 1 if the attribute also participates in one
or more match conditions (i.e. “s.a ∼ k” literals). Map creation occurs within its own
procedure called “JOINATTRIBUTECOUNT” and is shown in Figure 5.11. The map is used
obtain the unified field score (referred to as “s.a ∼” in Section 3.2.1). Next, the procedure
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1: procedure RELTEX.TEXTJOIN(t1, JTERMS)
2: count := JOINATTRIBUTECOUNT (JTERMS)
3: J := SELECT (t1, w1)
4: for i := 1 to |JTERMS| do
5: J := TEXTJOIN (J, JTERMS[i], count)
6: end for
7: return J
8: end procedure

Figure 5.8: RELTEX.TEXTJOIN Algorithm

1: procedure TEXTJOIN(J, JTERMS[∗], count)
2: T := φ
3: for j := 1 to |J | do
4: t := JOININGTABLE (JTERMS[∗])
5: q := SELECT (t, CONDITIONS (t))
6: for k := 1 to |q| do
7: if INSCORERANGE (q[k], JTERMS[∗]) then
8: T := T ∪ MERGETUPLES (J [j], q[k], JTERMS[∗], count)
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: return T
13: end procedure

Figure 5.9: TEXTJOIN Algorithm

iterates over the sets of joining terms corresponding to each table implied in the join and
updates the joined table J as specified in the “TEXTJOIN” procedure (see Figure 5.9). In the
“TEXTJOIN” procedure, a basic RR operation (i.e. the “SELECT” function) per each row of
the joined table is issued against the joining table with the joining table conditions. Then,
per each tuple q retrieved, the match scores are tested against the threshold specified by the
similarity operators, per each matched field, by the “ISINSCORERANGE” procedure. If all
scores are above the relevance threshold, the retrieved tuple is merged with the correspond-
ing row in the joined table by the “MERGETUPLES” procedure, and added to a temporary
table T , which will eventually be returned as the new joined table by “TEXTJOIN” to the
“RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” procedure. As shown in Figure 5.10, “MERGETUPLES” adds joined
tuple elements with joining tuple elements, and also calculates/updates the weighted score of
each matched field participating in the join using the values stored in the count map as score
weights.

The “RELTEX.JOIN” algorithm (see Figure 5.12) combines a relational join with the
“RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” procedure. Before explaining the “RELTEX.JOIN” algorithm, let us
consider the following definitions (in addition to those presented previously):

Def. 13. Let TABLESINJOINEDRELATION : J → {x|x ∈ TABLES} be a function that
returns the set of tables joined in J .
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1: procedure MERGETUPLES(j, q, JTERMS[∗], count)
2: tuple := j ∪ q
3: for i := 1 to |ATTRIBUTES (JTERMS[∗]) | do
4: a := ATTRIBUTES (JTERMS[∗][i])
5: tuple.a ∼:= (tuple.a ∼ +q.a ∼)/count (a)
6: end for
7: return tuple
8: end procedure

Figure 5.10: MERGETUPLES Algorithm

1: procedure JOINATTRIBUTECOUNT(JTERMS)
2: count : map . A map associates one value with a given key
3: for i := 1 to |JTERMS| do
4: t := JOININGTABLE (JTERMS[i])
5: tw := MATCHCONDITIONS (CONDITIONS (t))
6: for j := 1 to |tw| do
7: a := ATTRIBUTE (tw)
8: count (a) := 1 . “1” if the attribute appears in WTERMS

9: end for
10: for j := 1 to |ATTRIBUTES (JTERMS[i]) | do
11: a := ATTRIBUTES (JTERMS[i][j])
12: count (a) := count (a) + 1
13: end for
14: end for
15: return count
16: end procedure

Figure 5.11: JOINATTRIBUTECOUNT Algorithm
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Def. 14. ETERMS = {e1, e2, e3, . . . , ep}: is the set of p sets of all the equi-join terms belong-
ing to each joining table, e.g. (((s.c = t.c) , (s.d = t.g)) , ((s.e = u.w))).

Def. 15. RELATIONALJOIN : (TABLES, ETERMS) → {x|x ∈ TV } be a function repre-
senting a relational join, receiving the set of tables to join and set of equi-join terms
to be considered by the algorithm.

Def. 16. KEYS : TABLES × TV AR be a function that, given a table name r and a tuple
variable s, returns the unique key associated to the row of table r bound to the tuple
variable’s current set of values.

A “RELTEX.JOIN” begins by creating a count map to be used by “RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” pro-
cedures called within the execution of the “RELTEX.JOIN” procedure. As it was the case
in the “RELTEX.TEXTJOIN” scenario, the map is created by the “JOINATTRIBUTECOUNT”
procedure. Next, the join procedure obtains an initial version of the joined table by perform-
ing a relational join (“RELATIONALJOIN” function) considering only equi-join conditions.
Next, the “RELTEX.JOIN” procedure iterates over the sets of similarity joining terms corre-
sponding to each table implied in the join and updates the joined table J as specified in (a) the
“UPDATEJOIN” procedure (see Figure 5.13), if some attributes of the joining table have par-
ticipated in the relational join (as indicated by the “TABLESINJOINEDRELATION” function);
or (b) the “TEXTJOIN” procedure (see Figure 5.9), if the joining table has not participated
in the relational join. Since the “TEXTJOIN” procedure has been previously explained, we
proceed to explain the “UPDATEJOIN” procedure. In the “UPDATEJOIN” procedure, a ba-
sic RR operation (i.e. the “SELECT” function) per each row of the joined table is issued
against the joining table with the joining table t conditions and the unique table key used to
relate database rows with IR tool documents. Key values are already present in the joined
relation J and are indicated with the “KEYS” function. Then, if a tuple q is retrieved, the
match scores are tested against the threshold specified by the similarity operators, per each
matched field, by the “ISINSCORERANGE” procedure. If all scores are above the relevance
threshold, the retrieved tuple is merged with the corresponding row in the joined table by the
“MERGETUPLES” procedure, and added to a temporary table T , which will eventually be
returned as the new joined table by “UPDATEJOIN” to the “RELTEX.JOIN” procedure. As
shown in Figure 5.10, “MERGETUPLES” adds joined tuple elements with joining tuple ele-
ments, and also calculates/updates the weighted score of each matched field participating in
the join using the values stored in the count map as score weights.

Sample retrieval operations leveraging the RELTEX retrieval, “TEXTJOIN” and
“RELTEXJOIN” procedures (as part of the implementation of RELTEX’s SELECT opera-
tions) are included in sections 3.2.5, 4.5, and 5.1.2.3.

5.1.2.3 Relational-text API Sample Operations

This section exemplifies operations to remotely describe and manipulate schema and data
items in the prototype RELTEX database using the data access API (see Section 5.1.2.1)
implemented on top of the RELTEX protocol. Since an identical data access API can be used
to connect directly with the RELTEX store (i.e. the store server process and the connection
are locating in the same host computer and are executed in a single Java virtual machine), the
following operations also exemplify the local operations of the prototype RELTEX store.
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1: procedure RELTEX.JOIN(t1, JTERMS)
2: count := JOINATTRIBUTECOUNT (JTERMS)
3: J := RELATIONAL.JOIN (TABLES, ETERMS)
4: jterms := φ . jterms optimization: tables already in J are updated first
5: for i := 1 to |JTERMS| do
6: J := JOININGTABLE (JTERMS[i])
7: if t ∈ TABLESINJOINEDRELATION (J) then
8: J := J ∪ UPDATEJOIN (J, JTERMS[i])
9: else

10: jterms := jterms ∪ JTERMS[i]
11: end if
12: end for
13: for i := 1 to |jterms| do
14: J := TEXTJOIN (J, jterms[i], count)
15: end for
16: return J
17: end procedure

Figure 5.12: RELTEX.JOIN Algorithm

1: procedure UPDATEJOIN(J, JTERMS[∗], count)
2: T := φ
3: for j := 1 to |J | do
4: t := JOININGTABLE (JTERMS[∗])
5: q := SELECT (t, CONDITIONS (t) ∪ KEYS (t, J [j]))
6: if (|q| > 0 ∧ INSCORERANGE (q[1], JTERMS[∗])) then
7: T := T ∪ MERGETUPLES (J [j], q[1], JTERMS[∗], count)
8: end if
9: end for

10: return T
11: end procedure

Figure 5.13: UPDATEJOIN Algorithm
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The operation examples provided in this section not only have the same intention that
the RELTEX database operations explained in sections 3.2.5 and 4.5, but are actual source
code excerpts of their implementation. To ease comparison with the model and protocol
operations, this section mirrors the structure of previous example sections, replacing the SQL-
like operation syntax and HTTP method requests with the operations of the programmatic
data access API24.

These examples are part of a larger suite of test cases that establish the correct imple-
mentation of the RELTEX model specification (see Section 5.1.1.2) and assume the sample
schema properties introduced in Section 3.2.4. In this section, the operations are obtained
from a DSConnection instance implemented over the RELTEX protocol, such as the one
shown in Listing 5.1.6.

First, we exemplify the CREATE TABLE operation by defining the “RESUME” relation:

CreateTable createTable = dsc.getCreateTable("RESUME");
createTable.addColumnAsKey("RID", "INT");
createTable.addColumn("CDATE", "DATE");
createTable.addColumn("NOTES", "VARCHAR(500)");
createTable.addField("RNAME", IRField.STRING, IRField.TEXT);
createTable.addField("RDESC", IRField.STRING, IRField.TEXT);
createTable.addField("LDATE", IRField.DATE);
createTable.addExtensions(IRField.STRING, IRField.TEXT, 1.0, true);
boolean ok = createTable.execute();

When the execute method of the previous operation returns true, a table informa-
tion object for a “RESUME” table has been created in the schema database. The operation
RETRIEVE TABLE RESUME; would consequently return:

TABLE RESUME (
RID INT PRIMARY,
CDATE DATE,
NOTES VARCHAR(500),
RNAME TEXT TEXT X1.0 STANDARD STANDARD,
RDESC TEXT TEXT X1.0 STANDARD STANDARD,
LDATE DATE TEXT X1.0 STANDARD STANDARD,
EXTENSION_FIELDS TEXT TEXT X1.0 APPENDABLE STANDARD STANDARD,

);

Were the previous table definition follows the notation convention introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2.4 to denote a table information object. In this case, the object for table “RESUME”
contains columns RID, CDATE and NOTES; fields RNAME, RDESC and LDATE; and al-
lows appendable extensions (e.g. “LANGS” could contain the languages associated with the
resume, “SKILL” could be used to record an unusual skill). A more detailed explanation of
schema properties is provided in tables 3.6 and 3.8. It is worth mentioning that the RELTEX
prototype replaces the “*” name element of extension fields with “EXTENSION_FIELDS”.

However, the RETRIEVE TABLE OPERATION; is not specifically defined by the data
access API, but provided through the DSMetaData interface (the previous table object list-
ing was obtaining from the CreateTable operation toString() method, which in turn

24As for responses of operations, the reader will be referred to tables in Section 3.2.5, since those results were
obtained by printing QueryResult objects as LATEX tables.
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calls getTableObject().getSQLCreateStatement(), see Section 5.1.2.1). A
close approximation to the retrieve table operation is obtaining through the following pro-
cedure:

DSMetaData meta = dsc.getDSMetaData();
DSTable table = meta.getTable("RESUME");

Next, we exemplify the ALTER TABLE DROP operation by removing the NOTES col-
umn:

DropTable dropTable = dsc.getDropTable("RESUME");
dropTable.addColumn("NOTES");
ok = dropTable.execute();

When true, the previous operation would indicate that the “NOTES”column has been
removed from sdb(RESUME) and that the data satisfies the new schema constraints (i.e. that
the column “NOTES” has been removed from the database along with its associated values).

We complete our sample schema by creating the “EMPLOYEE” and “PROJECT” tables
as follows:

createTable = dsc.getCreateTable("EMPLOYEE");
createTable.addColumnAsKey("EID", "INT");
createTable.addColumn("ENAME", "VARCHAR(160)");
createTable.addColumn("TITLE", "VARCHAR(255)");
createTable.addColumn("PID", "INT");
ok = createTable.execute();

createTable = dsc.getCreateTable("PROJECT);
createTable.addColumnAsKey("PID", "INT");
createTable.addColumn("SDATE", "DATE");
createTable.addColumn("EDATE", "DATE");
createTable.addColumn("STATUS", "VARCHAR(30)");
createTable.addField("PNAME", IRField.STRING, IRField.TEXT);
createTable.addField("PDESC", IRField.STRING, IRField.TEXT);
ok = createTable.execute();

Assuming that all operations have been successful, we now exemplify data operations,
beginning with the SELECT operation:

Select select = dsc.getSelect("RESUME");
select.column("RID");
select.column("CDATE");
select.field("RNAME");
select.field("RDESC");
select.field("LDATE");
select.extension("*");
select.orderBy("RID", "ASC");
QueryResult qr = select.execute();

where the “*”, used within a column and/or field target list, is a syntax shorthand to
denote retrieval of all extensions (see Section 3.2.5). Thus, the previous query would return
the tuples shown in Table 3.11.

To introduce the sample data used for the “EMPLOYEE” table, we can use the following
query:
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select = dsc.getSelect("EMPLOYEE");
select.column("EID");
select.column("ENAME");
select.column("TITLE");
select.column("PID");
select.orderBy("EID", "ASC");
qr = select.execute();

which produces the answer shown in Table 3.12.
We proceed to annotate a tuple in the “RESUME” table with the following UPDATE

operations:

Update update = dsc.getUpdate("RESUME");
update.value("SKILL", "Kenning");
update.where("RID", "=", 3);
qr = update.execute();

update = dsc.getUpdate("RESUME");
update.value("SKILL", "Fishing");
update.where("RID", "=", 3);
qr = update.execute();

Each of the previous UPDATE operations returns a count of the updated tuples (see Ta-
ble 3.13 in Section 3.2.5). In the remainder of this section, all data manipulation affect at
most one record and are assumed successful, thus presenting an answer equivalent to the
result shown in Table 3.13.

It is also worth noting that although both updates affect an extension field in the same
tuple, the extension field allows for appendable values and thus the second operation adds to
the effect of the first, rather than replacing the value as in the traditional semantics of SQL
UPDATE statements (see Section 3.2.3 for UPDATE semantics and Table 3.8 for appendable
field semantics).

Since our sample “RESUME” table keeps track of applicant and employee resumes, and
the resume ID (RID) key of the updated tuple is not present in the “EMPLOYEE” table (i.e.
under the EID column), the previous operations effectively annotate an applicant’s resume
(as described in the motivating scenario in Section 2.5). Under the same considerations, we
could hire an applicant by creating a record in the “EMPLOYEE” table with the applicant’s
resume ID, for example with the operation:

Insert insert = dsc.getInsert("EMPLOYEE");
insert.value("EID", 3);
insert.value("ENAME", "Sif");
insert.value("TITLE", "Novelist");
insert.value("PID", 40);
qr = insert.execute();

Having retrieved, updated and created data, we exemplify data deletion with the following
operation:

Delete delete = dsc.getDelete("RESUME");
delete.where("RID", "=", 23);
qr = delete.execute();
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which stands for the deletion of an applicant’s resume (since the ID deleted does not have
an entry in the “EMPLOYEE” table).

The results of manipulating data of the RESUME and EMPLOYEE tables are shown in
tables 3.14 and 3.15.

We now proceed to exemplify more complex data retrieval operations featuring arithmetic
comparison and textual similarity conditions. We begin with the the following query:

select = dsc.getSelect("RESUME");
select.from("EMPLOYEE");
select.column("RID");
select.field("RNAME");
select.column("EMPLOYEE.TITLE");
select.column("EMPLOYEE.PID");
select.join("RESUME.RID", "EMPLOYEE.EID");
select.orderBy("RID", "ASC");
qr = select.execute();

that denotes an implicit join between the RESUME and EMPLOYEE tables where the
RID and EID columns are equal. Colloquially, this query stands for “the resume ID (RID),
applicant name (RNAME), title (TITLE) and project ID (PID) of all employees.” The result
of the join is shown in Table 3.16.

Joins can also be specified over textual similarity matches, such as in the following query:

select = dsc.getSelect("RESUME");
select.from("PROJECT");
select.column("RID");
select.field("RNAME");
select.column("PROJECT.PID");
select.field("PROJECT.PNAME");
select.matchJoin("RESUME.RDESC", "[~1,1,0]", "PROJECT.PDESC");
select.orderBy("RID", "ASC");
qr = select.execute();

where a textual similarity join between a resume’s full-text content (RDESC) and a
project’s description (PDESC) is requested. The textual similarity match operator is pre-
sented in extended form [∼1,1,0] to denote the first, and with the highest similarity
score, match found. The query answer contains the resume ID (RID), the applicant’s name
(RNAME), and the name and ID of the project (PNAME and PID, respectively) of the project
which description has been found the most similar to the applicant’s resume. A similar query
has been introduced in narrative form in the motivating scenario in Section 2.5, and collo-
quially stands for the question “what is the project most similar to an applicant’s resume?”
Table 3.17 shows the result of such a query.

Textual similarity joins and arithmetic join conditions can be combined, as exemplified in
the query:

select = dsc.getSelect("RESUME");
select.from("EMPLOYEE");
select.from("PROJECT");
select.column("RID");
select.field("RNAME");
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select.column("EMPLOYEE.TITLE");
select.column("EMPLOYEE.PID");
select.field("PROJECT.PNAME");
select.where("PROJECT.PID", "=", 40);
select.join("RESUME.RID", "EMPLOYEE.EID");
select.matchJoin("RESUME.RDESC", "[~1,*,0]", "PROJECT.PDESC");
select.orderBy("RID", "ASC");
qr = select.execute();

that colloquially stands for “given a project (e.g. project No. 40), find all employees with
a resume that is similar to the project’s description, sorted in ascending order of resume No.
(i.e. RID).” Such a query could be used to find the employees that are more likely to have
the profile required by a recently started project. On a closer inspection of the query, the
similarity operator is expressed in its extended for to request all matches found. The results
of this query are shown in Table 3.18.

Textual similarity matches can be used on its own to retrieve data items (as in the doc-
ument collection model characteristic of information retrieval, see sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2).
For example, we could request the projects that are textually similar to the similarity query
“Kenning && Fishing” (assuming that the querying function associated to the “PROJECT”
table recognizes ‘&&’ as the AND boolean operator), with the following operation:

select = dsc.getSelect("PROJECT");
select.column("PID");
select.field("PNAME");
select.score("PDESC");
select.match("PDESC", "[~1,*,0]", "Kenning && Fishing");
select.orderBy("PID", "ASC");
qr = select.execute();

where the similarity operation is shown in extended form denoting all matches found.
The results of such query are shown in Table 3.19. Note that the scores associated to the
similarity match between the field “PDESC” and the query are shown as values for the score
literal “PDESC∼”, as defined by RELTEX calculus (see Section 3.2.1).

To illustrate the role that the transformation function satisfy (db, sdb) plays in relating
schema definitions with data items, we present the following ALTER TABLE ADD opera-
tion:

AlterTable alterTable = dsc.getAlterTable("RESUME");
alterTable.addField("LANGS");
ok = alterTable.execute()

that adds a “LANGS” field to the “RESUME” table. Since “LANGS” extension fields
preceded the operation, the satisfy (db, sdb) function could index previously existent data
according to the text analysis function of the new field definition, as shown in Table 3.20,
corresponding to the query:

select = dsc.getSelect("RESUME");
select.column("RID");
select.column("CDATE");
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select.field("RNAME");
select.field("RDESC");
select.field("LDATE");
select.field("LANGS");
select.extension("*");
select.orderBy("RID", "ASC");
qr = select.execute();

As shown in Table 3.20, the implementation on which the examples were run preserves
previous extension field values into newly created fields, yet supports fields to be “NULL”
(i.e. absent from a particular document at the physical level).

Finally, we complete our schema manipulation examples with a DROP TABLE operation
that, if successful, would remove the “RESUME” table from the database:

DropTable dropTable = dsc.getDropTable("RESUME");
ok = dropTable.execute();

5.1.2.4 Text Analysis Functions

The querying and indexing text analysis functions considered by the RELTEX store proto-
type are shown in Table 5.9. Table 5.9 shows a short name for the analysis function under
the “Name” column and a long name corresponding to the function’s implementation class
(“Description” column). In general, the following types of analysis functions are identified:

• Lexicographic analysis functions included in the underlying IR tool (i.e. Apache
Lucene), including:

– “simple”. It divides text at nonletters, lowercasing resulting tokens.
– “standard” (a.k.a. “default”, “english”). Divides text after a grammar that recog-

nizes e-mail addresses, acronyms, alphanumerics, etc. while lowercasing text and
removing (english) stop words.

– “stopword”. It divides text at nonletters, lowercases and removes (english) stop
words.

– “whitespace”. It splits text into tokens (i.e. “terms”) at whitespace.

• Language analysis functions included in the IR tool. There functions
have a description composed of a language name prefixed with the
“org.apache.lucene.analysis” package name.

• A RELTEX prototype custom implementation of language analysis functions us-
ing the implementation of (Porter, 2001)’s Snowball stemming algorithm in-
cluded in the IR tool, coupled with the stop word lists available at Porter
& Boulton’s “Snowball” Web site25. These functions are prefixed with the a
“com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis” package name.

• A special purpose “keyword” analyzer for querying and indexing key values. The
keyword analyzer in fact bypasses the text analysis and treats keyword values as a
single string (Gospodnetić and Hatcher, 2005; pp. 121–125). The keyword analyzer
has a crucial role in the RELTEX store prototype implementation since it enables the

25Snowball, http://snowball.tartarus.org/
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use of key values to merge tuples physically split between an IR tool and a relational
database (see Section 5.1).

Name Description
“brazilian” org.apache.lucene.analysis.br.BrazilianAnalyzer
“chinese” org.apache.lucene.analysis.cn.ChineseAnalyzer
“cjk” org.apache.lucene.analysis.cjk.CJKAnalyzer
“czech” org.apache.lucene.analysis.cz.CzechAnalyzer
“danish” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.DanishStemmer
“default” org.apache.lucene.analysis.standard.StandardAnalyzer
“dutch” org.apache.lucene.analysis.nl.DutchAnalyzer
“dutch-stemmer” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.DutchStemmer
“english” org.apache.lucene.analysis.standard.StandardAnalyzer
“english-stemmer” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.EnglishStemmer
“finnish” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.FinnishStemmer
“french” org.apache.lucene.analysis.fr.FrenchAnalyzer
“french-stemmer” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.FrenchStemmer
“german” org.apache.lucene.analysis.de.GermanAnalyzer
“german-stemmer” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.GermanStemmer
“german2-stemmer” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.German2Stemmer
“greek” org.apache.lucene.analysis.el.GreekAnalyzer
“italian” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.ItalianStemmer
“keyword” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.KeywordAnalyzer
“norwegian” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.NorwegianStemmer
“portuguese” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.PortugueseStemmer
“russian” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.RussianStemmer
“simple” org.apache.lucene.analysis.SimpleAnalyzer
“spanish” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.SpanishStemmer
“standard” org.apache.lucene.analysis.standard.StandardAnalyzer
“stopword” org.apache.lucene.analysis.StopAnalyzer
“swedish” com.enidworks.lobsterette.dsapi.gqd.analysis.SwedishStemmer
“whitespace” org.apache.lucene.analysis.WhitespaceAnalyzer

Table 5.9: Text Analysis Functions

5.2 Sample Applications
Current application trends call for merger of structured, unstructured and semistructured
data (Blakeley et al., 2006; Abiteboul et al., 2005; Gray, 2004). To illustrate the benefits of
the RELTEX data model, which jointly supports structured and unstructured data, we explain
the impact it could cause in the design of several representative applications that consider a
combination of structured, unstructured and semistructured data. In particular we comment
on a Human Resource Management System, a Digital Library and a Web Log Analysis tool
in the remainder of this section.

5.2.1 Human Resource Administration System
A Human Resource Administration System (HRA for short) system records job employee
portfolios comprising (a) demographic and address data, (b) training and development,
(c) competencies (capabilities and skills) and (d) competency evidences (e.g. past project
deliverables in the case of employees) among other information. HRAs usually record em-
ployee portfolios in order to relate them to employee compensation and project assignment26

26We thank Jose Aldana from TAE IT (http://www.taeit.com/) for sharing his experiences with HRA system
design.
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Since HRAs are typically deployed on top of relational databases, employee resumes are
stored using several tables sharing a common ID. For example, the following tables (partially
declared using an SQL-like syntax) could be used to store employee portfolios:

RESUME(RID INT, LANGUAGE TEXT, ...)
PROFILE(RID INT, DESCRIPTION TEXT, ...)
COURSES(RID INT, NAME TEXT, INSTITUTION TEXT, ...)
ACTIVITY(RID INT, PLATFORM TEXT, LINE TEXT, ...)
TOOLS(RID INT, NAME TEXT, DESCRIPTION TEXT, ...)
TECHNICAL_SKILLS(RID INT, NAME TEXT, ...)
EDUCATION(RID INT, DEGREE TEXT, INSTITUTION TEXT, ...)
LANGUAGES(RID INT, NAME TEXT, PROFICIENCY TEXT, ...)

Even without going into further detail of the data model, it is clear that querying the
previous schema would require substantial effort to produce meaningful results since each
table holds a piece of an employee’s portfolio.

If the same system were designed over the RELTEX model, a textual projection of the
portfolio could be stored as a single field (in addition to the previous entities, rather than
replacing them) to support natural “about” queries over employee information.

Along the present document, we have actually provided a motivating scenario in the con-
text of an HRA (see Section 2.5), and have provided query examples applicable to the HRA
context in sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3. The examples also show that, in addition to adding
support for unstructured keyword queries, the RELTEX model would allow the annotation of
employee portfolio information.

Besides providing increased modeling flexibility by adopting the RELTEX model, the
provision of schema manipulation operations enable bottom-up and top-down design of the
system (Albano and Orsini, 1980). An HRA adopting the RELTEX protocol would allow
both design approaches to take the Web environment into consideration, as illustrated in the
motivating scenario.

5.2.2 Digital Library
A digital library can be conceptualized as a collection of services built around digital ob-
jects (Moriarty et al., 2001). Digital library services traditionally include document submis-
sion, full-text and metadata indexing and document search and retrieval. Digital libraries
are composed of digital objects (e.g. documents, technical reports, movies) of several media
types (e.g. text, audio, images, video) (Allen, 1998). A digital object has one or more bi-
nary representations (e.g. file formats) and has associated metadata that contains information
about the object. The objects of a digital library reside in a digital object store. Digital object
stores can be implemented atop IR tools, databases with large objects, file systems and/or
digital object repositories (see Figure 1.1).

If we were to implement a digital object store atop a database system with full-text sup-
port we would require elaborate data modeling to represent unstructured information since
database vendor extensions to integrate unstructured search to their products still treat un-
structured text as structured data (Alonso, 2005; Gulutzan, 2004; Hamilton and Nayak, 2001).

Let us assume the case of a digital library for digital documents (e.g. word processor
files, spreadsheets). We would like to store the document’s binary formats annotate them with
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Figure 5.14: PDLib Overview

metadata (e.g. labels). In addition, we would like to index the text projection of the document
contents and retrieve documents using either keyword queries (unstructured search) or typed
queries (e.g. all documents more recent than a date). We would also like to browse documents
under a hierarchical structure of collections containing documents.

Using a relational model with support for a full-text datatype, we would require at least
the following tables to fulfill these requirements:

1. FULL-TEXT-CONTENT-INDEX. To index the text projection of document contents
2. FULL-TEXT-METADATA-INDEX. To index full-text metadata associated with docu-

ments.
3. METADATA-INDEX. To index typed metadata associated with documents.
4. COLLECTIONS. To provide some collection structure over documents.

The previous tables would have to be supplemented with elaborate modeling such as refer-
ences from indexes to documents, references from metadata to documents, etc.

If the same system were designed over the RELTEX model, the design could be simplified
to a single table:

1. DOCUMENTS. To index the text projection, full-text metadata, and typed metadata of
document contents. In addition, a field could be used to denote a collection path.

5.2.2.1 Case Study: PDLib’s Architecture

We have previously mentioned that the storage of the PDLib system (Alvarez-Cavazos et al.,
2005) has been built on top of a database access API with support for full-text queries (see
Section 5.1.2.1). In the remainder of this section, we illustrate how can the RELTEX model
and the RELTEX store can contribute to PDLib’s architecture. For this purpose, we present
the architecture of PDLib with support of Figure 5.14—an overview of PDLib—and Fig-
ure 5.15—its detailed architecture.

As shown in Figure 5.14, PDLib is composed of three layers:
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1. Client Tier. Includes the variety of devices with which a user can interact with PDLib;
2. Server Tier. Shows the server system infrastructure that provide services to clients:

(a) Data Server, (b) Mobile Connection Middlware (MCM) and (c) Web Front-end.
3. Interoperability Tier. Includes other (PDLib) data servers and OAI-PMH OAI (2004)

compliant digital library systems.

The devices of the client tier communicate with the server tier to access digital library ser-
vices. The access type of the client tier with the server tier varies according to the client
device’s capabilities. The architecture of PDLib reflects the following access types:

• Middleware Access. Supports mobile devices, especially those with limited computing
resources (e.g. HTTP-enabled mobile phones, PDA);

• Web Access. Provides HTTP-access to any device that includes a Web browser (e.g.
WML/HTML microbrowser-enabled mobile phones); and

• Direct Access. Applications with very particular requirements can access the data
server directly. This access type provides maximum functionality to devices without
considerable computing resource limitations (e.g. laptops, desktops).

Figure 5.15: PDLib Architecture

The following sections focus on the architecture of the data server component of PDLib
from a component-based, data-based, and function-based perspectives. In each section, an
introduction to the current architecture of PDLib’s data server is presented and followed with
a variant that considers the RELTEX model or the RELTEX store prototype, as applicable.

Component-based Architecture

The data server provides the services of a personal digital library, stores personal digital
library data and supports interoperability via the OAI-PMH OAI (2004). The data server
provides the following functionality:
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• Personal Library Services. The data server offers creation, retrieval, update and dele-
tion operations over the library objects stored in the personal data storage (collections,
documents and metadata). The data server also provides services to copy and move
documents or collections, search for documents in a personal library, send documents
to the personal library of other users, email documents to any user with an email ac-
count, perform document format conversion, change collection metadata sets, edit doc-
ument metadata and grant or revoke permission rights over personal library content.

• Personal Data Storage. It provides structured storage with scalable information re-
trieval capabilities for personal digital libraries. The current implementation of PDLib
uses a database with full-text indexes to store both structured and unstructured content,
and thus is restricted by the rigid structure of the relational model and by the limited
features of DBMS’s full-text indexes (see Section 3.3.1). By adopting the RELTEX
store prototype, an information retrieval (IR) tool (a.k.a. search engine) will be used
to index personal digital library content and a database will be used to store the ob-
jects of the personal digital libraries. This is a particularly important requirement in
PDLib since it requires a structured model to represent personal library objects and the
relations among them, besides the unstructured model assumed by most digital library
systems (Gonçalves et al., 2004). The IR tool indices allow fast random access to words
within the indexed content and are used to find information stored in the database. The
usage of a text search engine and a database in the data server permits the combined
use of “about” queries and structured queries to support the hierarchical classification
of personal library content. The hierarchical classification can greatly improves query
performance since it allows queries to be specified against documents contained in indi-
vidual collections with or without the inclusion of their nested collections to the scope
of the query.

• Communication Backbone. Establishes a communication backbone with other data
servers.

• OAI-PMH Support. The data server exposes the metadata of the personal digital
library documents via the OAI-PMH OAI (2004). In addition, the data server harvests
metadata of other OAI-PMH compliant library systems to provide users with a subset
of the personal digital library services to interact with other (OAI-PMH compliant)
library systems.

It is also worth noting that Figure 5.15 shows the RELTEX store prototype integrated with
the data server’s implementation. This configuration would be true if the PDLib functions
(described in the following sections) access the RELTEX store operations through its pro-
grammatic data access API (see sections 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.3). However, since the RELTEX
store also features a Web protocol interface (i.e. the RELTEX protocol, see Chapter 4 and
Section 4.5), an embedded configuration of the RELTEX store is not the only alternative,
since the data server could opt instead to communicate to a remote RELTEX store through
the Web over the RELTEX protocol.

Data-based Architecture

PDLib’s data model is shown in Figure 5.16 as a simplified entity-relationship diagrama.
Figure 5.16 establishes that a library contains one or more collections. A collection con-
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Figure 5.16: Personal Digital Library Data Model

tains documents or more collections and is associated with a metadata set. The metadata
set is composed by one or more metadata definitions. A metadata set is the metadata of
the document metadata (e.g. name=“Author”, type=“Text” and name=“Title”, type=“Text”).
The document metadata is the metadata of a particular document (e.g. name=“Author”,
value=“S. Sturluson” and name=“Title”, value=“Prose Edda”). The fields that compose doc-
ument metadata are determined by the metadata set of the collection. The metadata set of
a collection defaults to the metadata set of the parent collection and can be redefined by the
user on a per collection basis. Both collections and documents have an associated permission.

Permissions are particularized in the following access rights: (a) Personal (or private).
Access is restricted to the library’s owner; and (b) Shared (or public). Other users are granted
full access to documents and collections. Permission access rights associated with documents
contained in a collection defaults to the permission access right associated with their parent
collection.

A document can have one or more document formats. A document format consists
of a format identifier and binary data according to a document file type. For example, let’s
suppose we have an e-book titled “20,000 Leagues Under The Sea” in the following file
types: plain text, Adobe’s Portable Document Format and PostScript. These formats could
be identified with “txt”, “pdf ” and “ps” tags, respectively.

As it can be appreciated, the data model of the PDLib system corresponds to the case
of a digital library built on top of a relational model with support for a full-text datatype.
Consequently, by adopting the RELTEX model, PDLib could simplify its data model by re-
placing the “Collection”, “Metadata Set”, “Document Metadata” and “Documents” relational
tables, shown in Figure 5.16, with a single “DOCUMENTS” RELTEX table, as previously
explained in Section 5.2.2, to index the textual projection of document contents, document
full-text or typed metadata, and the path of the collection containing the document.

Function-based Architecture

As mentioned in the introduction of Section 5.2.2, library services are built around personal
digital library objects. The data server functions support the services provided by PDLib’s
personal digital libraries. These functions are shown in Table 5.10.

The services provided by a personal digital library are:

• CRUD Operations. Creation, Retrieval, Update and Deletion (CRUD for short) op-
erations to manage library, collection, document, document format and metadata set
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Personal Digital Library (PDLib)
Objects Services

Library
(a) Creation, (b) Retrieval, (c) Update and (d) Deletion.

Collection
(a) Creation, (b) Retrieval, (c) Update, (d) Deletion, (e) Copy and (f) Move.

Document
(a) Submission, (b) Retrieval, (c) Update, (d) Deletion, (e) Send, (f) Search,
(g) Email, (h) Copy and (i) Move.

Document Format
(a) Submission, (b) Retrieval, (c) Update, (d) Deletion and (e) Conversion.

Metadata Set
(a) Creation, (b) Retrieval, (c) Update, (d) Deletion and
(e) Get/Set Collection Metadata Set.

Document Metadata
(a) Update Document Metadata.

Permission
(a) Get/Set Collection Permission and (b) Get/Set Document Permission.

Table 5.10: Personal Digital Library Services

objects. In the case of document objects, the creation operation is the document’s sub-
mission to the personal digital library.

• Copy/Move Documents or Collections. Copy and Move operations are provided to
duplicate or relocate document and collection objects within the hierarchical structure
of the personal digital library.

• Document Search. Boolean search and ranked search of documents according to their
full-text content and/or associated metadata. The following variants of the search op-
eration have been defined:

– Basic Search. Returns documents according to a search expression.
– Advanced Search. Returns documents according to several metadata-specific

search expressions.
– Full-Text Search. Returns documents according to their textual contents.
– Recursive Search. The search scope is performed in all the collection hierarchy.
– Multi-Library Search. The search scope includes libraries from other users or

other digital library systems.

• Send Document. Sends a document to the personal digital library of another user.
Document metadata and, optionally, document formats are sent as well.

• Email Document. Sends document and metadata via email to any user with an email
account.

• Document Format Conversion. Perform document format conversion (e.g. plain text
document from a PDF document, a PNG image from a JPEG image).

• Get/Set Collection Metadata Set. Retrieve the metadata set of a given collection or
assign a metadata set to a collection.

• Update Document Metadata. Updates document metadata first provided at document
submission (i.e. creation of the document).

• Get/Set Document or Collection Permissions. Allow the user to grant/revoke per-
mission rights to other users to her/his personal documents and collections.
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In summary, PDLib’s personal digital libraries are composed of collections. Collections con-
tain, in turn, other collections and/or documents. Users can interact with personal digital li-
braries by creating and deleting collections and moving, copying or downloading documents,
for example. In addition, users can define the metadata set that will be used to describe
the contents of each collection. The sum of these interaction operations allow the user to
individualize/customize the digital library as desired.

Since the data server functions (and by extension, PDLib’s services) operate on
conceptual-level entities (i.e. the digital library objects), and the RELTEX model is a logical-
level solution, its inclusion within the data server would not change the services exposed to
other PDLib subsystems. Nonetheless, the implementation of the data server functions, that
mediate between conceptual library objects and their physical storage in a database, would
require some adjustments to leverage the RELTEX store. Since the data server functions al-
ready consider a data access API similar to the programmatic API exposed by the RELTEX
store (see Section 5.1.2.1), these changes are expected to range from minor syntactical adjust-
ments to mount the data server atop the RELTEX store; to a complete rewriting of selected
functions to model digital library objects using RELTEX tables rather than just relational
tables (see Section 5.2.2).

5.2.3 Web Log Analysis
Web log analysis is the process of parsing Web server log files to obtain who, when and how
information about Web server visits27. Since log files often grow rapidly to large size, effi-
cient handling and querying of large data sets is a crucial design component of log analyzer
software.

Due to a haphazard user requirement, the RELTEX store prototype has been used to query
log file information. The log file in question had over 1, 300, 000 entries, and the user wanted
to obtain the Web form-entered emails related to a particular Web page. After inspecting the
log file with the user, the following schema was devised to store log file entries:

PHRONESIS_LOG(ID INT, LOG_TIME_C TIMESTAMP; LOG_TIME DATE, TYPE TEXT,
CLIENT TEXT, DESCRIPTION TEXT, ALL TEXT)

The RELTEX store was deployed on a dual processor Compaq ProLiant ML370 G3 server
based on the Intel R© XeonTM ×2 3.05GHz processor platform, with 3GB of RAM (of which
64MB are reserved for the execution of the RELTEX store). Loading the log file into the
RELTEX store took close to 30 hours, which amounts for approximately an average of 12
record insertions per second.

A posterior optimization of the underlying IR tool indexes (i.e. an index rebuild for
optimal retrieval times) took close to 3 minutes. Index optimization is an automatic process
performed by the RELTEX store every time it is launched, applied only to indexes requiring
it.

After the optimization, processing times of queries to the log file information varied from
5 seconds over structured columns to sub-second times over unstructured fields.

27http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_log_analysis_software
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The experiment was considered successful, since, having loaded the log file into the REL-
TEX table, interactive queries to the RELTEX store through a Web browser (via the RELTEX
protocol) provided the desired information in a matter of minutes. For reference purposes,
the URL that returned the desired information was:

https://newton.mty.itesm.mx:8443/lobster/data/PHRONESIS_LOG/-/
ID/ALL/ALL~/-/
ALL[~1,*,0]phronesis && download-manager && referer
+showDownloads.cgi && -retrieveList.cgi/

It is also worth noting that the previous query URL denotes the use of a secure
HTTPS/TLS communication channel. This is possible because the RELTEX store prototype
implements the security approach presented in Section 4.6 (and thus, also demonstrating the
feasibility of secure access to data on the Web over the RELTEX protocol).

5.3 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a reference architecture for a RELTEX store from a component-
based and a function-based perspective, supplementing the data-based description already
implied by the RELTEX model.

The RELTEX store prototype follows a loosely coupled architecture of an IR tool with a
database system. This architecture has been validated by the means of a software prototype
implementation (i.e. the RELTEX store prototype) in the Java SE platform version “1.6.0_-
02”. We expect that the reference architecture presented herein simplifies the implementation
of RELTEX stores and/or RELTEX protocol interfaces.

Under the component-based approach, components of the RELTEX stored have been
identified. Component interaction has been described with the inclusion of an execution
sequence for both data operations and schema operations. Next, the chosen implementation
platform and related technologies are presented. In addition, LOC-derived statistics, such
as component sizes, are also provided. Perhaps more important from a research perspective
since test code is inherently related to research repeatability, an analysis of the unit tests
used to measure compliance between the implementation and the RELTEX specification was
presented.

From the function-based perspective, the following function groups were identified and
explained: (a) A programmatic data access API for structured and unstructured data com-
pliant with the RELTEX model; (b) query decomposition and merger of result procedures;
(c) sample operations that exercise the programmatic API of the RELTEX store prototype;
and (d) the text analysis functions, both querying and indexing, considered by the RELTEX
store prototype.

Experiences with a structured subset of the data access API in Academia and Industry are
presented. From a practical perspective, the benefits that the data access API for structured
and unstructured data provide to data-intensive applications are straightforward: the API
would ease the addition of state of the art information retrieval features, such as multiple
language support, text stemming, and even support for semistructured data items by coupling
structured data items (e.g. database tuples) with fielded text documents.
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Taking this idea one step further, the RELTEX store prototype has translated the data
access API into the RELTEX protocol by mapping the API operations to HTTP methods.
The Web protocol’s design and the formal definition of the integrated model and its data
manipulation operations have already been published in (Alvarez-Cavazos et al., 2007). We
believe that an HTTP version of the data access API, could become an interesting approach
for data management to leverage the ubiquity of the Web.

Feasibility of the RELTEX model has been demonstrated in this dissertation by including
the output of running data and schema description and manipulation operations of the data
access API of the prototype RELTEX store through the RELTEX protocol. Unit tests also
demonstrate that the protocol conveys the same functionality as a local programmatic data
access API.

After presenting the RELTEX store architecture, design benefits of the RELTEX model
(and its implementation) are illustrated in terms of Human Resource Management System, a
Digital Library and Web Log Analysis applications.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

The central conclusion and contribution of this dissertation is a technique to store, search,
transport and update unstructured and structured information for Web or intranet-based envi-
ronments: the RELTEX protocol.

The RELTEX protocol is valuable both from a research and a practical perspective since
it addresses the recent call to enable “cross-enterprise” communication and data co-existence
made by researchers and practitioners (Halevy et al., 2006; Bosworth, 2005b,a; Gray, 2004).

This dissertation’s specific objectives: (a) to describe an integrated model for structured
and unstructured data sources and (b) to present a protocol for manipulating structured and
unstructured data on Web or intranet-based environments, were achieved with the definition
of the RELTEX model (Chapter 3) and protocol (Chapter 4), respectively.

The RELTEX protocol is built on top of the formally-defined RELTEX data model
and calculus (Alvarez-Cavazos et al., 2007). The RELTEX protocol and model have been
proven feasible by means of a proof-of-concept prototype implementation: the RELTEX
store (Chapter 5). A reference architecture of the RELTEX store has been provided in terms
of components, functions and data model. Compliance between the RELTEX protocol and
data model with the prototype implementation is demonstrated through a representative set
of unit tests, a subset of which are included in the present document to exemplify data and
schema description and manipulation operations, departing from a motivating scenario—
at the conceptual (calculus), communication (protocol) and implementation levels. Besides
proving feasibility, unit tests provide an effective measure of research repeatability.

Towards its research objectives, this dissertation has considered: (a) data integration chal-
lenges, such as conciliating retrieval of unstructured and structured data within a single access
mechanism, being a programmatic data access API or a Web protocol; (b) the open research
topic of the federation of data via Web services, where assessment criteria had to be proposed
to provide a notion of “goodness”, “rightness” (or, at least “completeness”).

After these considerations, a comparative assessment of the RELTEX model and protocol
against related techniques has been carried out.

An equivalence mapping RELTEX between the relational structured model and the docu-
ment collection model characteristic of information retrieval has been provided and suggests
wide range of applicability for RELTEX. Besides demonstrating the value, through wide ap-
plicability, of the RELTEX model, a categorization space indicating applicability in function
of a model’s data domain and schema flexibility or regularity has differentiated RELTEX
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from other models as a logical-level, set-based model, with the following novel characteris-
tics: (a) It targets the structured and unstructured domains, allowing data to be modeled in
either or both domains, without requiring to recast of data into a semistructured model (i.e.
an XML document); (b) it supports, through its associated calculus, declarative querying that
combines unstructured search with structured schematized retrieval; (c) it supports flexibil-
ity and regularity of schema structure, by providing a common schema for data items with
idiosyncratic schema; and (d) it supports evolution of schema structure, through schema ma-
nipulation operations that allow the transition of data between the structured and unstructured
domains.

On the other hand, while the RELTEX protocol builds on the RELTEX model’s novelty
and value, a comparison with other techniques for data access and storage in the Web further
distinguishes the RELTEX protocol since (a) it supports structured and unstructured data
manipulation and retrieval, (b) it offers operations to describe and manipulate both common
and idiosyncratic schema of data items and (c) it directly federates data items to the Web over
a compound key; traits which no other reviewed technique provides.

The flexibility and wide applicability potential of the RELTEX model and the effective-
ness of the RELTEX protocol contribute towards the data modeling and basic querying chal-
lenge of dataspaces, which in turn addresses the grand goal of increasing the Information
Utility of the Web for individual and enterprise applications. In particular the main contribu-
tions of this dissertation are:

1. A RESTful Web service protocol for the integration of unstructured, structured or semi-
structured sources to the Web, addressing research questions for Web service design
issued by Bosworth (2005b,a); Gray (2004), namely: the RELTEX protocol, which
answers Hypothesis 3 of this dissertation (see Section 1.1 in page 7 for the hypothesis
list).

2. Integration of unstructured and structured data under the RELTEX data model to pro-
vide the database community with insight on data models for semistructured informa-
tion and its suitability for Web environments, as requested by Abiteboul et al. (2005);
Bosworth (2005b,a); Gray (2004). The RELTEX data model answers Hypothesis 1 of
this dissertation.

3. An extension of tuple relational calculus to encompass data operations on structured,
unstructured and semistructured data sources, thus contributing to the theoretical foun-
dations challenge of the dataspace abstraction (Franklin et al., 2005).

4. Efficient query decomposition and merger of result procedures between the RELTEX
semistructured data model and an underlying integration of an IR tool with a relational
database, a key challenge for unifying unstructured and unstructured retrieval to real-
ize the abstraction of an index for textual and typed data (Gray, 2004; Raghavan and
Garcia-Molina, 2001). Thus also contributing to the data storage and indexing chal-
lenge of the dataspace abstraction (Franklin et al., 2005).

These contributions translate to the following technical innovations addressing the call
by Bosworth (2005a) for database technology to learn from the Web (Bosworth, 2005b):

1. RELTEX, a semistructured data model for the Web, supporting: (a) similarity search
with ranking, (b) schematized search, and (c) a common table schema with support for
rows with particular schema.
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2. An approach for data sources to publish information directly to the Web, and con-
versely:

3. A REST update/query model for information sources to be used by user-agents and
applications, more generally:

3.1. ODBC for the Web in terms of RESTful Web services,
3.2. SQL for the Web by providing CRUD data and schema operations over HTTP

methods, and
3.3. HTML for information using XML as transport format.

Besides the dissertation’s main contributions and technical innovations, other interesting con-
tributions found in the course of the research activities include:

• A formal definition of database keyword search based on the RELTEX calculus (Side-
bar 3.2.1). This formalization has been proven feasible in practice by its implementa-
tion in the prototype RELTEX store.

• Support for annotation of data items through data manipulation operations and exten-
sion fields (see sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3 for an example). Annotation of data
items is important since it has been discussed in the Lowell meeting (Lesk, 2003) as a
desirable feature in databases and can also be related to the reuse of human attention
challenge of the dataspace abstraction (Franklin et al., 2005).

• A logical-level formal definition of the document collection model characteristic of
information retrieval has been formulated. To the extent of our knowledge, the in-
formation retrieval model has been formally described both at the physical-level (e.g.
Salton et al., 1975) and at the conceptual-level (e.g. Gonçalves et al., 2004), but it is
not usually considered from the set-based perspective of the logical-level (as done in
Section 3.1.2). Along with the document collection model’s definition, unstructured
search was formalized in terms of indexing and matching functions associated to a
document collection. A formal definition of the data description and manipulation op-
erations characteristic of information retrieval under the repository approach (i.e. get,
store and delete) has been provided and related to the creation, retrieval, updating
and deletion basic operations of data management (and to SQL operations as well; see
Sidebar 3.2.2).

• A formal definition of the syntax and semantics of SQL statements has been provided
as an example of the application of RELTEX calculus (see sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4).
These examples became the base of an SQL-like syntax to formally describe the data
and schema description and manipulation operations of a RELTEX database and, in
consequence, the RELTEX protocol.

• Schema description and manipulation has been defined departing from the addition
of a schema database, holding table information objects, to the schema formalisms
of the RELTEX model. Under the extended schema definition, schema description and
manipulation operations, inspired by the syntax and semantics of SQL DDL statements,
were introduced resulting in the CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE, ALTER TABLE
ADD, ALTER TABLE DROP and RETRIEVE TABLE operations (see Section 3.2.4).

• The correspondence between SELECT, INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE SQL-
statements with the basic operations of data management (retrieval, insertion, updating
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and deletion) is straightforward. Since SQL is the standard query interface to relational
databases, the RELTEX formalisms have been related to database implementations
through the adopted SQL-like syntax.

• Along with the formalization of schema description and manipulation operations, a set
of sample schema properties for tables containing structured columns and unstructured
fields has been introduced (see tables 3.6 and 3.8).

• Within the sample schema properties, the “appendable” predicate is introduced for
unstructured textual fields (see Table 3.8). This property changes the semantics of
UPDATE and DELETE operations to consider incremental addition (“+=” operator) or
subtraction (“-=” operator) of data, as opposed to just consider assignment (“=” op-
erator) and removal (“−” operator). The syntax of the DELETE statement changes
as well to receive the values to be subtracted from fields (see Section 3.2.3 and Side-
bar 3.2.3). Although the “appendable” property has been associated to fields, it could
also be applied to structured columns.

• RELTEX calculus allows the combination of similarity joins and arithmetic join condi-
tions (see sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3 for examples). To the extent of our knowledge,
this is the first time that procedures to realize this “hybrid” joins have been presented
(see Section 5.1.2.2). These procedures are part of the RELTEX prototype implemen-
tation and their efficiency has been presented in terms of their algorithm complexity
(see tables 5.7 and 5.8).

• In addition to consider structured typed data and unstructured textual fields, provi-
sions to handle complex data types such such as binary data have been presented in
the context of the Web protocol (see Appendix B) and considered from a text extrac-
tion perspective in sample schema properties (see “blob”, “compressed”, “columns”,
“filename-column” and “filename-field” properties in Table 3.6).

• The syntax and semantics for the combined use of structured and unstructured
retrieval—either as filtering conditions or to give place to implicit equi-joins between
columns or similarity match joins that involve columns and fields according to the
relevance score of a full-text match—has been described and exemplified (and imple-
mented in the context of a RELTEX store prototype, see Section 5.1.2.2). Although
similarity or approximate joins have been addressed by previous works (e.g. Barbará
et al., 1992; Cohen, 1998; Motro, 1988), the similarity literals introduced in RELTEX
calculus improve previous similarity match approaches providing an extended syntax
of similarity to consider partial results and a score threshold (i.e. low, high and zscore

parameters, see Section 3.2.1).
• An approach to schema evolution through schema manipulation operations, extension

fields and a data-to-schema compliance function for RELTEX sources (and by exten-
sion, for sources implementing the RELTEX protocol) has been presented (see Sec-
tion 3.3). Under the evolution approach presented, extension fields provide represen-
tation flexibility and can be “promoted” to “common fields”, which in turn, can be
“demoted” to extensions later on. Besides transforming common fields to extension
fields (or viceversa), structured values can transition to the unstructured domain. This
approach to schema evolution answers this dissertation’s Hypothesis 5.

• A mapping between the four basic functions of persistent storage, the HTTP methods of
the Web environment and data and schema manipulation functions, considering incre-
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mental addition and substraction of schema elements, has been proposed in Table 4.1.
This mapping confirms this dissertation’s Hypothesis 2.

• Bertino and Catania (2001)’s XML schema for relational data has been extended to
consider fields (and extension fields) in addition to columns, in order to be used as the
representation format for data in the RELTEX protocol (see Section 4.2).

• A DTD for table information objects has been proposed as the representation format
for schema in the RELTEX protocol (see Listing 4.3.1). The DTD defines a top level
table entity, which includes the table name as an attribute. The table entity contains
a sequence of column and field entities which attributes correspond, respectively,
to (a) the column or field name; and (b) the schema properties of columns and fields.
The DTD also considers an optional extensions entity which attributes correspond
to the schema properties of extension fields. In addition, a DTD to represent more
than one table has been defined as well (see Listing 4.3.2). This DTD adds a top-level
tables entity to contain the table information objects’ XML representations.

• The RELTEX protocol exposes both data and schema items through /data/ (Sec-
tion 4.2) and /schema/ (Section 4.3) URI scheme contexts. In addition, a mechanism
to provide a data source catalog is defined within the RELTEX protocol in terms of the
/metadata/ context (Section 4.4). This context describes the store’s structure and is
based on data and schema retrieval operations, and thus operates on read-only resources
which are either query metadata or table information objects. Query metadata grants
user-agents data type information about extension fields (i.e. those that aren’t defined in
the table schema) or about the elements in the target list product of joins. This mecha-
nisms is important since data source catalogs are useful in the identification, discovery,
assessment, and management of database structure (CC:DA Task Force on Metadata,
1999). The RELTEX protocol’s URI schemes confirm Hypothesis 4 by differentiating
/data/, /schema/ and /metadata/ contexts.

• An initial approach to secure the the RELTEX protocol, by accessing the /data/,
/metadata/ and /schema/ contexts through SSL/TLS transport and HTTP au-
thentication has been proposed (see Section 4.6). Under this approach, access to the
/schema/ context is granted to administrators (or equivalent role) while access to
the /data/ and /metadata/ contexts is granted to clients (i.e. applications and
user-agents).

• Since the federation of data via Web services is an open research topic for which no
good answers are available yet, this dissertation has proposed a notion of Web protocol
“goodness”, “rightness” (or, at least “completeness”) elicited from Gray (2004)’s open
issues for (data) Web service design and (Bosworth, 2005a)’s call for technical inno-
vations to directly federate data to the Web (see Chapter 2). Under this comparison
criteria, the RELTEX protocol was compared against other related techniques for data
access and storage on the Web. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarize the comparison.

• Under the protocol comparison criteria shown in Table 4.5, it is worth noting that the
RELTEX protocol is the only technique that supports schema description operations
through XML messages over HTTP methods. In addition, only one technique (other
than the RELTEX protocol) among those reviewed supports schema definition and ma-
nipulation, namely WebDAD, which embeds SQL DDL statements on XML/HTTP
messages. The use of SQL DDL, inspired in the relational model, limits schema evo-
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lution to schema manipulation. And, as previously mentioned, it does not provide
feedback on schema information objects. The RELTEX protocol, on the other hand,
allows to retrieve information of a single table (or of all tables) in the data source by
invoking the RETRIEVE TABLE operation through the GET method (see sections 4.3
and 4.4).

• A reference architecture for a RELTEX store (Section 5.1) from a component-based
perspective has been presented in Section 5.1.1. Under the component-based approach,
components of the RELTEX stored are identified and component interaction is de-
scribed in terms of an execution sequence for both data and schema operations. The
implementation platform (Section 5.1.1.1) and implementation-size derived statistics
(Section 5.1.1.2), such as component and compliance test group sizes, are provided as
well. Component sizes provide the following engineering insight: (a) A sizable amount
of functions can be factored out to a common library or package; (b) The complexity
of implementing an IMS integrating structured data and unstructured data considerably
exceeds the complexity of solely considering structured data; (c) The implementation
of a Web protocol interface takes a fraction of the effort of devising a programmatic
interface, further still, the creation of protocol clients take even less effort; (d) Since the
interface components seems to comprise the majority of the effort while creating IMSs,
and Web services seem to require relatively less effort to be implemented, the consid-
eration of Web services as interfaces to IMSs seems convenient from an engineering
perspective (where less effort can be related to less system complexity). In any case,
standardization of interface components appears to be a good starting point to reduce
the complexity of IMS implementation; and (e) After interface implementation, query
decomposition and merger of result procedures (Section 5.1.2.2) are the largest com-
ponent of the prototype implementation, which confirms observations made by Gray
(2004) and Raghavan and Garcia-Molina (2001) stating that these kind of procedures
are a key challenge to unifying structured and unstructured data within an IMS. Com-
plementarily, test groups sizes provide the following insight: (a) Compliance unit tests
between the RELTEX store and the RELTEX model and operations have a similar im-
plementation size when tested through the RELTEX protocol. A similar implementa-
tion size follows as a consequence of performing the same tests through both interfaces.
(b) Assuming implementation size as a measure of development effort, retrieval oper-
ations (i.e. SELECT) seem to be the most complex, followed by updating operations
(i.e. UPDATE, DELETE, both versions of ALTER TABLE and DROP TABLE, see sec-
tions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3). Finally, creation operations (i.e. INSERT, CREATE TABLE)
seem to be the less complex of them all;

• A reference architecture for a RELTEX store from a function-based perspective has
been presented in Section 5.1.2 in terms of the following function groups: (a) a data
access API for structured and unstructured information (Section 5.1.2.1), (b) query
decomposition and merger of result procedures (Section 5.1.2.2), (c) sample API oper-
ations (Section 5.1.2.3) and (d) text analysis functions (Section 5.1.2.4).

• Experiences with a structured subset of the data access API in Academia and Indus-
try have been presented in Section 5.1.2.1. From a practical perspective, the benefits
that the data access API for structured and unstructured data provide to data-intensive
applications are straightforward: the API would ease the addition of state of the art
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information retrieval features, such as multiple language support, text stemming, and
even support for semistructured data items by coupling structured data items (e.g. da-
tabase tuples) with fielded text documents. The RELTEX store prototype translates the
data access API into the RELTEX protocol by mapping the API operations to HTTP
methods.

• The RELTEX protocol, model and calculus have already been published in (Alvarez-
Cavazos et al., 2007). We believe that these contributions are an interesting approach
for data management to leverage the ubiquity of the Web.

From a practical perspective, the reference architecture of the RELTEX store and its associ-
ated component and unit test lines of code statistics are also contributions since they round-
up research findings with implementation insight, in addition to easing replication. Since
the reference architecture of the RELTEX store is component-based, it follows that it has
well-delimited parts, thus facilitating reuse, replacement or scaling of components.

Some lessons learned during the elaboration of this dissertation include:

• The choice of data model is central to Web protocol design, since all other design
considerations (e.g. connectivity, operation syntax and semantics, schema) depend on
the selected data model.

• The reutilization by composition principle is useful in the design of integrated infor-
mation management systems, as shown by the close relation that the component archi-
tecture of the RELTEX store has with a component-based distributed database system;
or between the several instances of the data access API present in the store; or even
in the application of the same test cases to test the API and protocol. This suggests
that further application of this principle would lead to greater information management
system standardization.

• As suggested by Liskov and Zilles (1975), a set of test cases are used to measure
compliance between the RELTEX specifications (i.e. the RELTEX model and proto-
col) and their implementation (i.e. the RELTEX store). In addition, we consider that
unit cases can provide a dual benefit to research endeavors in terms of: (a) an “effec-
tiveness” criteria for proof-of-concept implementations in research efforts (in addition
to just demonstrating “feasibility” under the engineering research paradigm (Dodig-
Crnkovic, 2002; Wegner, 1976)); and (b) reducing the risk of overgeneralization of
research contributions by facilitating research repeatability.

Future work directions departing from this dissertation contributions are presented next.
Short range future work directions include:

• Creation of real applications that leverage the RELTEX store, protocol and model.
• Support concurrency of schema operations. This could probably be achieved by means

of the GTM component.
• Consider grouping and aggregating clauses (such as the GROUP BY and HAVING

clauses present in SQL’s SELECT operation) in the RELTEX protocol select queries.
• Support for several extension field property sets in the same table, e.g. by adopting

Solr’s dynamic field approach.

Some medium or long-range directions for future work include:
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• Creation of an orchestrating middleware on top of Web-based RELTEX stores with
support for transactions and/or data distribution schemes.

• Consideration of disjunctive queries in the Web protocol.
• Supporting a conceptual-level entities by building or mounting an ORM tool on top of

the RELTEX protocol or the data access API as a logical-level indirection mechanism,
to provide data source portability and remote storage through the Web.

The main difference between short, medium and long range work directions is effort or time
it would take to achieve them, from less effort to more effort, respectively.

Since the RELTEX protocol, model and calculus are based on (a) the well-known rela-
tional model and tuple calculus widely adopted by data management researchers and prac-
titioners and (b) the notions of text fields and similarity search characteristic of information
retrieval, we consider these contributions to be a bridge between the interests of the database
and information retrieval communities. Since turning the Web into an more useful infor-
mation utility definitively calls for metacommunity research, we hope that the Web protocol
and its associated formalisms introduced in this dissertation become a motivating reference
for both communities to engage in transdisciplinary research for defining richer query lan-
guages and data model abstractions and implementations that consider both text search and
schematized retrieval.

In summary, this dissertation has proposed and formally defined the RELTEX Web pro-
tocol and its associated data model and calculus query language. Our research efforts have
demonstrated that RELTEX protocol is a novel, valuable, effective and feasible technique
to store, search, transport and update unstructured and structured information for Web or
intranet-based environments. Where novelty was demonstrated by comparing the RELTEX
model and protocol to related techniques; value by (a) heeding the call for research on Web
service design issued by researchers and practitioners and (b) by explaining the wide range
of applicability of the data model underlying the protocol both in comparison to other models
and in relation to representative applications; effectiveness is proven through a representative
set of unit tests that run in a prototype implementation, which in turn denotes feasibility of
the proposed technique.



Appendix A

Terms & Acronyms Glossary

This appendix lists the terms and acronyms used in this document.

API An API (Application Program Interface) is a collection of methods or procedures that
enable access to a program, module or software component in such a way that it can be
used by another piece of software. An API’s functionality is exploited by calling its ac-
cess methods (Molina, 2000). The methods of a database access API abstract database
calls, making it a viable solution to minimize the problems of embedded SQL (Birnam,
2000).

Data Data are the lowest form of knowledge. Once raw inputs are captured, digitalized,
and converted into symbolic forms as text, facts, interpreted images, and preprocessed
codes, we consider them data (Liebowitz and Beckman, 2000; pp. 82).

Arbitrarily structured data This document uses “arbitrarily structured data” as an
encompassing term for structured, unstructured or semistructured data.

Semistructured data Semistructured data denotes data that only conforms partially
to a schema, or whose schema can evolve rapidly (Abiteboul, 1997).

Structured data Structured or strictly-typed data conforms to a well-defined
schema (Garcia-Molina et al., 1999; Ullman and Widom, 1997).

Unstructured data Unstructured data is data with significant amounts of text (e.g. a
Word processor document, an e-mail, a technical manual). The term “unstruc-
tured” is misleading since all documents have some structure even if it is just the
structure that is implicit (e.g. punctuation marks), which makes unstructured data
prone to be represented in several text “fields” (Melton and Buxton, 2006; Lesk,
2003).

Dataspace A dataspace is a data management abstraction that should contain all the infor-
mation relevant to a particular organization regardless of its format and location, and
model a rich collection of relationships between data sources. Dataspaces are not a
data integration approach; rather, they pursue a data co-existence approach. The goal
of dataspaces is to provide base functionality over all data sources, regardless of how
they are integrated (Halevy et al., 2006; Franklin et al., 2005).

Data source and data store A data source is an individual participant of a dataspace
and can be a relational database, an XML repository, a text database or even Web
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services and software packages (Franklin et al., 2005). Since data source is an
encompassing term for a variety of possible information sources—whether the
source is an information management system, a software application or a semi-
structured document—the term data store is used by this document to distinguish
a concrete information source, with a given architecture and/or implementation.
For example, “RELTEX store” is used to denote the architecture and implementa-
tion of a prototype information system that conforms to the RELTEX data model
(see Chapter 5). Similarly, “RELTEX source” stands for any information source
whose data model can be mapped to RELTEX regardless of implementation par-
ticulars.

DB A database (DB) is a collection of data stored according to a certain organization (Forta,
1999; pp. 2). Strictly speaking, the term database refers to the collection of related
records, and the software should be referred to as the DBMS. However, this document
follows the common practice of using the term “database” to cover both meanings (i.e.
database and DBMS).

DBMS A database management system (DBMS) is a software product designed
to help in the maintenance and usage of a database (Ozsu and Valduriez,
1999; pp. 4).

RDBMS A relational database management system (RDBMS) is a DBMS that is
based on the relational model as introduced by Edgar F. Codd (from Wikipedia1).
However, the terms “database” and “DBMS” have been used in this document to
refer to a relational database and a RDBMS, respectively.

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a method used to transfer or convey informa-
tion on the World Wide Web. Its original purpose was to provide a way to publish and
retrieve HTML pages (from Wikipedia).

IR Information retrieval (IR) is the science of searching for information in documents,
searching for documents themselves, searching for metadata which describe docu-
ments, or searching within databases, whether relational stand-alone databases or hy-
pertext networked databases such as the Internet or intranets, for text, sound, images or
data (from Wikipedia). However, in the corpus of the present document, the concept of
information retrieval is reduced in scope to stand for:

Text retrieval A branch of information retrieval where the information is stored pri-
marily in the form of text. In short it is the study of techniques of retrieving textual
documents relevant to the needs of a searcher (from Wikipedia).

Internet The Internet is the worldwide, publicly accessible network of interconnected com-
puter networks that transmit data by packet switching using the standard Internet Pro-
tocol (IP). It is a “network of networks” that consists of millions of smaller domestic,
academic, business, and government networks, which together carry various informa-
tion and services, such as electronic mail, online chat, file transfer, and the interlinked
Web pages and other documents of the World Wide Web (from Wikipedia).

Intranet An intranet is a private computer network that uses Internet protocols, network
connectivity, and possibly the public telecommunication system to securely share part

1Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/
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of an organization’s information or operations with its employees. There is often an
attempt to use Internet technologies to provide new interfaces with corporate ‘legacy’
data and information systems (from Wikipedia).

LAN A local area network (LAN) is a computer network covering a small local area, like a
home, office, or school. Current LANs are most likely to be based on switched Ethernet
or Wi-Fi technology running at 10, 100 or 1,000 Mbit/s (from Wikipedia).

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) is an Internet Standard that extends
the format of e-mail to support text in character sets other than US-ASCII, non-text
attachments, multi-part message bodies, and header information in non-ASCII charac-
ter sets. MIME is also a fundamental component of communication protocols such as
HTTP, which requires that data be transmitted in the context of e-mail-like messages,
even though the data may not actually be e-mail (from Wikipedia).

ODBC Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) provides a standard software API method for
using a DBMS regardless of programming language, database system or operating sys-
tem used. The ODBC specification offers a procedural API for using SQL queries to
access data (from Wikipedia).

Query In general, a query (noun) is a question, often required to be expressed in a formal
way. To query (verb) means to submit a query (noun). A database query can be either
a select query or an action query. A select query is simply a data retrieval query. An
action query can ask for additional operations on the data, such as insertion, updating,
or deletion (from WhatIs.com2).

REST Representational State Transfer (REST) is a software architectural style for dis-
tributed hypermedia systems like the World Wide Web. The term was originated
by Fielding (2000). REST strictly refers to a collection of architectural principles (de-
scribed in Section 2.2).

RESTful Systems that follow Fielding’s REST principles are often referred to as
RESTful.

REST operations Refers to the set of well-defined operations that, by principle,
should apply to all resources (information items) of a RESTful system, for ex-
ample, HTTP methods.

RESTful Web services It is used to describe any simple interface that conforms to
REST principles and uses a textual representation format, typically XML, over
HTTP without an additional messaging layer.

SOAP SOAP is a protocol for exchanging XML-based messages over a computer network,
normally using HTTP. SOAP provides a basic messaging framework that more abstract
layers can build on (from Wikipedia).

SQL SQL (Structured Query Language) is a language designed specifically to communicate
with databases. Its objective is the provision of an efficient way to read and write data
in a database. The SQL standard is regulated by the ANSI standard committee and is
frequently called ANSI SQL (Forta, 1999; pp. 5–6).

Top-down and bottom-up design Top-down and bottom-up are the two major strategies for
designing distributed databases. In the top-down model an overview of the system
is formulated, without going into detail for any part of it. Each part of the system

2WhatIs.com, http://whatis.com/
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is then refined by designing it in more detail. Each new part may then be refined
again, defining it in yet more detail until the entire specification is detailed enough to
validate the model. By contrast, in bottom-up design individual parts of the system
are specified in detail. The parts are then linked together to form larger components,
which are in turn linked until a complete system is formed. Top-down design is a
suitable approach when a distributed database system is being designed from scratch.
Commonly, however, a number of databases already exist, and the design task involves
integrating them into one database. The bottom-up approach is suitable for this type of
environment (from Wikipedia and Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999).

URI A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), is a compact string of characters used to identify
or name a resource. The main purpose of this identification is to enable interaction with
representations of the resource over a network, typically the World Wide Web, using
specific protocols (from Wikipedia).

Web URI Schemes divide URIs in four parts: (a) A scheme, a prefix governed by the
IANA3; (b) a hierarchical part to hold information hierarchical in nature. Usu-
ally this part begins with a double forward slash (“//”), followed by an authority
part and an optional path. The authority part holds optional user information, a
hostname and an optional port number preceded by a colon (“:”). The path part
is a sequence of segments separated by a forward slash (“/”). Each segment can
contain parameter names and values for it using a reserved characters as delim-
iters, such as the semicolon (“;”) and equals (“=”); (c) the query, an optional part
separated with a question mark, which contains additional identification informa-
tion which is not hierarchical in nature; and (d) the fragment, separated from the
front parts by a hash (“#”), holds additional identifying information which allows
indirect identification of a secondary resource.

URL A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is a URI that, in addition to identifying a re-
source, provides means of acting upon or obtaining a representation of the resource by
describing its primary access mechanism or network “location” (from Wikipedia).

WebDAD WebDAD is a methodology for remote authoring of databases based on the Web-
DAV protocol. The abbreviation stands for WebDAV-based Distributed Authoring of
Databases. WebDAD uses WebDAV methods to convey requests and responses be-
tween servers and clients. In other words, WebDAD describes a way to express a given
SQL query in the form of a set of WebDAV methods (Shadgar and Holyer, 2004).

WebDAV WebDAV is an IETF working group. The abbreviation stands for Web-based Dis-
tributed Authoring and Versioning. The term also refers to the set of extensions to
the HTTP protocol that the group defined which allows users to collaboratively edit
and manage files on remote web servers. The WebDAV protocol’s aim is to make the
World Wide Web a readable and writable medium (from Wikipedia).

World Wide Web The World Wide Web (“WWW” or simply the “Web”) is a global, read-
write information space. Text documents, images, multimedia and many other items of
information, referred to as resources, are identified by short, unique, global identifiers
called Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) so that each can be found, accessed and
cross-referenced in the simplest possible way (from Wikipedia).

3Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, http://www.iana.org/
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Deep Web The deep Web (or “invisible Web” or “hidden Web”) is the name given
to pages on the World Wide Web that are not part of the Web that is indexed
by search engines (i.e. the “surface Web”). It consists of pages which are not
linked to by other pages (e.g. dynamic pages which are returned in response to
a submitted query). The deep Web also includes sites that require registration or
otherwise limit access to their pages, prohibiting search engines from browsing
them (from Wikipedia).

Web services Web services are software systems designed to support interoperable machine-
to-machine interaction over a network by asynchronously exchanging XML docu-
ments. Web services are responsible for mapping the XML documents into and out
of executable programs, objects, databases and legacy applications (from Wikipedia
and Newcomer, 2002).

Web-enabled and Web-based applications The terms Web-enabled and Web-based are of-
ten used interchangeably to describe applications that run on the Web or on Internet-
based networks such as an intranet. Both can be accessed with a Web browser. How-
ever, Web-based applications are built from the ground up to run over the Web; while
Web-enabled applications involve adding a Web interface to traditional applications
that may have been created even before there was a Web (Carr, 2002). Web-based has
a top-down design connotation while Web-enabled implies bottom-up design. Unless
otherwise noted, this document favors the use of the term “Web-enabled” to cover both
meanings (i.e. Web-based and Web-enabled).

XML The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a W3C-recommended4 general-purpose
markup language for creating special-purpose markup languages, capable of describing
many different kinds of data (from Wikipedia).

Syndicated XML This document uses the term “syndicated XML” to denote XML
messages that carry Web feed content. The term comes from the concept of Web
syndication. In general, Web syndication refers to making Web feeds available
from a site in order to provide other people with a summary of the website’s
recently added content. Although the format could be anything transported over
HTTP, such as HTML or JavaScript, it is more commonly XML. The two main
families of Web feed data formats are RSS and Atom (from Wikipedia).

XML language An XML language is a set of valid XML documents. An XML
schema language (“XML schema”, for short; e.g. W3C’s XSD and XML DTD,
OASIS’ RELAX NG) expresses the “validity” of XML documents in terms of
constraints on the structure and content of documents expressed as a related set
of elements and attributes. The term XML language, though, is more general
and may range over XML documents that are valid under several XML schema
instance documents (from Melton and Buxton, 2006).

XML document An XML document is composed of textual entities, which are com-
posed of character and markup data. Markup data encodes a description of the
document’s storage layout and logical structure (i.e. format). All text that is not
markup constitutes the character data of the document (from Melton and Buxton,
2006).

4The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), http://www.w3.org/
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XML message An XML message is a small, well-defined piece of data passed from
one application to another as an XML document (from Melton and Buxton, 2006).

XML protocol An XML protocol defines an exact communication model between
systems in terms of a formal description of message rules and format. That is,
an XML protocol defines (from Melton and Buxton, 2006): (a) the set of opera-
tions (i.e. rules) to send and receive XML messages between corresponding end
points (e.g. computers, application programs, Web services, clients, servers) on a
network; and (b) an XML language for protocol messages. XML protocols typ-
ically mandate the addition of entities (i.e. protocol data), and its accompanying
semantics and syntax, to message contents.

XML schema instance It is an XML document that uses the elements and attributes
described by an XML schema (in a relation similar to a class definition and its
objects instances, in OOP terminology) (from Melton and Buxton, 2006).

XML semantics XML semantic refers to the meaning (or sense) of the character data
arranged within the document’s format (from Melton and Buxton, 2006).

XML syntax XML syntax refers to the storage layout and logical structure (i.e. the
grammatical structure or colloquially, format) of XML documents (from Melton
and Buxton, 2006).

XML, Well-formed document A well-formed document conforms to all the basic
syntax constraints imposed by XML itself. Unless otherwise noted, this docu-
ment assumes well-formed XML (from Melton and Buxton, 2006).

XML, Valid document A valid XML document has markup and data that conforms
to a particular XML schema language (from Melton and Buxton, 2006).



Appendix B

Handling Binary Data

The support for binary objects requirement is demanded by the nature of the Web, a system
that intertwines hypertext and hypermedia (e.g. audio, images, video) with hyperlink cross-
references. Since the Web is a medium thriving with hypermedia, a Web-enabled source
should be able to manage hypermedia contents. We can extend the RESTful operations pre-
sented in Section 4.2 to consider large objects (LOBs) by: (a) encoding large object data into
our XML resource representations or (b) using multipart messages to transport large object
data.

Since database system support for LOBs varies widely, it is recommended that insertion
and updating of LOBs are done in two phases: (1) Insert the LOB metadata, which could
optionally reside in the LOB’s same table; and (2) Insert the LOB binary content, using either
an RDBMS stored-procedure, a binary stream or a JDBC prepared statement (Farley and
Crawford, 2005). We could use a similar approach since our URI syntax (see Sidebar 4.2.1)
can be used to directly expose binary columns. For example, given the sample information
shown in Table B.1,

Number FirstName LastName Photo
2000 Mike Scott @34e98a4b
7000 Steve Adam @23a4b3f5

Table B.1: Table “Client-Photos” (before)

we could insert Paul Smith’s data using:

POST /data/clients
Content-type: text/xml

<row>
<Number> 7369 </Number>
<FirstName> Paul </FirstName>
<LastName> Smith </LastName>

</row>

And get the following response:

201 CREATED
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<row>
<Number> 7369 </Number>
<FirstName> Paul </FirstName>
<LastName> Smith </LastName>

</row>

This approach to row insertions allows for partial creation of rows. If the Number column
were capable of automatically generating identifiers (e.g. IDENTITY/SEQUENCE column
options), the request could have omitted the <Number /> tag and the response would have
included the sequence identifier generated by the data source.

Now, we could simply use another INSERT/POST to store Photo’s binary data. We
could support one or all of the following approaches.

1. Embedding binary content in XML using Base64 encoding:

POST /data/clients/Photo/-/Number=7369
Content-type: text/xml

<row>
<Photo type="image/png" >
TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1aXNoZWQsIG5vdCBvbmx5IGJ5IGhpcyByZWFz
b24sIGJ1dCBieSB0aGlzIHNpbmd1bGFyIHBhc3Npb24gZnJvbSBvdGhl
ciBhbmltYWxzLCB3aGljaCBpcyBhIGx1c3Qgb2YgdGhlIG1pbmQsIHRo
YXQgYnkgYSBwZXJzZXZlcmFuY2Ugb2YgZGVsaWdodCBpbiB0aGUgY29u
dGludWVkIGFuZCBpbmRlZmF0aWdhYmxlIGdlbmVyYXRpb24gb2Yga25v
d2xlZGdlLCBleGNlZWRzIHRoZSBzaG9ydCB2ZWhlbWVuY2Ugb2YgYW55
IGNhcm5hbCBwbGVhc3VyZS4=

</Photo><!-- Assuming Base64 encoding -->
</row>

Also note that this “embedded” alternative could be sent as part of the original POST
request although, in practice, this is not recommended (Bosworth, 2005b).

2. Sending a link to the actual binary content:

POST /data/clients/Photo/-/Number=7369
Content-type: text/xml

<row>
<Photo type="image/png"

src="http://imageshack.us/7369/paul.png"/>
</row>

The data source would then be responsible of fetching binary contents. Although this
could lead to performance and scaling issues, applications that commonly rely on on-
line content (blogs, online forums, Wiki pages, . . . ) would greatly benefit from support
for this approach1.

3. Direct upload to the LOB’s URL:

1Google Base allows image uploads under this approach, see http://code.google.com/apis/base/concepts.html
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POST /data/clients/Photo/-/Number=7369
Content-type: image/png
Content-transfer-encoding: base64
MIME-version: 1.0

TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1aXNoZWQsIG5vdCBvbmx5IGJ5IGhpcyByZWFzb24s
IGJ1dCBieSB0aGlzIHNpbmd1bGFyIHBhc3Npb24gZnJvbSBvdGhlciBhbmlt
YWxzLCB3aGljaCBpcyBhIGx1c3Qgb2YgdGhlIG1pbmQsIHRoYXQgYnkgYSBw
ZXJzZXZlcmFuY2Ugb2YgZGVsaWdodCBpbiB0aGUgY29udGludWVkIGFuZCBp
bmRlZmF0aWdhYmxlIGdlbmVyYXRpb24gb2Yga25vd2xlZGdlLCBleGNlZWRz
IHRoZSBzaG9ydCB2ZWhlbWVuY2Ugb2YgYW55IGNhcm5hbCBwbGVhc3VyZS4=

In the previous approaches, both the first and the second POST operations are atomic
but do not happen together. An application using any of these approaches should be pre-
pared to handle transactions on top of multiple REST operations, or else be prepared to find
incomplete rows (e.g. records without photos) when the second POST fails.

For applications where two-phase inserts are not acceptable (e.g. security records includ-
ing binary content, such as a digitalized fingerprint or an electronic signature), integrated
approaches that use multipart messages to include data in XML along with large objects,
could be used instead. Multipart message approaches should relate XML data to other mes-
sage parts. Following are two multipart message proposals for row inserts:

4. All-in-one multipart/related POST, with data in XML plus LOBs identified by the
“Content-ID:” MIME header:

POST /data/clients
Content-type: multipart/related; boundary="frontier"
MIME-version: 1.0

--frontier
Content-type: text/xml

<row>
<Number> 7369 </Number>
<FirstName> Paul </FirstName>
<LastName> Smith </LastName>
<Photo src="multipart" />

</row>
--frontier
Content-type: image/png
Content-transfer-encoding: base64
Content-ID: Photo

TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1aXNoZWQsIG5vdCBvbmx5IGJ5IGhpcyByZWFzb24s
IGJ1dCBieSB0aGlzIHNpbmd1bGFyIHBhc3Npb24gZnJvbSBvdGhlciBhbmlt
YWxzLCB3aGljaCBpcyBhIGx1c3Qgb2YgdGhlIG1pbmQsIHRoYXQgYnkgYSBw
ZXJzZXZlcmFuY2Ugb2YgZGVsaWdodCBpbiB0aGUgY29udGludWVkIGFuZCBp
bmRlZmF0aWdhYmxlIGdlbmVyYXRpb24gb2Yga25vd2xlZGdlLCBleGNlZWRz
IHRoZSBzaG9ydCB2ZWhlbWVuY2Ugb2YgYW55IGNhcm5hbCBwbGVhc3VyZS4=
--frontier--

5. All-in-one multipart/mixed POST, with data in XML plus LOBs identified by the
“filename” parameter of the “Content-Disposition:” MIME header:
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POST /data/clients
Content-type: multipart/mixed; boundary="frontier"
MIME-version: 1.0

--frontier
Content-type: text/xml

<row>
<Number> 7369 </Number>
<FirstName> Paul </FirstName>
<LastName> Smith </LastName>
<Photo src="multipart" filename="paul.png" />

</row>
--frontier
Content-type: image/png
Content-transfer-encoding: base64
Content-disposition: attachment; filename="paul.png"

TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1aXNoZWQsIG5vdCBvbmx5IGJ5IGhpcyByZWFzb24s
IGJ1dCBieSB0aGlzIHNpbmd1bGFyIHBhc3Npb24gZnJvbSBvdGhlciBhbmlt
YWxzLCB3aGljaCBpcyBhIGx1c3Qgb2YgdGhlIG1pbmQsIHRoYXQgYnkgYSBw
ZXJzZXZlcmFuY2Ugb2YgZGVsaWdodCBpbiB0aGUgY29udGludWVkIGFuZCBp
bmRlZmF0aWdhYmxlIGdlbmVyYXRpb24gb2Yga25vd2xlZGdlLCBleGNlZWRz
IHRoZSBzaG9ydCB2ZWhlbWVuY2Ugb2YgYW55IGNhcm5hbCBwbGVhc3VyZS4=
--frontier--

The presence of the “Content-type:” MIME header makes the “type” attribute of the
XML column/field tag redundant (see approaches 1 and 2), yet if we decide to support
several structures for POST and PUT content, redundancy of “type” and even “encod-
ing” parameters with regards to MIME headers should be taken into account.

Whether a two-phase insert (approaches 1 to 3) or an integrated insert (approaches 4 and
5) were actually used, the intended result would be the same and is shown in Table B.2.

Number FirstName LastName Photo
2000 Mike Scott @34e98a4b
7369 Paul Smith @98d9a98c
7000 Steve Adam @23a4b3f5

Table B.2: Table “Client-Photos” (after)
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C.1 DSAPI: A RELTEX Store Prototype Implementation
The RELTEX store prototype (a.k.a. Data Storage API, DSAPI for short) follows a loosely
coupled architecture of an IR tool with a database system. This integration approach has been
chosen to leverage the facilities provided by IR tools and database systems with minimal or
no modifications to them. Then, the IR tool is used to index the unstructured text fields of
a (RELTEX)table while the database is used to store the structured typed columns of a table
(see Chapter 5).

This appendix describes how to build the RELTEX Store from source code and how to
run/stop the store’s Web server using Apache Ant. Ant is a Java based build tool. More
information on using Ant is available at http://ant.apache.org/manual/

You’ll find an Ant build file at the root directory of the source code tree. Ant build files
are XML files, usually named build.xml.

The Ant build file describes itself. First, several global properties are created to specify
several build or run/stop parameters. These parameters specify the location of the source
code, build (or classes), and libraries (lib) directories. Other properties specify the name of
the JAR file that contains the client communication module (i.e. the classes required by client
applications to Communicate with the data server) and some JVM execution parameters.

You should be able to use the included Ant build file without further modifications. If you
do modify the parameters therein, make sure to adjust the project’s structure accordingly.
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The RELTEX store implementation can be found in the following directories within the
base source-code directory:

• src/dsapi/
• tests/dsapi/

Relevant ant build files are:

• build.xml.- contains the compile, build, start, stop, teardown and test-dsapi targets
• build-properties.xml.- defines global properties for the project
• src/dsapi.xml.- compiles and builds the RELTEX/DSAPI Store
• tests/dsapi.xml.- tests and runs RELTEX/DSAPI Store

Starting the Web protocol interface

1. Run the start target in the ant buildfile in the base source-code directory (e.g.
/home/dsapi/ant start)

2. Point your browser1 to: http://localhost:8080/DSAPI/

Stopping the RELTEX store

1. Run the stop target in the ant buildfile in the base source-code directory (e.g.
/home/dsapi/ant stop).

2. Or point your browser to: http://localhost:8080/shutdown/

More detailed instructions are presented in the remainder of this appendix, and also in the
DSAPI’ README.txt file.

C.2 Prerequisites
In order to build and run the DSAPI Project, you must also have Java SE 1.6.0 or later, Ant
1.6.0 or later and MySQL 5.0 or later installed in your system. You can verify the Java2,
Ant3 and MySQL4 versions installed in your system (or if they exist) from the command line
using:

* Windows *

C:\Reltex\Development\dsapi>java -version
java version "1.6.0_03"

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.6.0_03-b05)

Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM (build 1.6.0_03-b05, mixed mode, sharing)

1URLs may change depending on the parameters specified in the DSAPI’s property file i.e.
src/dsapi/StoreProperties.txt

2More information on installing Java is available at http://java.sun.com/javase/index.jsp
3More information on installing Ant is available at http://ant.apache.org/manual/
4More information on installing MySQL is available at http://dev.mysql.com/doc/mysql/en/
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C:\Reltex\Development\dsapi>ant -version
Apache Ant version 1.7.0 compiled on December 13 2006

C:\mysql\bin>mysql --version
mysql Ver 14.12 Distrib 5.0.27, for Win32 (ia32)

* Unix-based system *

$ java -version
java version "1.6.0_03"

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.6.0_03-b05)

Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM (build 1.6.0_03-b05, mixed mode, sharing)

$ ant -version
Apache Ant version 1.7.0 compiled on December 13 2006

$ mysql --version
mysql Ver 14.12 Distrib 5.0.27, for Linux (i686)

Note: The preceding command line entries will only work if the bin directories of your
Java, Ant and MySQL installations have been registered with your system’s executable search
path mechanism (e.g. the PATH environment variable).

You will also need to have Connector/J (MySQL’s JDBC driver) properly installed in your
system5.

In addition, compliance unit tests require an installation of GPL Ghostscript to
achieve PostScript text extraction. More information on installing Ghostscript is avail-
able at http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/∼ghost/. Once Ghostscript is installed
in your system, be sure to update the location of the “pstotxt” executable in the
src/dsapi/StoreProperties.txt property file.

C.3 Creating the Underlying Database
Once you have successfully installed MySQL and before running the dsapi, you must create
the dsapi’s database. You can accomplish this by logging into your MySQL monitor as
follows:

C:\mysql\bin>mysql -u root
Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 50 to server version: 4.0.14-max-nt

type ’help;’ or ’\h’ for help. Type ’\c’ to clear the buffer.

mysql> create database redlobsterette;
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.00 sec)

5More information on installing Connector/J is available at http://www.mysql.com/products/connector/j/
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mysql> exit
Bye

C:\mysql\bin>

Important: Update the src/dsapi/StoreProperties.txt file according to the
database name, user and password corresponding to the database you have just created. Ab-
solute systems paths in this file should be adjusted according to your installation.

C.4 Building the DSAPI Project
The build ant file provides four targets to build the DSAPI project: “compile”, “clean”,
“build” and “rebuild”.

The “compile” target compiles all Java files in the sources directory (src), putting the
compiled class files in the build directory. The “clean” target deletes all of these classes.

The “build” target depends on the compile and update targets, so running the build target
automatically runs the compile target first. The build target copies configuration files and
resource directories from the src directory to the build directory.

Finally, the “rebuild” target does nothing by itself, but depends on the clean and build
targets to perform a clean build.

After you’ve got Ant installed, just open a command prompt in the directory of The build
file and type in the target you want to execute, like this:

ant build

This command loads the build.xml file in the current directory and executes the build
target.

C.5 Run/Stop the DSAPI’s Web Server
The build ant file provides two targets to run the DSAPI Web server and one target to stop it.

Use the “start” target to start the Web server in the current console terminal. You can
invoke this target from the command line using:

ant start

Use the “stealth-start” target to run the server process in the background. You can invoke
this target from the command line using:

ant stealth-start

Once the Web server has been started using the ant stealth-start or start targets, use the
“stop” target to stop the server. This target is invoked from the command line as follows:

ant stop

Important: After invoking the stop target, wait a couple of seconds for the server to
shutdown before starting it again.
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C.6 Documentation
Documentation is available in the docs/ directory.

C.7 Running DSAPI Tests
The RELTEX Store/DSAPI prototype includes a set of compliance unit tests. Tests are in-
cluded in the tests/ directory. Ant is used to compile and run the tests.

Before running the tests, test tables should be populated with data. This is done with the
following target:

ant setup

After successfully creating the test tables, compliance tests can be run with:

ant test-dsapi

To remove test tables, the following target can be used:

ant teardown

C.8 Dissertation-related Tests
The source code tree includes compliance tests produced as part of this dissertation’s research
activities.

The of tests used to exemplify the RELTEX model, calculus, protocol and programmatic
API (see sections 3.2.5, 4.5 and 5.1.2.3) can be run with the target:

ant test-reltex

The code to load the Web server log file (see Section 5.2.3) is also included in the REL-
TEX source code tree, it can be compiled and run with the following target:

ant test-lobsterapi
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